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Windows Tips: Something Old, Something New
AH, THE VENERABLE Windows tips
To assemble a collection of the "Greatest Windows Tips of ALL
story! If you've been reading PCWorld
Time," we turned to the real expert s: everyday users.
for any length of time, you know that
when a new version of Microsoft's
Admittedly, any "greatest hits" list
at sister publication Macwo rld, and
operating system comes out (in this
is somewhat arbitrary; it's based on in
"just about anyone else I ran into over
case, the well-received Windows 7), a
dividual tastes, and it's guaranteed to
the course of several days."
fresh batch of shortcuts and timesavers
generate controversy. After all , who
"My basic approach was to ask,
for the OS can't be far behind.
will make the decision? And what con
'When you watch someone else using a
These megatip extravaganzas, though,
stitutes greatness in a tip anyway?
Windows PC, what drives you crazy
To answer those questions, we sent
about the way they do it?'" Not surpris
always present a problem-namely,
staff editor Patrick Miller into the field
which items should we include? Be
ingly, that approach yielded a massive
to canvas users for tips that were not
cause each new version of Windows
list of candidates-and a tricky win
nowing task that he attacked with
builds on previous incarnations of
relish, and with some assistance
the OS, loads of the most useful Win
from other editorial staffers.
dows 7 tips are also the most useful
tricks for Windows Vista, not to
mention the still-popular Windows
Making the Final Cut
XP. If we were to include a sampling
Patrick brought a fresh perspective
of classic time-savers in a brand-new
to the task. Until nine months ago,
tips collection, we would risk alien
he had been primarily a Mac user
ating readers who want just the lat
and a power user at that-meaning
he had few preconceived notions
est goodies . But excluding timeabout the Windows platform.
tested t ips would mean some of the
'"Though I use Windows every day,"
best Windows advice would be
he says, "many of these tips were
absent from the issue.
The solution we came up with this
new to me, especially the shortcut
keystrokes and anything that made
month? Along with a spanking-new
use of the search box. " In making
collection oftips (see "Essential
his final cut, he first transferred t ips
Windows Tricks, " page 66) and
with multiple nominations into the
timely advice on how to overcome
Yes pile. Then "I began by looking
Windows 7 upgrade gotchas (see
STAFF EDITOR PATRICK MILLER: A hard-core Mac
for common problem areas with
"Fix Four Common Windows 7 Up
user receives a crash course in Windows shortcuts.
common solut ions." He also put his
grade Problems, " page 101), we've
Apple experience to use by looking for
only broadly app licable, but worked on
pulled together a two-page clip-and
standard Mac shortcuts that Windows
multiple versions of Windows and made
save pullout of the 26 "Greatest Win
everyday computing tasks substantially
users often must live without.
dows Tips of A.II Time" (see page 75).
After extensive hands-on testing,
faster or easier. He reached out to read
If you' re a longtime Windows user,
you're probably familiar with most of
ers at PCWorld.com, scoured a broad
wheedling, and weeding out, he and a
range of online forums, sought nomina
team of fellow editors came up with the
these tidbits- though I' m betting you
tions on our Facebook page (find.pcworld.
magnificent 26 in this issue.
will fi nd a few pointers that will be
Did we miss a favorite tip of yours?
rediscoveries or that you somehow
com/60983), and tweeted his requests
Send your suggestions to letters@!
missed in the first place. For instance, I
to our Twitter followers at @lpcworld.
pcworld.com, and we'll print a selec
With a hefty stack of potential win
had completely forgotten the keystroke
tion in an upcoming PCW Forom.
ners in hand, he then descended on the
combination <Windows>-L (a shortcut
to lock your computer whe n you step
editorial staff, going cube to cube. He
Until then, happy tipping. •
also tapped the techie whizzes in the
away from the screen) . Finding it here
Steve Fox is editorial director of PCWorld.
PCWorld Labs , cross-p latform experts
was like finding a long-lost friend.
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December's PC World
100: The Best Products
of the Year" provoked
not surprisingly-some
strong reactions . Many
readers and visitors had
their own takes on our choices this year,
both pro and con. You can read additional
comments and nominate your favorite
products at find .pcworld.com/ 63960 .
~~~~~~~~~-_/
Top 100: Dissenting Opinions
I was surprised to see the Asus Eee PC
1101 netbook among the "Best Prod
ucts of the Year" and not the Acer
Aspire One, which runs circles around
the Asus. I did buy an Asus, but its lack
of convenient features (no pilot lamp
for Caps Lock, impossible to disable
the touchpad, and so on) made me give
it away and get an Acer instead.
Patrick Georges, Carlsbad, Cal(famia
You have got to be kidding-the Zune
is how many spots ahead of the iPhone?
I stopped reading from there.
AdllJ•o11, PCWorld.comfarums
Anybody who has used [the HTC Hero
and the iPhone 3GS) knows they are not
in the same class. The Hero is a poorly
built PDA, and the iPhone is the only
usable handheld computing device.
111acrhi110, PCWorfd.co111fan1111s
The App Store is not a single product
and thus shouldn't even be in the list.
A product by definition is a specific
item; saying the App Store is a product
is like saying that a commercial is a
product-and it's not. The App Store
hosts products, but it isn't one itself.
TechieXP, PCWorld.comfarums

I disagree with including Websites and
services as products because they are
neither commercial software nor hard
ware. For this reason the Intel X25-M
Solid State Drive should be number one.
jwram, PCWorfd.comfarums

Sneaky Fees
Regarding "Sneaky Fees" [December):
This is nothing new. Some 150 years
ago, they were called snake-oil sales
men; now they're marketing execu
tives. Remember P.T. Barnum's charg
ing customers to see the Egress (exit)?
Mike Niclso11, Cross Roads, Texas
After Verizon pulled some sneaky
moves with my plan, I switched to
T-Mobile almost two years ago. With
that company, I didn't mind changing
to e-bills, but I did resent the threat of
a $1.50 charge. But that's not what
really burned me. I pay most of my bills
through online banking and am able to
receive those bills that way. Not only
does T-Mobile not offer that service,
but after switching to e-bills, I discov
ered that it doesn 't send me a notice
when the bill is ready. I have to log on
to the T-Mobile Website and find my
bill! My bank notifies me when my
other e-biJls arrive, and American Ex

press sends an additional notice. But
T-Mobile doesn't contact its customers
about their electronic bills at all. I will
be switching carriers-again-in mid
December when my contract is up.
Do11 Bell, Los Angeles

Make Legacy Windows
Open Source?
Microsoft plans to dump XP in 2014.
In a perfect world, the company would
then make the operating system open
source. That way folks could keep XP
up-to-date much as Mozilla applications
are updated and maintained. But l know
this isn' t a perfect world. For all intents
and purposes, it's a Microsoft world.
The race for Fast, New, Now, Next
must go on, even if many of us really
don' t need Fast, New, Now, Next. I am
not a gamer or a video editor, nor have I

Regarding Google's free Public
DNS service and possible privacy
threats [find .pcworld.com/64159) :
Google's servers collect so much
information, [its] caring about
what I do on the Internet would
be like caring about what one ant
does in the Australian outback.

baden, PCWorld.com forums
need of a scientific number cruncher. I
am quite happy with my 32-bit world
using my "legacy" machine. Many other
people are most likely in the same boat.
Brian M. Kocl1era, Cra1iford, New]ersry

Update Hassle
The suggestion in Rick Broida's column
[Hassle-Free PCJ in the December issue
to change the Automatic Updates op
tion to 'let me choose when to install
them' may work for some, but not all,
at least with XP. For a couple of years ,
I have regularly changed to that option,
only to find that almost every time l do
install the updates, the setting returns
to full automatic. I finally installed a »
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shortcut on my desktop to access the
option directly in order to check its sta
tus . I too have lost work by not being
"Johnny on the Spot" when the pop-up
window appears, warning of an auto
matic install and reboot in 5 minutes.
Once the pop-up appears, changing the
option to 'let m e choose' does not
work. I gather from different forums
that this does not happen to everyone,
but it docs happen me-and to a num
ber of other unfortun ate victims.

Donald Harper
East Sandwich, Massachusetts

Wipe the hard drive? Any software
that wants to wipe my hard drive ends
up where it belongs-in the trash bin.
Most software I can reinstall. But to do
that for a firewall makes no sense.

Daoc Quinn, Guelph, Oman·o
Author's response: Smooth Wall ls a firewall
designed to run on a dedicated computer on
the perimeter of a small-business or home net
work, not on your Windows PC. Upon Installa
tion, it replaces any existing OS with a special
ized version of Linux. If you have any Important
data on the hard drive In question, you should
back it up before Installing Smooth Wall.

-Michael Scalisi

Why would I spend $150 to $500, and
then strain my eyes reading text in joy
less gray colors? I am not joining your
critical mass of buyers until the follow
ing essential criteria are met:
1. The reader must have a letter-size
reading pane.
2. It must have a real color display.
3. I want to be able to load and read
all " free" formats , especially PDF files .
4. Make it collapsible so that I can fit
it into my backpack, but don't restrict
the reading size (see item 1).
5. Make it cheap: After all, I will be
paying for the content.

Should a Firewall Do This?

]olra1111cs Held, Hamburg, Gcnna1ry

E-Book Readers: A Ways to Go

I have to take exception to Michael
Scalisi's recommendation of the
SmoothWall Express 3.0 software fire
wall [Nci Work, December].
He states, "Boot to the CD and run
the installer, which will wipe the hard
disk before it installs. "

Why do all e-book-reader manufactur
ers miss the most essential point ["The
E-Book Explosion," Rwicws and Rank
ings, December]? They don't offer a real
electronic alternative to the print for
mat of a standard magazine or book.

'

.

.

PCWorld welcomes your feedback. We re
serve the right to edit for length and clarity.
Shore your thoughts in the Comments area
under each story on our Website, or visit our
Forums (find .pcworld.com/55165). Send
e-mail to letters@pcworld.com. •
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• Replace Credit Card use with zero-fee payments by VersaCheck®
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good thing we're quicker
Cybercriminals have gotten good. How good? Now, their
attacks can lay dormant. fooling many anti-virus products .
Then, when your computer is vulnerable ... they attack.
BitDefender 2010 features "intelligent" security, which tracks
everything going on in your PC .. . all the time, to foil these sneak
attacks. Best of all, this "intelligent" protection won't slow you
down. Now, that's what we call good!

Is your computer virus-free? Are you sure?
Take our FREE 60-second QuickScan to find out.
You might be surprised at what you find.

Go to

now!

bitdEfender
amazon.com
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The State of
Windows 7
Satisfaction

l

Early adopters of the newest Windows repo rt
that they are mostly happy with it-and that
goes for Vist a users even more than XP users.

BY HARRY McCRACKEN

WINDOWS 7 IS only a few
months old. Most people
who will eventually use the
new OS haven't tried it yet;
those who have are still set
tling in. And things will
change rapidly as bugs are
squashed , missing drivers
arrive, and compatibility
wrinkles are ironed out. Even
so, it isn't too early to start
gauging what people think
of Vista's replacement.
To do a reality check on
the mostly favorable initial
reviews for the new operat
ing system (find .pcworld.com/
64223), we at Technologizer
(technologizer.com) decided to
ask for opinions from our
community, a group of tech

enthusiasts with a high pro
pensity to acquire new OSs
quickly and to push them
to their limits. Starting on
November 16, 2009, we sur
veyed the site's readers (and
Twitter followers) about
their Windows 7 experiences.

Posit ive Response
About 615 Technologizer
readers responded. A sizable
majority said that they are
extremely satisfied with the
OS and rate it as a clear
improvement on both the
beloved Windows XP and
the widely panned Windows
Vista. Crippling installation
problems-always a legiti
mate reason to postpone
switching OSs-were rare.
Prior to us ing Windows 7,

46 percent of respondents
ran Windows Vista; 32 per
cent ran XP. Just 17 percent
used Vista and XP about
equally, 5 percent ran an OS
other than Windows, and
0.7 percent used a different
version of Windows.
Among those surveyed, 73
percent upgraded an exist
ing PC to the final version of
Windows 7, while 8 percent
use a PC that came with the
OS preinstalled; 14 percent
are working with a prerelease
version, and 6 percent run it
on a Mac via Boot Camp or
a virtualization program .
As for Windows knowl

edge, 64 percent of respon
dents rated themselves as
expert; 35 percent said they
were intermediate. Less than
1 percent were beginners .
For 61 percent, Windows 7
is entirely or mostly for home
or personal use; 25 percent
are using it about equally for
home and business . Just 14
percent are using it entirely
or mostly for business.
Also, 61 percent of respon
dents use a 64-bit edition of
Windows 7; only 31 percent
are running a 32-bit version.
A whopping 82 percent
did a "clean" install of the
OS from scratch; 19 percent

The new OS has earned good marks-but Like any other software,
it could still use improvement. See our suggestions in "Windows 7:
Seven Points of Imperfection" at find .pcworld.com/64224.
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How did Windows Ts installation go?
installed it over Vista.
Finally, 59 percent report
ed they've used Windows 7
extensively, and 36 percent
said they've done so a fair
amount. A scant 5 percent
said they've used it a little.
It's important to note that
our goal wasn' t to survey a
representative, projectable,
normalized sampling of all
Windows 7 users. The re
sponses here are from mem
bers of the Technologizer
community who chose to
take our survey. Their opin
ions are their own-but we
think the results make for
interesting reading.

Installing Windows 7
With OSs, as with all things,
first impressions count..And
if you've purchased a new
OS as an upgrade, the first
impressions it makes come
during the course of the in
stallation process.
Among survey takers who
installed Windows 7, the
number who ran into major
hassles was very small, pre
sumably in part because
Windows 7 is so similar to
Vista under the surface. The
fact that the vast majority of
respondents performed
clean installations rather
than installing on top of
Vista surely helped , too .
In our survey, 84 percent
said the process went off
without significant hiccups ;
13 percent said it went fairly
well. Only 3 percent reported
major problems , two-thirds
of which were resolvable.
Pretty impressive-when
PCWorld surveyed Windows
XP users shortly after that
OS shipped, half reported
significant installation issues.
Though respondents' Win-

Fairly smoothly,
but I encountered
minor problems

Extremely
smoothly;
no meaningful
problems

13.5%

83.7%

I had major
problems that
I was able to fix
•..,...

I had major
problems that I ~
wasn't able to fix !
~

·
1

2.0
%
J
'~.J:'°""l"'~-"'~·

0.8%

....~~

j

~

SOURCE : SURVEY OF 615 TECHNOLOGIZER.COM REAOERS. NOVEMBER 2009

AMONG THE SURVEY takers, 73 percent upgraded an existing PC to
the new operating system-and most of them found smooth sailing.

<lows 7 upgrades tended to
go well, that doesn 't mean
they didn' t encounter any
problems at all. More than
40 percent had to resolve
driver issues, and more than
a third needed to deal with
software incompatibilities.

What Windows 7
problems have
you had, if any?

••••••Ill
Missing drivers

41.3%

Applications that won't run

• • • • • l l 35.7%
Networking problems

A much smaller percentage
of respondents had other
problems. For instance, 11
percent reported crashes or
Blue Screens of Death. Only
6 percent said Windows 7's
performance was poor-a
relief given that the original
Vista developed a reputation
as a poky resource hog.
Are the percentages of
users who reported prob
lems impressively low, or
unsettlingly high? That's
subject to debate. But both
XP and Vista also suffer to
some degree from all the
issues that respondents said
they found in Windows 7.

• • l l 16.1%
Features that don't
work as expected
--~- 14.9 %
Boot/shutdown/sleep problems

••1! 14.0%
Crashes or Blue Screens

10.9%
Display problems

10.2%
Poor performance

5.6%
SOURCE : SUR VEY OF 61S TEC HNOLOGIZER.
COM READERS. NOVEMBER 2009

had
no trouble. For those who have,
drivers are a common issue.
MANY RESPONDENTS HAVE

Judging the Feat ures
Technologizer asked survey
respondents to rate 11 Win
dows 7 features that were
new or substantially revised.
(In retrospect, we should
also have inquired about
DeviceStage, a peripheral
wrangling feature that I've
found disappointing so far.)
Most of the features were
well received, especially the
taskbar, system tray, win
dow tiling, and desktop
revealing Aero Peek func
tion, all of which received

i

l

t
i

Excellent or Very Good rat
ings from at least two-thirds
of respondents. Even the
new version of Vista's much
maligned User Account Con
trol received an Excellent or
Very Good from more than
half of users , and only 3 per
cent gave it a mark of Poor.
The Windows 7 feature
that survey takers were most
lukewarm about isn' t a Win
dows 7 feature, exactly-it's
Internet Explorer 8, which
debuted in March 2009 for
Vista and XP. While 50 per
cent of respondents said it's
at least good, only 9 percent
rated it as excellent; 20 per
cent said it was fair, and 13
percent said it's downright
poor, the most negative ver
dict given to any feature.
In the infographic at the
top of page 16, the overall
length of each bar indicates
the percentage of respon
dents who said they've used
each feature (almost all
rated the taskbar, for in
stance, but only 55 percent
have tried homegroups.)

Happiness Is...
Most survey respondents
had no trouble setting up
Windows 7, experienced no
crippling problems after
ward, and found much to
like in its changes. And that
translated into impressive
numbers for overall satisfac
tion. With 70 percent saying
they were extremely satis
fied with the new OS, and
24 percent saying they were
somewhat satisfied, a total
of94 percent were satisfied
to some degree. Only 4 per
cent said they were neither
satisfied nor dissatisfied, and
2 percent were somewhat or
extremely dissatisfied.
»
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How do you rate Windows Ts features?
(When PCWorld surveyed
Vista early adopters in 2007,
only a little over one third of
t hem were "very satisfied, "
and about a quarter said
they were " unimpressed.")
We asked survey takers who
said they were dissatisfi ed
with Windows 7 to tell us
why, but so few people were
unhappy campers that t heir
responses aren't statistically
significant. (Most of the crit
ics said that it' s too pricey
and has too few new fea
tures to warrant the cost.)
Did respondents ' satisfac
tion with Windows 7 vary
depending on whether th ey
came to the OS from Vista
or from XP? Yes-though
both groups were strongly
favorable , XP users were
meaningfully less ecstatic.
An impressive 79 percent of
Vista users said they were
extremely satisfied, while
61 percent of XP users did.
We also gauged respon
dents ' bottom-line appraisal
of Windows 7, by asking
them whether they'd give it
up for their old OS. 111e vast
majority-73 percent-said
they definitely wo uldn 't.
Another 18 percent said
they probably wouldn't; 3
percent said they probab ly
would go back, and another
3 percent said they definitely
would or already had.
As with our query about
overall satisfaction, Vista
users gave Windows 7 a par
ticularly hearty testimoni al:
86 percent of them said they
definitely wouldn' t go back.
The percentage of XP users
who said they've switched
to Windows 7 permanently
wasn 't quite so overwhelm
ing, at 61 percent. XP users
were also more likely to say

16
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Newtaskbar
New system tray

lllllmBB::::Z!:2::=::....:=:L:l

•••••c==:z===:cl
New User Account Control lllllBE.l::::=::::::::===::::;=:1
Libraries 11111•!.i======::c:ll
Jump Lists ll!mllBl[;;::=:::==:::I:JI
New window tiling
Aero Peek

Media Player 12 lllll!Zili;::;::::==c
New Media Center __..,.__...__ _..._.
Hornegroups _ _ _.....,_ _..._, .

•

Internet Explorer 8 _...,_.....,_ _ _......_ __ _
Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

.

Poor

SOURCE ' SURV EY OF 615 TECHNO L OG I ZER.CO M REA DERS. NOV EM BER 2009

AMONG NEW OR revised features available in the OS, IE 8 (technically
not a Windows 7 feature) garnered the most negative reaction.

they were p robably or defi
nitely abandoning Windows
7, although the actual per
centage saying so was low .

In Comparison
To give respondents even
more ways to express their
overall take on Windows 7,
we as ked them to measure it
against other OSs they 're
fam iliar with. A plurality
came to Windows 7 from
Vista, and their consensus
was that it's a major step
forward . Almost two-thirds

said it's much better than
Vista , 94 percent rated it as
at least somewhat better,
and only 3 percent judged it
to be about the same . Just 1
percent deemed it somewhat
worse than Vista . .. and no
body said it was much worse.
XP is a far better-liked OS
than Vista ever was, and the
responses seem to reflect its
popularity: Slightly fewer
survey takers gave Windows
7 a t humbs-up compared
with XP than compared with
Vista, and slightly more said

Would you go back to your previous OS?

I've already
gone back

k
f

l.~.~o_J
SOURCE ' SURVEY OF 615 TECHNOLOGIZER.COM READERS . NOVEMBER 2009

FOR MOST RESPONDENTS, Windows 7 ls a keeper. Vista users were
more likely than XP users to say they would definitely stick with 7.

it was a step backward. But
overall, the positive feedback
for Windows 7 was still huge.
In addition, we asked re
spondents wh o were familiar
with Mac OS 10.6 Snow
Leopard to compare it and
Windows 7. The results were
pretty much a wash: Rough
ly one-third thought that
Windows 7 was better than
Snow Leopard, a third con
sidered the two OSs about
the same , and a third said
Snow Leopard was better.
(We asked separately abo ut
OS X 10.5 Leopard, and got
a similar response.)
We also asked how Win
dows 7 stacks up against any
version of Linux. Yes, that's
comparing a specific prod
uct with a broad class of
OSs. But for what it's worth,
more than two-thirds of the
survey takers said Windows
7 was better than Linux.
One side note: In our
screening for the survey,
we verified that would-be
respondents were running
Windows 7. We asked those
who said they weren 't using
the new OS what the prima
ry factor hold ing them back
was . A fa ir number, 29 per
cent, said they were happy
with Windows XP . (Only 4
percent of users told us they
weren 't moving to Windows
7 because they were pleased
with Vista.) And 16 percent
of ho ldo uts said Windows 7
was too expensive.
At Technologizer, we'll
contin ue to keep tabs on
what the world thinks of
Windows 7- and we might
even conduct another survey
once more people have had
hands-on time with the new
OS , and some of the initial
glitches have been resolved.

__.,_

Chrome OS Aims to
Speed Up Netbooks
IN LATE 2009 , Google un
veiled what it hopes will be
the new standard in netbook
operating systems: Chrome
OS . Based on Linux, the
lightweight Chrome OS
boots directly into a Web
browser. Here's a peek at
what you can expect to see
when preinstalled systems
debut sometime in 2010.
Because Chrome OS runs
on solid-state drives, it boots
extremely quickly. Our early
test build took merely 7 sec
onds to reach a login screen,
and then it almost instantly
launched the browser.
Chrome OS offers few con
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trols that you can't already
find in the Chrome Web
browser. The biggest differ
ence is the Chrome icon in
the upper-left corner, which
reveals bookmarks for Web
apps. It's as close as Chrome
OS gets to installing soft
ware . Though the inability
to install apps can be a limi
tation, it's also a safeguard:
If applications can't install,
neither can malware.
Like the Web browser,
Chrome OS is tab-based. In
the OS , however, you can
pin tabs; once pinned, a tab
remains in the same location
every time you log on .
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IN GOOGLE'S CHROME OS, clicking the Chrome icon in the upper-left
corner produces a selection of bookmarked Web-based applications.

At press time, no Chrome
OS devices had yet debuted
on the market, and none are
likely before the second half
of this year. Acer has said
that it will be among the first
manufacturers-if not the
very first-to release a net-

book with Google's OS in
stalled. Meanwhile, Chrome
OS already has some compe
tition from the FusionGarage
Joojoo, a 12.1-inch tablet
device running a similar
browser-oriented OS .

-Robert Strol11111rycr

Faviki : Consistent Bookmark Tagging

relational databases relatively simply, with clear instructions and

Tagging your bookmarks is a great way to track and share them.

drag-and-drop formatting. The results aren't beautiful, but they

But making sense of other people's tags (and sometimes your own)

are functional and easy to embed on most sites. A free account

can be a challenge. Does the tag "Bulls" refer to bovines, Michael

allows you to create three databases. infodome.com

Jordan's former team. or optimistic investors? The free Faviki ser
vice solves the problem by restricting tags to those corresponding

Measy: Shopping by Quiz

to Wikipedia entries. The strategy forces people who bookmark

If you're a shopper who does thorough research on every spec and

something about the basketball team to use "Chicago Bulls" as a

component before you buy. you don't need Measy. Th is free site

tag-and it helps people seek ing information on the Windy City

exists for the fol ks who know only how they like to use a camera,

hoopsters get exactly what they're looking for. faviki.com

smartphone, or other gadget and want a recommendation of a
model that will meet their

Infodome: A Database
in Your Browser
Setting up a database and
allowing cowo rkers or clients to
easily ent er information can be

·'"rneasy hetps you ttnd tne pe~ec1 gadQoL -

-......

needs and bud get. The best

••

way to start is to take one of
the site 's quizzes. Usually they

""'"""

consist of about ten questions

Fond the best 61T1311jlhono by ialdng • quiz

(though some have follow-ups) .

a great boon to any business.

asking how much you want to

Many small-business owners,
though, wou ld rather have an

spend, whether you 're set on a
,~ ,., . ..._...

r-
..,..

- t How Important Is carrier?

creating a database and em
bedding access on their Web

few brands, whether you want

•......

o~

IRS audit than struggle through

o-

to shoot video on your digital
SLR. and so on. Once you 're
done, Measy presents a list of

site. InfoDome is a free and

YOU'LL BE QUIZZED: Measy helps you find products to consider by

t he gadgets most likely to make

paid site that lets you create

asking what's important to you and how you'll use your new gadget.

you happy. mea sy.com
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GEEKTECH
Flash Player 10.1 Speeds Up Netbook Video

THE DRIVESTATION HD-H XU3

promises fast performance.

Buffalo Ships
First USB 3.0
Hard Drive
IN SPITE OF rumors that
the first USB 3.0 products
wouldn't surface until the
2010 Consumer Electronics
Show, Buffalo Technology
announced in late November
that it was shipping its new
DriveStation HD-HXU3
SuperSpeed USB 3.0 drive.
We've been hearing about
USB 3.0 all year long. Delays
on the chipsets that use the
new controller led to delays
on the first motherboards.
This is a wise move on Buf
falo's part, if only because
USB 3.0 will remain a rarity
for a while. However, at the
time of the announcement,
the drive was on Buffalo's
Website, but Buy Now links
were absent. Perhaps Buffa
lo meant that the drive had
shipped from the factory,
but not yet to stores.
USB 3.0 promises perfor
mance improvements worth
waiting for-namely, a top
data rate of 4.8 gigabits per
second, versus 480 megabits
per second for USB 2.0.
The drive will be available
in 1TB ($200) , 1.STB (S250) ,
and 2TB ($400) capacities.
- Melissa]. Pm:mo11
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I F YO U'RE THINKING of buying a netbook but
you're not sure how well the little machine will
handle full-screen high-definition Flash video,
consider Adobe's latest software offering. Adobe
Flash Player 10.1 with GPU acceleration- now
in bet;i, ;ind ;iv;iililble for download at finrl .
pcworld.com/64170- promises to dramatically
improve the streaming HD video experience on
computers that tack top-notch processors. If
your system has a supported nVidia or AT!
graphics card (see the company's release-notes
PDF at find .pcworld.com/64171 for details on
which cards the software supports), Flash
Player 10.l will use that board alongside your
machine's CPU to upgrade its de
coding of streaming video from
sites such as Hulu and YouTube.
Modern graphics cards have tons
of computing power, while the Atom
chip that drives most netbooks is
relatively weak compared with
desktop CPUs and traditional laptop
processors. Over the past few years,
graphics-board vendors have devel
oped ways to put that power to work
on everyday computing duties.
Using the GPU (graphics processing
unit) instead of the system's CPU
should significantly enhance
streaming high-definition video. This
development is great news for any
one with an Ion-based netbook, for example, or
for owners of a PC with a fairly recent nVidia or
AT! graphics board. (See find.pcworld.com/64172
for a primer on graphics-card technology.)

Testing the New Flash Player
I headed to the PCWorld Labs to put Adobe's
claims to the test. I performed my testing on
an Asus Eee Top ET2002 nettop with an inte
grated nVidia Ion graphics chipset. running
Windows Vista Home Premium. I conducted
two tests, using both Internet Explorer 8 and
Mozilla Firefox 3.5. In the end, I discovered
that while Flas h Player 10.1 does improve
Flash video playback. the improvement may
not be universal. (For footage of my hands-on
tests, browse to the on line version of this article
at find.pcworld.com/64169.)

Adobe's newest Flash Player
may allow you to stream high
def clips on your tiny portable.

l

For the Internet Explorer test, I used a high
quality 480p clip from the V television series
on Hulu. Between the two versions of Flash
that I used, I noticed only a minor difference in
visual quality. Flash Player 10.l video playback
in this instance was slightly smoother than it
was under Flash Player 10.0.32, not drastically
so. The V clip was still a little choppy even with
Flash 10.l's hardware acceleration.
For the Firefox test. I used a high-quality 480p

clip from Legend of the Seeker on Hulu.This
time, the two versions exhibited a significant dif
ference: In Flash Player 10.0.32. the video had a
lot of noticeable stuttering, while in Flash 10.l
the footage ran fairly smoothly.
Adobe Flash Player 10.1 is definitely an im
provement over version 10.0.32, and it will
probably be a godsend for netbook users. Spe
cifically. among netbooks the HP Mini 311 (find.
pcworld.com/64193) stands to benefit the most
since it is the first model on the market to
pack a GPU- nVidia's Ion. For such machines,
streaming high-definition video is visibly better
with the new Flash Player version.
-SarahJacobsso11
Visit the GeekTech blog at go.pcworld.com/
geek tech for more hacks, tweaks, and tips.
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Ditch Power Cords, Wires, Cables, and Hassles
Thanks to wireless
technology, you can
escape the snake pit
of power, audio, and
video cables. Here
are a few intriguing
gadgets that can
help you live a nearly
cord-free tech life.

Powermat: Wireless Device Charger
The Powermat uses magnetic induction to juice
up electronic gadgets. The technology allows
you to skip messing around with bulky plug-in
adapters-instead, when you want to charge
your phone, you just put it on the Powermat.

LG's Wireless HDTVs
The new LHX and LHSS HDTVs from LG cut the cables-except the power cord-by
using a WirelessHD transmitter box that works up to 30 feet from the screen. (Sony
offers several WirelessHD
sets, too.) Video devices,
including game consoles,
DVD and Blu-ray players,
and cable boxes, connect
to the transmitter.
Dell Latitude Z600:
Laptop With Wireless Charger
For charging a laptop sans wires, Dell offers a
specialized solution. Its new Latitude Z600 lap·
top works with an optional docking station that
uses inductive charging to power the battery.

LG Electronics Solar
Car Kit HFB-500
LG's HFB-500 is a $100
Bluetooth car speaker·
phone that charges via
sunlight- a boon for
people who live in sunny
locales. And wireless
charging is perfectfor a
car's dashboard, where
a rat's nest of cords can
be dangerous.
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Logitech Performance and Any·
where Mouse MX: Wireless Mice
Logitech is recharging the cate·
gory of cordless mice with two
new laser units that are
designed to work well on
most surfaces in the home
including clear glass.
Big Storage in a Small Package
Western Digital's My Passport Essential
use hard drives require no external
power source, yet they can perform
automatic backups of your data
just as wired drives can. (For
more on portable hard drives,
see page 89.)

"25 Products
We Can't Live Without"
March 2008

Is This Your
Password System?

Ours is Better!
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Amazingly fast and easy to use, RoboForm
automatically:
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Consumer Watch
The True Cost of Wireless Carriers' Netbooks
BY MARKSULLIVAN
AND PATRICK MILLER

When you buy a subsidized
netbook, the money you save
is a pittance compared with
the data fees you'll pay.

l

data for $30 per month, data-only 3G
service for netbooks gives you much
less for much more. Both AT&T and
YOU CAN BUY a deeply discounted
Verizon offer two tiers of data-only ser
netbook from either AT&T or Verizon
vice: For $40 per month, yo u get up to
you purchase any of these particular
if you' re willing to sign up for a two
200MB (from AT&T) or 250MB (from
year data plan-but with either provid
netbooks elsewhere (sans data plan),
Verizon) of data per month; for $60 per
er's netbook deals, the ultimate price
you'll pay about $330 for the Lenovo,
month, you get 5GB of data per month.
will be about the same.
$350 for the Dell, and $350 for the Acer.
Exceed your monthly bandwidth cap,
We discovered this similarity after
and you'll pay extra: Verizon charges 10
Data and Speed Costs '
examining the two-year costs of owner
cents per additional 1MB on the lower
ship of various netbooks sold by AT&T
Unlike smartphone data plans, which
tier and 5 cents per additional 1MB on
and Verizon (at the time of writing,
the higher tier; AT&T charges $10 per
typically promise to provide unlimited
Sprint and T-Mobile
additional 100MB on
weren' t offering such
the lower tier and a
deals) . The two wire
whop ping SO cents per
less broadband carriers
additional lMB on the
have adopted a pricing
higher tier.
model comparable to
You pay for speed,
the one they use for
too. Verizon 's EvDO
selling cell phones.
Mobile Broadband net
Verizon offers three
work advertises down
different netbooks: the
load speeds of0.6 to
Gateway LT2016u
1.4 megabits per sec
($100), the HP Mini 10
ond and upload speeds
($150), and the HP Mini
ofO.S to 0.8 mbps .
311 ($200). Bought
AT&T's DataConnect
$60
elsewhere without the
plans advertise slightly
data plan, the Gateway
higher
speeds: down
Total c ost (over
$1828
$1875
$1845
would cost around
two-year contract term)
loads at 0.7 to 1. 7 mbps
$300; the HP Mini 10,
and uploads at 0.5 to
Cost of ownership
$77
$68
$70
about$400; andthe
(monthly)
1.2 mbps. Of course,
HP Mini 311 , $450.
actual results vary
FOOTNOTES: 1 Prices apply to online purchases (l n ~sto re prices ca n vary). Prices do not include taxes,
insurance, and other cellular-data fees. 2 Netbook purchased from Dell onllne. USB modem and two·year
AT&T has a larger
check out our 3G tests
3G service plan purchased from AT& T. Price includes S20 for a USB modem stick. Prices are for a
variety, including the
(find .pcworld.com/64143)
subsidized netbook wit h a two-yea r, 5GB/ month data plan.
Lenovo 510 ($100), the
and compare.
Dell Inspiron Mini 10
HERE IS A brief comparison of the total cost of ownership for two netbooks that
AT&T's and Veri
($150), and t he Acer
U.S. wireless broadband service providers AT & T and Verizon currently sell.
zon's subsidized net
Browse to f ind.pcworld.com/64125 for an expanded, more-detailed chart.
Aspire One ($200). If
books have almost »
3

4

U.S. wireless carriers have Long drawn complaints-see "10 Things
We Hate About Wireless Carriers" at find.pcworld.com/ 64160 and
"5 Ways Wireless Carriers Gouge You" at find.pcworld.com/ 64161.
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identical total costs. If you settled for
the lower data cap, you'd spend around
$1100 over the 24 months of your ser
vice contract, whether you went with
AT&T or with Verizon.
But a monthly data allotment of
250MB is barely enough to keep most
people on top of their e-mail, so the
majority of users would be better served
by the higher data cap-in which case
they'd spend about $1625 over two
years with either wireless company
(assuming that they never exceeded
their data maximum in any month). So
if AT&T and Verizon 3G provide cover
age of roughly equal quality in your
area (a big assumption, obviously),
AT&T gets the nod for offering a bigger
selection of netbooks. On the other
hand, if you exceed your monthly allot
ment, AT&T charges significantly more.

Money-Saver Sites You Haven't Heard Of
RECESSION OR NOT, everyone looks for ways to save
money without too much

l looking for some new ways to find
deals and conserve cash? Check out
these bargain-hunting Websites.

compromise. Thankfully, the
Web has many deal-hu nting tools to help

Kashless

you fulfill your shopping urges without

You know how useful Craigslist and Free

breaking the bank. Beyond the old stand

cycle are for finding free stuff. Kashless

bys like Craigslist or FatWallet.com, a

(kash less.org ) is also a site for digging up

few new sites have sprouted up with truly

free loot, but you get rewarded for your

unique ways to help you stretch your

activity there, too. With the Kashless

budget. One caveat: These sites require

Rewards program, members earn points

some quality hunting time as welt as

for posting an item, inviting a friend to the

daily vi.sits, so don't expect to find the

site, receiving an item, and so on. You can

perfect deal on your first look.

then redeem your points toward products
and coupons from different brands like

Voyij
Voyij (www.voyij.com } aggregates

Amazon, Best Buy, Cold Stone Creamery,
and more. And why do you get

deals from all the other

Unappealing Alternatives?

travel Websites (Hot

If you would rather not buy your net
book from a phone company, you can
buy it at an unsubsidized price else
where. But you still have to purchase
3G service from some wireless carrier,
and it's cheaper to sign up for a two
year stretch-especially when you con
sider the cost of the USB modem you
must also buy to connect your netbook
to the 3G goodness. A USB modem
from AT&T costs $120, and one from
Verizon ranges from $50 to $200.
If you are determined to avoid a long
term contract, you can purchase a net
book at its "no-commitment price"
($450 from AT&T, $600 from Verizon).
Depending on how much you spend
on the netbook, however, this option
would put you over the $2000 mark for
two years of ownership.
Clearly, buying through a wireless
carrier is no way to save money on a
netbook. But using a netbook in large
part entails accessing the \Veb via fast
wireless Internet service; the netbook
itself is really just a lightweight end
point. If you think about the purchase
that way, the sticker shock you receive
from the two-year price of a subsidized
netbook may well subside.

wire, Kayak, Priceline}
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rewarded for scrounging
through somebody's free
pile? According to
Kashless, you're

and makes them
searchable. You

extending the l ife of

simply input your

a product. reducing

departing city, gen

raw-material de

eral travel dates,

mand, and eliminat

destination, and bud

ing waste. You defi

get, and Voyij goes to

nitely deserve that free

work. It's ideal for flexible

sundae at Cold Stone.

travelers , as finding deals with
exact dates in mind can be difficult. But

ToolzDo

Voyij is still worth browsing. You can also

ToolzDo (www.toolzdo.com } is similar to

follow its Twitter feed and receive alerts

Kashless, but with more of an emphasis

about deals on hotels or flights even if

on trading in neighborhoods. It is not just

you don't have a particular trip in mind.

a market for free stuff, but li sts items and
equipment for rent, swap, and sale as

Groupon

well. For example, if you're looking for a

Groupon (www.groupon.com ) is quickly

digital camera, you can search and see

becoming an addiction for me. Every day,

a combined result of rental. swap, and

the site features a product or service from

giveaway options to choose from. And if

a business in your area (Groupon has deals

you can't find exactly what you 're looking

in just about every major American city)

for, you can post a wanted ad. You can

at a discounted price. Here·s the catch:

also post ads for whatever you wish to

You get that deal only if enough people

sell or give away. ToolzOo doesn't have

sign up for it. Luckily, the Groupon com

the community size of other sites. but it is

munity is rapidly growing, and you can in

definitely one to keep an eye on. ToolzDo

vite friends to Groupon to make the same

even offers free resources and guides for

purchase. I've seen deals on everything

small-business owners, rental profes

from frozen pizza to Pilates classes, so

sionals, and nonprofit organizations look

you 're bound to find something appealing.

ing to make a little extra cash on the site.

Consumer Watch
NOKIA
Connecting People
I BOUGHT A refurbished Tom Tom One 130 S GPS device from Amazon.
Unfortunately, its maps were outdated. Upgrading to current maps would
be costly since Tom Tom charges by the age of the map data. Tom Tom sup
port told me that its current map guarantee-which says that if the map
Loaded on your device isn't the Latest version, you can get it for free-does
not apply to refurbished devices. But Amazon's product description says
Tom Tom "brings the Navigator back to Like-new conditions," which I
thought meant that it included current map data. Am I stuck with either
using an out-of-date GPS unit or paying a high upgrade fee?

Charles Po/1111a11, Dawsomlillc, Georgia
OYS responds: After we contacted Tom
Tom about Pollman's issue, a represen
tative stated that, though Pollman's GPS
unit doesn't qualify for its map guaran
tee, the company would offer him a free

purchasing; other people may alert you
to potential pitfalls. If you 're considering
a refurbished GPS device, ask the ma nu
facturer and the vendor about their map
update and warranty policies.

gave them a three-month warranty ex
tension and $100 in Amazon gift cards.

Rankling Repair Delay

If you experience a long delay after
sending a product in for repair, ask the
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Charger exchange program
Dear Nokia Customer,
Nokia has announced an exchange program ror e llmlled
supplier. We have detarmln!Kl that the plaatlc covers of m
polllntlally posing an oleotrlc ehock hazard If certnln lnlOr
Charger Is plugged Into a live socket

Recalled: Nokia
Cell Phone
Chargers
ard to users. The plastic casing sur
rounding the chargers in question
could separate, exposing the unit 's
internal components-hence the shock
hazard . The fault was discovered during

abling him to download the current map.
We recommend reading customer
reviews of products you're thinking of

said that it would make repai rs even
though the laptop was past its one-year
warranty. The Brom berg s got the laptop
back, but the BSOD recurred, so they
se nt the computer a third time. After not
receiving it for over seven weeks, Ken
Bromberg contacted us for help.
An Alienware rep told us the company
was experiencing delays in repair parts,
wh ich caused the long turnaround time.
He also said the company has several
ways to help compensate for delays.
Alienware repaired the Brombergs' lap
top within a week of our involvement and

0 111 ~c~:=y

NOKIA RECENTLY SAID that it would
replace for free millions of faulty cell
phone chargers that pose a shock haz

map upgrade. Shortly thereafter, Tom
Tom updated Pollman's account, en

Ken Bromberg of Highlands Ranch. Colo
rado, bought an Alienware Ml5 laptop
for his son. When the case began to come
apart, Alienware repaired it, but soon the
laptop began showing the Blue Screen of
Death, which reported an "uncorrectable
hardware error." The Brombergs sent the
PC to Alienware again. The company
agreed that it had caused the issue, and

I/ .. r.:i:

a routine quality inspection, and Nokia
says that it knows of no incidents where

company to compensate you.

Belkin Surge Protector Recall
In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission, Belkin is re
calling about 68,700 SurgeMaster surge
protectors (models F9G930-10, F9G930
v10, F9G930-10-W, F9G930G-C L, and
F9G930-10-SN made in 2003; the model
number and the date of manufacture are
located on the back of the units}.
The reason for the recall: The molding
of the plastic 360-degree rotating plug
can crack or detach from the plug , pos
ing a shock hazard. At th is writing, Belkin
has received seven reports of the plug
molding cracking, but no injuries have
been reported. Consumers who own any
of these surge protectors should stop
using them and telephone Belkin at
800/952-1465 to order a free replace
ment. For more information, visit the
company's site at www.belkin.com/reca ll.

a user has been injured by the flaw.
Three separate chargers are affected:
model numbers AC-3E and AC-3U man
ufactured between June 15, 2009, and
August 9, 2009 , as well as model num
ber AC-4U manufactured between April
13, 2009, and October 25, 2009 . To see
if your unit is affected, check the label
where your charger's voltage and m an
ufacturing information is printed. From
the label, you should b e able to deter
mine your model number and the name
of the manufacturer.
To return your charger unit, go to
Nokia's d edicated charger exchange
Website (at find .pcworld.com/64167) and
enter the model and identification
numbers. The Website will then lead
you through the steps required to
exchange your charger. If you 're not
sure your charger unit is affected , you
can also check your model on the ex
change site. If your charger is part of
the recall , Nokia recommends that you
stop using the charger altogether.
You can also get an exchange by call
ing Nokia directly at 888/665-4228.

-la11 Pau/ •

Visit trendnet.com or call 1-888-326-6061
No purchase necessary to win. Vold where prohibited by law. Sweepstakes is open to legal residents of the
Untted States who are at least 18 years of age. One entry per person. For acomplete set of rules, visit
www.trendnet.com/glveaway,

amazoh.com

Buy.com
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Crucial has over 280,000 possible memory upgrades.
There's one to meet your needs and your budget.
" At Cfl.lcial, we're the Memory Experts'M. A DRAM upgrade
makes computing easier. We have guaranteed-compatible
upgrades for nearly every system out there - desktop or
notebook, PC or Mac8 .

Business Center
Furnish Your Office Cheaply via Craigslist
BYPATRICK MILLER

ture") in 'Free Stuff just to see what's available. If nothing
comes up, move on to 'Furniture' and ' Business '.
CRAIGSLIST ISN'T JUST for job postings, used couches, and
On the San Francisco Bay Area Craigslist, 1 got 600 results
romantic pursuits; the classified-ads site is also exceptionally
for "office furniture, " so I pared things down by checking
good for finding office furniture (cubicles, desks, chairs, and
'has image'; if the seller couldn 't be bothered to post a pic
so on) at unusually low prices.
ture, I probably wouldn't want
Craigslisting is an art in itself,
Looking to outfit your small business or
the item anyway. I also set the
however, so we have some tips
home office on a tight budget? Check the
minimum price to $2 because
that will help you obtain the
Craigslist classified -ad site for bargains.
I didn't want to see ' For Sale'
equipment your office needs.
ads from furniture dealers who
A no-frills office chair and
submit listings with a tagged
desk at OfficeMax are at least
price of $1 but don 't state any
$170, a phone/fax costs anoth
actual prices in their ads. Gen
er $60, and new cubicle units
erally speaking, furniture deal
can be $500 to $3000 apiece,
ers charge higher prices than
depending on configuration,
furniture owners do.
height, and filing options.
If your needs are specific
Spend a few minutes on Craigs
filing (or "file") cabinets, say,
list, though, and you'll find
or a receptionist's desk-the
plenty of office furniture that
process is much easier. Narrow
sellers need to get rid of for
the search with your price range
cheap-or even for free.
(and desired location, if appli
However, though you might
cable). As the "filing cabinet"/
find great items in the 'Free
"file cabinet" example sug
Stuff' section , you have to be
gests, it's wise to conduct sep
fast to pick them up, because
arate searches for alternative
in many cases they' re sitting
terms . In my tests a search for
out on the street for the vul
"filing cabinet" produced 15
tures (that's you) to pick over.
results, while another for "file
And while our tips here will
cabinet" generated 31 match
help you streamline your
es , with only 4 items repeated
search, bargain hunting on Craigslist can be time-consuming.
from the "filing cabinet" list. (A search for "file filing cabinet"
When budgeting, figure time into the calculation: If you'll
returned only those overlapping entries.) Craigslist lets you
end up spending an extra 3 hours to save just $20 on a used
specify a search as the source for an RSS feed ; just click the
yellow RSS button and add the search to your reader to stay
item, you might be better off buying it new at full price.
current without actively prowling the site every 10 minutes.
Narrow Down Your Search
Services like Craiglook (craiglook.com) and Searchtempest
Zero in on the relevant 'For Sale' categories ('Furniture',
(www.searchtempest.com) offer Craigslist search functions for
'Business', and ' Free Stuff' are sensible choices), and then
power users , such as slightly more refined options (terms to
exclude, for example) and the ability to search other
»
start searching. Try entering a general query ("office furni

!

To get even more out of Craigslist, try automating your searches with
assistance from the free CL Genie service. Read all about it in Rick
Broida's Hassle-Free PC blog at find.pcworld.com/64148.
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Business Center
Craigslist portals for nearby regions.
If you can' t find what you're looking
for, try posting your own ad. Though
Craigslist's 'Items Wanted' section gets
far less love than its 'For Sale' category
does, posting a list of your desired
items can't hurt . If possible, give a
phone number, too; sellers generally
prefer the immediacy of a phone call.

Sealing the Deal
Once you discover a bargain, you need
to buy it-and doing so isn't a simple,
one-click affair. Here are a few tips.
Speed it up: Most sellers want to move
stuff as quickly as possible-within min
utes or hours, not days. When sellers
provide a phone number, it's because
they want you to call it rather than send
an e-mail. Ir you have to use e-mail,
include your phone number so that the
seller can reach you immediately. To
minimize the odds of having the ideal
office chair pulled out from under you,
buy t hat chair promptly. Dithering over
transportation arrangements can cost
you time and money, too: If you need a
truck, line it up before you start the
Craigslist search process, so it'll be
ready to go when you need to pounce.
Indicate interest: Sellers don't want to
wade through a dozen diffident poten
tial buyers to find one who will follow
through. Asking plenty of questions
during your initial phone call is a good
way to get details and to show the seller
that you're interested in buying the
item. Sometimes, establishing a clear
interest can be more important than
speed-after all, if sellers are using their
valuable after-work hours to unload
something, they want to dea l with a
buyer who won't was te their time .
Look for sellers with multi ple listings:
More often than not, sellers who are
getting rid of office furniture are clearing
out an office-which means that they
usually have several items available and
may be inclined to deal with (and per
haps work out a bargain with) people
willing to take more than one piece off
their hands . One-stop shopping saves
you multiple trips around town, too.
30 I P C WOR LD . CD M
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Office Live Add-In Eases File Sharing
IF YOU USE Microsoft
With t his Web-based add- in, you can
Office and you frequently
access your documents on any PC .
work on different com
puters, check out the Office Live add-in for feature on the File menu under Open
Office Live Workspace (currently in public
from Document Connection. To access it,
beta; find .pcworld .com/64141 ). This free
you opt to add a new location and then
sign in to Office Live Workspace. For peo
online service lets you store and share up
ple who bounce between different oper
to SGS of Word, Excel, and PowerPoint
documents, and the add-in allows you to
ating systems, it's somewhat frustrating
work with documents in Office Live Work
that the PC and Mac versions of Office
space without leaving the comfort of your are so different. Still, I find it convenient
Microsoft Office app.
to be able to save a fi le
Without your having
from my PC and then
open it on my Mac.
to change the way you
work. your documents
While some people
will follow you when
are incredibly organized
in managing file s. oth
ever you're on an
ers are more haphazard
Internet-connected
computer running
about where they save
Office; if you're away
their documents. Sav
ing to a cloud service
from your own PC, you
such as Office Live
can access your con
Workspace makes finding files and man
tent from any other system. Office Live
Workspace makes sharing documents
aging versions easier. Despite Microsoft's
claims that Office Live Workspace is de
across the Internet a breeze, too.
signed for managing Word. Excel. and
PowerPoint documents, I had no trouble
Setting Up Workspace
You need a Windows Live IO; if you already
uploading other file types. This is impor
have a Hotmail account, you're good to go. tant. since projects often aren't limited to
Visit the Office Live Workspace Web page. Office documents. Managing alternative
click Get Started Now, log in with your
file types requires working directly with
Live ID, and create your workspaces by
the Office Live Workspace Web page.
follow ing the on-screen prompts. Then
For people who use Microsoft Office
exclusively and participate in a minimal
click Install Office Live Update to install
amount of collaboration, this Office Live
the add-in for Office XP. 2003, or 2007.
Working with the add-in couldn't be
setup is great. For more-extensive shar
ing and collaboration, Google Docs is still
simpler. To open a document from Office
Live Workspace, click the Office button (in a more comprehensive approach. Unlike
the Office Live add-in, Google Docs per
Office 2007) and select Open from Office
mits multiple users to edit a single docu
Live. After the software authenticates
your Live ID, you'll be able to browse the
ment simultaneously, and it doesn't re
workspace as if it were your local file sys
quire all users to purchase a compatible
tem. Saving files to the workspace is just
version of Office. Things may change
when Microsoft finally releases all of the
as easy- select Save to Office Live. In
free Web versions of its Office 2010 Suite
Office 2003 and XP, the add-in puts Open
(find.pcworld.co111/6l1142). On the other
and Save buttons right on your toolbar.
Microsoft even created a version for
hand. the offline abilities of Google Docs
Macs, under a different name; it's includ
are rudimentary at best. and that is
ed with Office 2008 SP2. You can find the
where Microsoft Office still shines.

L

Protect.
Manage.

7 TIMES MORE RELIABLE THAN THE INDUSTRY AVERAGE. ·
For over fifteen years, Panasonic Toughboo computers have delivered maximum reliability
and performance by building ruggedness into every one of our mobile laptops from the inside
out-from the shock-mounted hard drives, vibration-resistant LCD screens and spill-rei?istant
designs, to the dependable built-in wireless. No matter how extreme the demand,s of-your job,
Toughbook computers powered by lnte Centrino®2 with vPro™technology take ca:re of business.
Learn more: 1.888.223.1184 / panasonic.com/toughbook

Business Center
TECH AUDIT
Paperless-Office Software Rescues Ambulance Service
WH EN THE FIRST responders at Georgia-based National EMS
(nationalems.c om ) go to work, they save lives. They also produce a
mountain of paperwork, all of which must be accurately managed
and securely stored for a minimum of seven years .
The storage of these documents was a monumental ta sk, and the

l earn how Georgia -based I T pros streamlined
document processing for first responders .

L

week , since employees no longer need to file and retrieve paper
documents. Electronic tracking features In Cabinet NG will improve

labor required to handle them was overwhelm in g the 12-person

worker accountability, as well. And over the next few years, the

office staff. Every few months, th e office filing cabinets filled up, at

company wi ll be able to repurpose its warehouse space as existing

which point the fi les had to move to a warehouse. Also, si nce the

paper archives reach the required seven-year storage period.

company works with Medicare and Medicaid, staffers had to make

-DougSmirh, Co111puierTro11bleshooterr NRD

copies of documents for use in multiple files. A few dozen times a
day, employees had to take t ime to pull files from storage.
To get the paperwork under control, National EMS called Com

To read more about real-world tech so lutions, see the Tech Audit
blog at find .pcworld.co m/ 64147. If you 're an IT provider serving the

puter Troubleshooters NRD. Our solution simplified the process

small to midsize business market, and you'd like to learn how you

whi le meeting the stringent requirements of t he Health Insurance

can contribute to PCWorld Tech Audit, se nd e-mail to techaudit@

Privacy and Portability Act and
other government regulations.

pcworld.com. We're always looking for more talented pros.
Tech Audit is written and produced in cooperation with IT pro

fessionals in the field . All recommendations and opinions expressed

Smarter Document
Management
To digitize t he paperwork, we
installed Kodak double-sided
sheet-fed scanners. All billing
personnel now have scanners at
their desks, and two larger Kodak
il220 scanners are available for
common use. Remote workers
have the small scanners, as well,
and can scan to the server.
We also deployed Cabinet NG
STAFFERS AT NATIONAL EMS

document management software

now have Kodak i1220 duplex

(www.cabinetng.com ), which pro-

scanners to digitize files.

vides a secure, audit-d riven sys
tem that allows staffers to comply

with regulations more easily. We recommended the Synchronizer
and Retriever options for integrating the software into the existing
infrastructure . Synchronizer permits either a one-t ime import or an
ongoing synchronization with a database such as that of the com
pany's billing software. Retriever links Cabinet NG to existing pro
grams and Web apps; when an employee calls up a customer in a
program, Retriever pulls the appropriate documents in Cabinet NG.
The electronic workflow allows staffers to perform tasks- such
as routing time sheets to a single manager for approval and mov
ing folders to someone for review-quickly. Future plans include
automating some of the document creation and in stantly routing
fi les to the person who needs to handle them next. We will be able
to create alerts and conditions for any document necessary.
By red uci ng the amount of paper produced, and by eliminating
high-volume copy machines, National EMS w ill save about $6000
annually. The company wi ll also rega in rough ly 80 l abor hours per
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TravelMate
NEW TRAVELMATE TIMELINE
WORK SMARTER, TRAVEL LIGHTER

U~Thin

Acer® TravelMate®8571
• Genuine Windows" 7 Professional
• lnteJf' Centrin~ 2 Processor Technology
JnteJf' Core'"2 Duo Processor SU9400
• 4GB DDR3 1066 SDRAM

----- ----------Acer TravelMate 6593

Acer TravelMate 6593

• Genuine Windows"' 7 Professional
• lntell!I> Centrinoe 2 with vPro'" technology
lnteJ1' Core'"2 Duo Processor P8700
• 4GB DDR3 1066 SDRAM
• 320GB' hard drive, 7200RPM
TM6593-6639 (LX.TPl/03.006)

• Genuine Wi ndow~ 7 Professional
• Intel?> Centrinoe 2 with vPro'" technology
Intel?> Core'"2 Duo Processor P8700
• 3GB DDR3 1066 SDRAM
• 250GB' hard drive, 7200RPM
TM6593-6585 (LX.TPV03.007)

1

$1,099
acer.com/us

Acer Aspire One 0250
•
•
•
•

Genuine Window~ 7 Starter
Inter- Atom ~ Processor N270
Six-cell battery
2.8 lb

AOD250-1410 (LU.56800.206) - Sapphire blue chassis
AOD250-1719 (LU.56700.233) - Diamond black chassis

Acer Aspire One 0250
• Genuine Windo~ 7 Starter
• lntel1' Atom~ Processor N270
• Three-cell battery
• 2.4 lb
AOD250-1827 (LU.S680D.205) - Sapphire blue chassis
AOD250-1579 (LU.S670D.234) - Diamond black chassis

$349
· Acer 0240H bmidp
Acer B273HU bmidhz
• 27"wide-screen TFT LCO
• 2048 x 1152 maximum resolution
• 40000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160°/160° hortzontal/vcrtlcal viewing ang'es
• VGA. DVI (HDCI'),HDMI, four USB signal coonoctcxs
• 400 c:G'm' brigh1ness
• 5ms response time
• Two 1.SW integrated speallers
• Height. tilt <nl swivel aqustments
(ET.HB3HP.001)

• 24"wide-screen TFTLCD
• 1920 x 1080 maximum resolution

• 80000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 170"/160° hortzootal/vertical viewing argles
• VGA. DVI (HDCI'), HDMI,USB signal connectors
• 300 cdlm' brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• Two 2.rm integrated speakers
• Digital photo frame function
• 1GB' storage
• CompactAash". Secure Digital card reader
• Tilt adjustment
(ET.FDOHPJXll )

$325

Acer B243HL bmdrz

Acer Aspire 5542

• 24" wide-screenTFT LCD
• Whtte LEO backlight
• 1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
• 8,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 170°/160" horizontal/vertical viewing angles
• VGA. OVI (HOO'),four USS signal connectocs
• 250 cdlm' brightness
• 5ms resix>nse time
• Two 2.rm integrated speakers
• Height, pivol tilt and swivel adjustments
(ET.FB3LP.002)

• Genuine Windows®7 Home Premium
• AMOAthlon'" X2 Dual-Core Processor M300
AS5542-1462 (L.X.PHA02.058)

$549

$299
acer.com/us

Acer® Aspire® Z5610
• Genuine Windows~ 7 Home Premium
• 23" wide touch-screen with integrated
speakers
• 4GB DDR3 1333MHz SDRAM
• 320GB 1 SATA hard drive
• Super-Multi drive
• Multi-in-one card reader
• 802.11 b/g/Draft-N wireless LAN
•Integrated webcam
• Wireless keyboard and mouse

r-:-= --···-· _____., ____.=--t
Acer T230H bmidh
Acer Aspire Z561 O
• Genuine Windows" 7 Home Premium
• lntef1' Pentiumf> Processor E5300
ASZ5610-U9072 (PW.SCY02.032)

$899

I

•

23· wide-screen m LCD
• Touch-screen capable'
• 1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
80000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160"/160° hofizontal/verticaJ viewirYJ angles
• vr:A. OVI (HDCP). HOM!.. signal amectors

I.

• 300 cdlm' brightness
• 2ms gray-tlrgay response time
• Ore 1.5W integrated speaker
• Height. tin and swivel adjustments
(fT.VTOHP.001)

• Genuine Windows11 7 Professional
• lntei1' Core"'2 Duo Processor E7600
• 3GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 320GB' SATA hard drive
VX480G-ED7600C (PS.V9703.004)

$599
r ·--·

Acer Veriton X480G

• Genuine Windows11 7 Professional
• Intel!> Pentium11 Processor E5300
• 2GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 160GB' SATA hard drive
VX480G-ED5300C (PS.V9703.006)

'$479
Acer S243HL bmii
• 24" wide-screen TFT LCD

• WMe LED baci<fight
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
8,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°/160° horizontaVvertical viewing angles
VGA, two HOM!'" (HOCP) signal connectors
250 cdlm' brightness
2ms gray-to-gray response time
One 2.0W integrated speaker
Titt adjustment
(ET.FS3LP.001 )
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$299

Acer G245H bmid
• 24" wide-screen TFT LCD
• 2010 Olympics model
• 1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
• 80000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 1700/160° horizontal/vertical viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HOCP), HOM!'" signal connectors
• 300 cdlm' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Two 2.f!N integrated speakers
• Titt adjustment
(ET.FGSHP.001 )

$259
acer.com/us

~

--

Acer TravelMate 5530

~

Genuine Windows- 7 Professional
•,AMO Athlon'" X2 Dual-Core Processor QL-65
• 3GB DDR2 667 SDRAM

Protect Your Investment with an Acer Notebook Service Upgrade
Quality is built into every notebook PC Ac.er makes, and each comes with a one-year or three-year standard limited warranty.' It includes hardware technical su pport via toll-free phone plus a concurrent
International Traveler's Warranty for travel outside the U.S. and Canada. For extra protection - and peace of mind - consider a warranty extension or. even better. the Total Protection Upgrade. This plan covers
the cos1 of a mplacement unit If, as determined by Ac.er, your covered notebook cannot be repaired .
2-Year Extension of Umlted Warranty (146AB820.EX2)
for Notebooks with 1-Yoar Umlted Warranty

S99
2-Year Extension of Umlted Warranty+ 3-Year Total Protection Upgrade (146ADOn.002)
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Security Alert
Good Guys Bring Down the Mega-0 Botnet
BY ERIK LARKIN

in the United States, with one in Turkey and another in Israel.
The FireEye group received positive responses except from
the overseas ISPs. The domestic C&C servers went down.
FOR 1WO YEARS as a researcher with security company
Next, Mushtaq and company contacted domain-name reg
FireEye, Atif Mushtaq worked to keep Mega-D bot malware
from infecting clients ' networks. In the process, he learned
istrars holding records for the domain names that Mega-D
how its controllers operated it.
used for its control servers.
Chalk up one for the defenders. Here's how a The registrars collaborated
Last June, he began publishing
his findings online (find.pcworld.
trio of security researchers used a three-step
with FireEye to point Mega-D's
attack to defeat a 250,000-pronged botnet.
com/64162). In November, he
existing domain names to no
suddenly switched from de
where. By cutting off the bot
fense to offense. And Mega-D,
net's pool of domain names,
a powerful, resilient botnet
the antibotnet operatives
that had forced 250,000 PCs
ensured that bots could not
to do its bidding, went down.
reach Mega-D-affiliated servers
that the overseas ISPs had
Targeting Controllers
declined to take down.
Mushtaq and two FireEye col
Finally, FireEye and the reg
leagues went after Mega-D's
istrars worked to claim spare
command infrastructure. A
domain names that Mega-D's
botnet' s first wave of attack
controllers listed in the bots'
uses e-mail attachments , Web
programming. The controllers
based offensives, and other
intended to register and use
distribution methods to infect
one or more of the spare do
mains if the existing domains
huge numbers of PCs with
malicious bot programs.
went down-so FireEye picked
The bots receive marching
them up and pointed them to
"sinkholes" (servers it had set
orders from online command
up to sit quietly and log efforts
and control (C&C) servers, but
those servers are the botnet' s
by Mega-D bots to check in for
Achilles' heel : Isolate them, and
orders). Using those logs, Fire
Eye estimated that the botnet consisted of about 250,000
the undirected bots will sit idle. Mega-D's controllers used a
Mega-D-infected computers {find.pcworld.com/64164).
far-flung array of C&C servers however, and every bot in its
army had been assigned a list of additional destinations to try
Down Goes Mega-0
if it couldn't reach its primary command server. So taking
down Mega-D would require a carefully coordinated attack.
MessageLabs, a Symantec e-mail security subsidiary, reports
that Mega-D had "consistently been in the top 10 spam bots"
Synchronized Assault
for the previous year (find .pcworld.com/64165). The botnet's out
Mushtaq 's team first contacted Internet service providers that
put fluctuated from day to day, but on November 1 Mega-D
unwittingly hosted Mega-D control servers; his research {find.
accounted for 11 .8 percent of all spam that MessageLabs saw.
Three days later, FireEye's action had reduced Mega-D 's »
pcworld.com/64163) showed that most of the servers were based

I

See find.pcworld.com/64229 for advice on reducing your exposure to
malware when you shop online. And at find.pcworld.com/64230, learn
how to safeguard your PC against being conscripted into a botnet.
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market share of Internet spam to less
than 0.1 percent, MessageLabs says.
FireEye plans to hand off the anti
Mega-D effort to ShadowServer.org, a
volunteer group that will track the IP
addresses of infected machines and
contact affected ISPs and businesses.
Business network or ISP administrators
can register for the free notification ser
vice; see find .pcworld .com/64166.

Continu ing the Battle
Mushtaq recognizes that FireEye's suc
cessful offensive against Mega-D was
just one battle in the war on malware.
The criminals behind Mega-D may try
to revive their botnet, he says, or they
may abandon it and create a new one.
But other botnets continue to thrive.
"FireEye did have a major victory,"
says Joe Stewart, director of malware
research with SecureWorks. "The ques
tion is, will it have a long-term impact?"
Like FireEye, Stewart's security com
pany protects client networks from bot
nets and other threats; and like Mush
taq, Stewart has spent years combating
criminal enterprises. In 2009, Stewart
outlined a proposal to create volunteer
groups dedicated to making botnets
unprofitable to run. But few security
professionals could commit to such a
time-consuming volunteer activity.
"It takes time and resources and
money to do this day after day," Stew
art says . Other, under-the-radar strikes
at various botnets and criminal organiza
tions have occurred, he says, but these
laudable efforts are "not going to stop
the business model of the spammer."
Mushtaq, Stewart, and other security
pros agree that federal law enforcement
needs to step in with full-time coordi
nation efforts. According to Stewart,
regulators haven't begun drawing up
serious plans to make that happen, but
Mushtaq says that FireEye is sharing its
method with domestic and internation
al law enforcement, and he's hopeful.
Until that happens, "we're definitely
looking to do this again," Mushtaq
says. "We want to show the bad guys
that we're not sleeping. "
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BUGS & FIXES

ERIK LARKIN

Zero-Day Patch for Internet Explorer 6 or 7
A DANGEROUS vulnera
A critical bug in IE; plus patches for
Office, Java, Shockwave, and Mac OS X.
bility in Internet Explorer
6 and 7 became publicly
known before a fix was available, raising
Java and Opera Bump Up
the specter of a high-risk zero-day attack.
Sun's Java Runtime Environment (JRE}
The bug involves the way IE handles
and Java Development Kit (J DK) Update
17 closes a number of holes, including a
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS} objects.
serious flaw that allows attacks via Web
and could let an attacker run any com
pages. Java will check monthly to see
mand on a targeted Windows XP, Vista,
whether updates are available, but
Server 2003, or Server 2008 PC.
Bad guys have already posted
you can check manually, too:
Open Control Panel and
sample attack code online.
double-click the Java
IE 8 is not affected. For
more information, see
icon. On the Update tab,
click Update now. After
the advisory at find .
updating, you may need
pcworld.com/64180.
to remove old Java ver
Meanwhile, a bug in
sions manually with Add
the way Windows han
dles Embedded OpenType
or Remove Programs. For
could allow a baddie to take
details, or to download the lat
over vulnerable Windows XP, 2000, or
est J ava, head to find.pcworld.com/64186.
Server 2003 computers via malicious
Version 10.10 of Opera's Web browser
fixes numerous bugs, including one that
Websites or poisoned Office documents.
The bug can't harm Vista or Server 2008,
might let malicious JavaScript on a Web
page launch an attack. Click Help•Check
and doesn't affect Windows 7. Visit find .
pcworld.com/64181 for details.
for updates to confirm that you have the
latest ve rsion of Opera, and download
Office File Flaws
version 10.10 at find .pcworld.com/64188.
Two other patches repair Office flaws in
Excel and Word affecting Office XP and
Fix Shockwave and Mac OS X
2003, and otfice 2004 and 2008 for Mac.
An attack on critical vulnerabilities in
The Excel bug endangers Office 2007,
Shockwave Player versions prior to
Office Excel Viewer 2003, and the Office
11.5.1.601 could "run malicious code on
Excel Viewer Service Office Compatibility
an affected system," Adobe says. Check
Pack for Word, Excel, and PowerPoint 2007
your Shockwave version at find.pcwo rld.
File Formats. The Word flaw also affects
com/64189, and get the latest iteration
Open XML File Format Converter for Mac,
(11.5.2.602) at find.pcworld .com/64190.
Office Word Viewer 2003, and Office Word
Finally, the Mac OS X10.6.2 update
Viewer. Microsoft rates the flaws as im
corrects various problems involving PDF
portant; see find .pcworld.com/64182 (Ex
files, H.264 movies, TIFF images, and
cel) and find.1icworld.com/64183 (Word).
other things. Get it via Software Update,
Microsoft has also released two critical
and read more at find.pcworld.com/64191.
fixes for business networks. One closes a
hole in the Web Services on Devices appli
BUGGED?
cation programming interface: it's critical
for Vista and Server 2008 (find.pcworld.
FOUND AHARDWARE or soft
ware bug? Send us an e-mail on
com/64184). The second flaw affects only
Windows 2000 systems running License
it to bugs@pcworld.com.
Logging Server (find.pcworld.com/64185).
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Worried about
cybercrime?
ESET will protect you.
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ESET Smart Security 4
Effect ive, fast protection for your PC
Our award-winning security technology is the most effective way to stop viruses, spyware, hackers,
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internet experience safe and secure. Without slowing you, or your system. down.
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Security Alert
Fake Swine Flu
E-Mail Leads to
Real Malware
Infection
A NEW MALWARE campaign uses fake
e-mail messages that purport to inform
recipients of the government's H1N1
vaccination programs, but in reality try
to install the Zeus Trojan horse.
Both McAfee and Symantec have
issued warnings about the toxic e-mail
missives, which are spoofed to look as
though t hey origi nated at the "Centers
for Disease Control and Preven
tion (CDC), " according to
a screenshot in a McAfee
blog post (find.pcworld.
com/64225). Subject lines
vary, but may use wording
such as "Create your persona l
Vaccination Profile" or "Governmental
registration program on the H1N1 vac
cination." For more examples of sub
ject lines and for the e-mail's body text,
see McAfee's warning (above) or Sy
mantec's i:iost (find .pcworld.com/64226).
A link in the bogus message leads to a
malicious but seemingly legitimate site
that instructs victims to download a
tool to create a vaccination profile. The
URL for the deceptive site employs a
common ruse: starting with what ap
pears to be a genuine name (in this
case, "online.cdc.gov ... ") but ending
with an obscure actual domain (such
as " .. .yhnbad.com.im "). The domain
name highlighting function in Internet
Explorer 8 can help foil this trick (see
find .pcworld.com/64228 for more on this
feature), as can the Locationbar2 add
on for Firefox (find .pcworld.com/64227).
The downloaded executa ble file is ,
of course, the Trojan horse payload,
which McAfee lists as a "very recent
Zeus Trojan variant." Uploading such
downloads to VirusTotal (www.virustotaL
com) can help identify new malware
that some malware engines might miss.
- Elik Larkin
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Google's Dashboard Approach to Privacy
I F YOUUSE Gmail, Google
Dashboard gathers privacy controls and
Calendar. Google Docs. or
settings for most Google services onto
any of the ever-growing
one page- but only for Google accounts.
array of Google services.
you may have cringed at the trove of per
consumer and privacy advocacy group.
sonal data the company has gathered . To
But Das hboard is no privacy panacea.
allay concerns, Google launched Das h
For one thing. it allows access to saved
board, a single page ho using privacy con
data tied to a Google account. but not to
information (such as saved searches)
trols and settings for most of its services.
The Dashboard page, accessible at
tied to the un ique identifier within a cook
google.corn/dashboard. gives you an over
ie. Google that says doing so would raise
view of calendars or documen ts you
additional privacy concerns, because
share. your chat history. and sites you've
while logging in to a Google account veri
authorized to access your Picasa pic
fies a person's identity, you have no such
tures or Gmail contacts (such as a social
login option for a cookie. And allowing
anyone sitting at a
networking site that
PC to see all of the
can use your contact
list to help you find
searches tied to a
cookie currently on
other users, a la
that PC could reveal
Facebook) . You 'll also
find a list of search
plenty of sensitive
queries you've per
information.
formed while logged
It's a valid concern,
but both Schwartz
in to Google. If you
and Marc Rotenberg,
use the Google Tool
of the Electronic Pri
bar and have enabled
vacy Information
the Web history fea
ture, you'll see your browsing history, too.
Center. say that if the cookie-associated
data is that sensitive, perhaps Google
A Clean Search Slate
shouldn't be collecting it at all. That con
If seeing so much personal information
sideration. along with Dashboard's clear
stored on Google servers makes you un
nudge to sign up for a Google account,
easy, you can clear it or stop sharing it.
leads Rotenberg to conclude that the
new step is just "privacy theater," primar
Click Remove items or clear Web history.
and remove some or all search terms. If
ily fo r show, and isn't a real step towa rd
you wipe your search slate clean, Google
securing users' sensitive information.
will assume that you wa nt to opt out of
saving such data, and it will automatical
Security Starts at Home
Google and other online companies could
ly stop doing so. You can tell Gmail to
stop saving your chat history, and decide
do more to protect account holders' per
sonal da ta. But the new Dashboa rd's
whether YouTube can use your Google
accoun t info to target ads.
promise of fast and easy access to set
tings and controls is a step forward .
Google hasn't created any new privacy
features or options for Dashboard; it has
Paradoxically, though, Dashboard can
just made them easier to find. And faster,
bust yo ur privacy: If bad guys guess or
effortless control over our personal data
steal your Google account informa tion.
is clearly a good thing. "It's definitely
they will have the same access to your
Dashboard data that you have. So be sure
progress," says Ari Schwartz of the Cen
ter for Democracy and Technology. a
to keep your Google password safe. •
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Your child is on line now. Sadly, so are the bad guys. Each day, more than 50,000
predators are striking up conversations and trying to set up personal meetings
with unsuspecting children through Facebook, MySpace, chat rooms and Instant
Message services. How much do you really know about your child's online
"friends" and what they're planning?
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screen snapshots feature, you not only see what they do, you see the exact order
in which they do it, step by step.
Is there a "Susan" on line with your child? Find out with Spector Pro, the most
widely used and trusted monitoring tool available today.
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BLU-RAY CHART toppers
(from top): the Samsung
BD-P3600 (#3), Panasonic
DMP-BD60K (#1), and LG
Electronics 80390 (#2).

Blu-ray Players for $300 or Less
TODAY'S BLU-RAY Disc
players do a lot more
than play Blu-ray
• movies. Even so,
•
they cost much less
than they did a year ago .
Every model on our Top 10
B/11-rqy Disc Plqycrs chart (see
page 49) has an ethernet port
for accessing Internet-based
supplemental disc content
via BO-Live. Seven of the ten
support Web-based stream
ing media delivery.
Widgets and Web services
are now a major feature of
Blu-ray players. Rather than
buy a dedicated box to han
dle streaming, you can buy a
Blu-ray player that combines
the pristine high-definition
images of Blu-ray and the
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As their prices fall, Blu-ray Disc players add
streaming media capabilities to their already
state-of-the-art high-definition image quality.

instant gratification of Net
flix On Demand, YouTube,
and other Web content.
Through Netflix On De
mand, Netflix subscribers can
access their Instant Queue
over their 1V. Other stream
ing services that one or more
players we tested accommo
date are Pandora Internet
Radio, PlayStation Network,
VieraCast (which includes
Amazon On Demand and
Picasa Vudu), and YouTube .
You'll get far superior im
age quality from a Blu-ray
movie than from a streamed
video, even if it's a high-def

stream, but still the stream
ing options are convenient
and worthwhile extras.
Every model on our chart
can read digital images and
music files from USB or SD
Card; some can read AVCHD
camcorder video and other
video formats , too.
Price drops are another
big development in this cat
egory. A couple of premium
priced models hit the $300
mark, and a handful come in
at $250, but a typical player
now costs $200.
All of the ranked models
produced enticing high-def

images, but we noted differ
ences in image qu ality and
(even more) in how the play
ers handled standard-def.
There, the Panasonic DMP
BD60K and the Sony BDP
S560 earned top honors .

Panasonic DMP-BD60K
Its price has fa llen from $300
last spring to $160 today,
but the DMP-BD60K remains
at the top of its class, with
lots of features, stellar image
quality, and terrific design.
In our tests, the DMP
BD60K deftly handled every
type of video content we
threw at it, from bright car
toon colors to subtle shades
of gray in a black-and-white
film. The DMP-BD60K also

INSIDE

.

·.·;t?~~
.

52 LG ELECTRONICS
N4Bl

did a fine job of upscaling
regular DVDs , producing
well-balanced colors and
surprisingly rich detail.
Compact, sleek, and at
tractive, this player will fit
wherever you want to put it.
Its Power and Eject buttons
are large and well positioned.
Though the programmable
remote control isn't back.lit,
it has large buttons, and the
playback buttons are blue
and thus stand out visually.
The DMP-BD60K features
Panasonic's VieraCast Web
portal for accessing certain
Web content sites, including
Amazon On Demand, Pica
sa, and YouTube.
On all counts, the Pana
sonic DMP-BD60K is a well
made Blu-ray player, and it
ranks among the best such
devices you can buy today.

·,:~~ ;~~:~ ~-: :\.
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56 SONOS ZONEPLAVER S5

networking capabilities.
Every Blu-ray disc we tried
looked better on the BD390
than on our reference Sony
PlayStation 3 player, with
superb colors and dimen
sionality. In our black-and
white movie test, the sharp,
clear whites on the BD390
made the PS3 presentation
look yellowish by compari
son. And an an imated color
scene had depth that was
lacking on the PS3 .
On upconverted DVDs,
however, the BD390 didn' t
approach the same quality.
It can stream content from
CinemaNow, Netflix On De
mand, and YouTube.
If you have a computer on
your network that contains
DLNA server software (such
as Windows Media Player

58 CISCO FLIPSHARE TV

11), the BD390 can use it to
access multimedia files. The
player supports DivX, JPEG,
and PNG (photos), as well as
MP3 and WMA (music) .
The BD390's Power and
Eject buttons are intelligent
ly positioned on the front
panel near the top of the ma
chine, and are easy to press.
The remote control, on the
other hand, is disappointing.
The LG BD390 offers great
images and plugs the Inter
net and your home network
into your HDTV. It has its
quirks; but if you can afford
this unit, it's worth the price.

Samsung BO-P3600
The Samsung BD-P3600 car
ries a relatively high estimat
ed street price of $300, but
it delivers exquisite images

82 SONY BRAVIA KDL-52XBR9

from Blu-rays discs to your
HDTV. And with an Internet
connection, it can stream
videos from Blockbuster,
Netflix, and YouTube, and
music from Pandora. Regret
tably, the player makes the
viewing experience more dif
ficult than it should be.
In our image-quality tests
for Blu-ray-based content,
the BD-P3600 earned scores
of Very Good almost across
the board, showing better
color and contrast than our
reference Sony PlayStation 3
player. Night scenes looked
realistically dark without
losing detail, colors were be
lievable, and black-and-white
had excellent fidelity. In an
animated scene, we saw tex
ture that wasn't visible when
we used other players.
»

LG 80390
When you pop a Blu-ray disc
into the $300 LG BD390,
prepare to be
impressed. It
delivered out
standing image
quality in our
tests. And with BD-Live,
CinemaNow, DLNA, Net
flix On Demand, Wi-Fi,
and YouTube support, the
BD390 provides top-flight

MIDDLE OF THE CHART (from top): LG's BD370 (#4), Samsung's BD-PI&OO (#&),and Sony's BDP-5560 ( 7).
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Connect the BD-P3600 to
the Internet, and you get
four sources for streaming
entertainment. One of them,
Blockbuster on Demand,
lets you rent or buy the right
to stream movies (and in the
future, 1V shows).
The BD-P3600 also streams
video from Netflix On De
mand and music from Pan
dora, if you have accounts
with those services .
The BD-P3600's unusual,
soft-curved design looks
cool, but the top hangs over
the back about half an inch,
making the connectors
harder to reach. And since
the buttons are on top,

your HDlV. And even by
Blu-ray player standards, the
BD370 delivers Blu-ray disc
images with terrific clarity.
Images looked clear and
detailed, with a dimensional
ity that popped out at us,
making the visuals extraordi
narily compelling. Matched
against those on our refer
ence Sony PlayStation 3
player, the BD370's images
were obviously superior.
We can't offer the same
praise for the BD370's han
dling of the more difficult
task of upconverting DVDs .

Eject, and Play/Pause but
tons are poorly marked and
confusing, but once you fig
ure them out, they're easy to
press. Another problem: The
front panel has an excessive
ly bright light, which you
can't dim or turn off.
The remote control leaves
much to be desired. Some
commonly used buttons,
such as Pop-Up Menu, are
small and poorly placed.
And LG hid the number but
tons beneath a slide-away
panel that resisted sliding
open. The remote is pro-

you can't put the p.l~~~
ayer~in~-~~~il!il[i
the midst of a
,.
stack of com
ponents or on
a tightly
packed shelf
in your rack system.
The player's wireless
networking is the big
gest challenge to set
ROUNDING OUT THE CHART (from top): The Insignia NS-WBRDVD
up. It lacks built-in Wi-Fi;
(#10), Toshiba BDX2000 (#9), and Pioneer Electronics BDP-320 (#8).
instead, you must plug a
wireless adapter into the back
But you don't need discs
grammable but not backlit.
USB port-so you can't use
Though those quirks are
to enjoy the BD370. If you
that port for anything else.
annoying, a great picture
plug it into your network via
Ultimately, the BD-P3600's
and a truckload of multi
the player's ethernet port,
negatives seem minor com
you can view movies and 1V
media goodies make the LG
pared to what it gets right: a
shows through CinemaNow,
BD370 one of the best Blu
terrific picture and plenty of
Netflix On Demand, and
ray players for its price.
streaming Internet content.
YouTube. LG 's YouTube in
terface is fairly easy to use
Sony PlayStation 3
LG 80370
Game Console (120GB)
though it has some annoying
The $200 LG BD370 can
quirks. For instance, the on
From the outset, the Play
stream Internet video from
screen keyboard (needed for
Station 3 has billed itself as
CinemaNow, Netflix On
searches) is laid out alpha
more than just another game
Demand, and YouTube to
betically, not in the more
console. And this machine
familiar QWERTY format.
lives up to its promise: It's
Physically,
the
80370
is
a
still
one of the most capable
MORE ONLINE
mixed bag. A spring-loaded
Blu-ray Disc players available.
For a complete review and test
The 120GB PS3 has built
flap over the disc tray opens
report for each Btu -ray player
and closes with the tray, pre
in gigabit ethernet and sup
ran ked on our Top 10 chart. see
venting it from being a seri
ports BO-Live content that's
find.pcworld.com/64242.
ous annoyance. The Power,
deliverable via the Internet.
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The PS3 's movie playback
experience works best if you
start from scratch, inserting
a disc into the front-loading
slot as soon as you power up
the unit. The total elapsed
time from disc insertion to
the start of the film is a re
spectable 24 seconds.
In their formal evaluation
of the PS3 's image quality,
our judges rated color quali
ty, detail, and brightness and
contrast all Good-a step or
two below the scores that
some stand-alone players
earned. Images routinely
appeared a bit
more crushed
and a little less
vibrant on the
PS3 than they
did on the other players on
our chart. The differences in
image quality were
especially clear on our
black-and-white film
test, where the PS3
produced unsatisfac
tory gray tones in lieu
of true black-and-white.
The 120GB model slims
down from the original Play
Station 3, and it costs less,
too . For $300, you can now
enjoy watching 1080p HOM!
output on a first-class, BD
Live-capable Blu-ray Disc
player that also includes
integrated Bluetooth and
802.llg, an upgradable
120GB hard drive, gigabit
ethernet, support for
7.1-channel Dolby Digital
sound (though the audio
support doesn't match what
stand-alone players pro
vide), and Sony's powerful
custom multiprocessing
CPUs. Oh, and the unit plays
PlayStation 3 games, too.
-Melissa Perenso11 and
Lincoln Spector

Top 10 Blu-ray Disc Players
Panasonic's DMP-BD60K delivers the best overall image quality and DVD upconversion.
MODEL

Rating

~ Panasonic
OMP-8060K
5160
find.pcworld.com/64202

* **

SUPER IOR

Performance '
• Color quality: Superior
• Detail: Superior
• Brigh tness and contrast: Superior
• DVD upcnnverslon·Very Good

I

Features and specifications '
• SD Card slot
• Up to 7.l channels of audio
• Dolby TrueHD and DTS·HD
Master Audio decoding

• Plays AVCHD,OivX,JPEG,MP3
• Streams Amazon Video on
Demand, Picasa.YouTube

• The DMP·BDBDK delivers excellent Image and audio quality; factor in Its network streaming, and thi s model Is a terrific bargain.

LG Electronics
80390

2

$300
find.pcworld.com/611203

****

VERY GOOD

•Color quality:Superior
•Deta il: Superior
• Brightne5S and contrast Very Good
•DVD upconverslon:Fair

• USB port; Wi·Fl
•Up to 7.1 channels of audio
•Dolby TrueHD and DTS·HD
Master Audio decoding

•Plays DivX,JPEG,MP3,WMA
•Streams CinemaNow, Netflix
On Demand.Vudu,YouTube
• DLNA access to media on PCs

• Great Btu-ray images and the best streaming options we've seen to date on a Btu-ray Oise player justify the BD390's lofty price.

Samsung BO-P3600

3

$300
find.pcworld.com/01+204

****'
VERY GOOD

•Color quality: Very Good
• Detail: Very Good
•Brightness and contrast: Superior
•DVD upcnnversion:Fair

• USBport;Wi·Fi
•Up to 7.1 channels of audio
•Dolby TrueHD and DTS·HD
Master Audio decoding

•Plays DivX.JPEG,MP3
•Streams Netflix On Demand,
Pandora,YouTube
• DLNA access to media on PCs

• The BD·P3600 delivers great-looking images and Internet streaming, but lt should be a lot easier to use than it is In practice.

LG Electronics 80370

4

$200
find.pcworld.com/64205

*****
VERY GOOD

•Color quality:Superior
•Detail: superior
• Brightness and contrast Superior
•DVD upconversion:Fair

• use port; Wi-Fi
•Up to 7.1channels of audio
•Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HO
Master Audio decoding

•Plays DivX. JPEG.MP3, WMA
•Streams CinemaNow. Netflix
On Demand. YouTube

• A superb picture, a responsive Interface, and lots of streaming goodness make the 80370 a fine player, despite some annoying quirks.

Sony PlayStation 3
(120G8)

5

$300

*****
VERY GOOD

f1nd.pcworld.con1/6 42D6

• Color quality: Good
•DetaitGood
•Brightness and contrast:Good
•DVD upconversion:Fair

• USB port
•Up to 7.1 channels of audio
• 120GB hard drive

•Ploys PS3 games
•Streams PlayStatlon Network
• DLNA access to media on PCs

• Slimline game console outputs good (not great) Btu-ray Disc images; it's a smart choice if you want to enjoy PlayStation 3 games. too.

Samsung BO-P1600

6

$200
fi nd.pcworld.com/6'1207

****

VERY GOOD

•Color quality: Superior
• DetaitVery Good
•Brightness and contrast Very Good
•DVD upconversion: Fair

• USBport
•Up to 7.1 channels of audio
• DolbyTrueHD and DTS-HD
Master Audio decoding

•Ploys JPEG,MP3
•Streams Blockbuster, Netftix
On Demand.Pandora,You Tube

• The 80·Pl600 has an annoying front-p anel cover, but otherwise it offers superb color performance-a nd It has streaming video options.

Sony 80P-S560

7

$300
find.pcwm ld.com/64208

****

VERY GODO

• Color quality: Very Good
•Detail: Superior
•Brightness and contrast: Superior
•DVD upconverslon:Very Good

• USB port; Wi·Fi
•Up to 7.1channels of audio

•Plays JPEG,MP3

• Dolby TrueHD and DTS·HD
Master Audio decoding

• The BOP-5560 delivers very good images and Wi·Fi connectivity, but a poorly designed remote and no streaming extras lower its standing.

Pioneer Electronics
BDP-320

8

$250
find .pcworld.corn/64 209

****
GOOD

•Color quality: Very Good
• Detail: Very Good
• Brightne5S and contrast:Very Good
• DVD upconversion:Good

•USBport 3
•Up to 7.1 channels of audio
•Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD
Mas ter Audio decoding

•Plays JPEG,MP3

• This well-designed model delivers pleasing images. and it did well on DVD upconversion , but it omits any streaming capabilities.

Toshiba BDX2000

9

$200
find.pcwortd.com/611210

***

GOOD

•Color quality: Very Good
• DetaitVery Good
•Brightness and contrast: Very Good
•DVD upconversion:Good

•SD Card slot
•Up to 7.1channels of audio
•Dolby TrueHD and DTS·HD
Master Audio decoding

•Ploys JPEG,MP3, WMA

• Great image quality prevents the Toshiba 8DX2000 from being just another run·of-the·mill (albeit inexpensive) Btu-ray Disc player.

Insignia NS-WBRDVD

10

5180
find .pcworld.com/64211

*** 'i<
GOOD

•Color quality: Superior
•Detail: Very Good
• Brightness and contrast: Very Good
• DVD upconversi on:Poor

• USB port; Wi·Fi
•Up to 7.1channels of audio
•Dolby TrueHD decoding

• Pl ays JPEG,MP3,WMA
•Streams NetflixOn Demand

• This low-cost model offers excellent image quality, wireless connectivity, and a pleasing Netf\ix interface; but its Wi·Fi setup falls short.
FOOTNOTES:' Performance tests were conducted via HDMI. with video ou tput to a 50-lnch Pioneer Elite PRO-FHDl plasma TV at its pure/bit-by-bit setting. ' All players support BO-Live. Audio
output depends on audio encoding on discs and chosen audio output connec tion (analog. coaxial HDMI. or S/PDIFJ. ' For BD·Live storage only. CHART NOTES: Prices are as of 12110/09. All
players output at 1080pover HDMI 1.3; all can play standard DVD movies: and all support 24p output, which matches th eframe rate of film. For more details, see flnd.pcwortd.com/56792.
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Top 10 Color Laser Multifunction Printers
New models from Brother, Canon, and Oki are inexpensive, but struggle with photo quality.
MODEL

Rating

f:Tt!n

Brother MFC-9450CDN

WI ss5o

find.pcworld.com/62437

Performance
• Text quality: Superior
•Graphics quality: Fair
• Tested speed:10.8 ppm text!
4.9 ppm graphics

****

VERY GOOD

Features and specifications
• 2t ppm text
• 21 ppm graphics
• 2400·by·BOO·dpi maximum true color
resolution

• Good speed and cheap toner make the MFC·9450CDN a small··Offlce bargain-as long as your color needs are simple.
De ll Mu ltif unc tion Colo r Laser
Pri nter 311 5cn

2

$899

find.pcworld .com/59860

• Text quality: Superior
• Graphics quality: Fair
• Tested speed: 16.1ppm text!
5.4 ppm graphics

***"

VE RY GOOD

• 31 ppm text
• 17 ppm graphics
• 600·by·600·dpi ma xi mum true color
resolution

• Speed and expandability are this Dell MFP's forte. making up for its subpar photos and quirks such as a confusing control panel.
Brot her MFC-9440CN
$600

3

find .pcworld.com/59859

• Text quality: Superior
•Graphics quality: Fair
• Tested speed:I0.7 ppm text/
4.8 ppm graphics

***''

VERY GOOD

• 21 ppm text
• 21 ppm graphics
• 2400·by·600·dpi maximum true color
resolution

• This efficien t printer. though only marginal for photos, is a solid choice for adding a little color to work doc uments.
HP Color LaserJet CM2320 nf
$599

4

find .pcworld.com/62301

• Text quality:Superior
• Graphics quality: Good
• Tested speed:I0.9 ppm text/
4.1 ppm graphics

***..,.
VERYGOOD

• 21 ppm text
• 21 ppm graphics
• 600·by·600·dpi maximum true color
resolution

• The low·hassle design of this HP LaserJ et is nice; if you print a lot. though. look for a model with cheaper black toner.
Brother MFC-9320CW
S500 NEW

5

find .pcworld.com/64132

***-1
/\
VER Y
GOOD

• Text quality:Superior
•Graphics quality: Fair

• 17 ppm text
• 17 ppm graphics

• Tested speed: 9.6 ppm text}

• 21100-by-GOO·dpl max im um true color

3.6 ppm graphics

resolution

• Brother's bargain unit includes Wi·Fi capability. but the tradeoffs are slow print speeds and mediocre graphics quality.
Konica Minolta Ma gicolor
4695 MF

6

S1299 NEW

***

GOOD

• Text quality:Very Good
• Graphics quality:Very Good
• Tested speed:13.4 ppm text!
3.4 ppm graphics

i;

f1nd .pcworld.com/62440

• 25 ppm text
• 25 ppm graphics
• 9600·by·600·dpimaximum true color
resolution

• This tanklike, heavy-duty unit can take a beating; it's rough arou nd the edges, however. especially when scanning.
Canon Color lm a geClass
MF8350Cd n

7

S699 NEW

find .pcworld.com/63540

• Text quality:Superior
• Graphics quality: Good
• Tested speed:11.0 ppm text/
3.7 ppm graphics

***

GOOD

• 12 ppm text
• 8 ppm graphics
• 2400·by·600·dpimaximum true color
resolution

• Abusy office will appreciate this model's speed and features. but its toner pricing and photo quality are disappointing.
Xerox Phaser 6180 MF P
$999

8

rind.pcworld.com/59861

*** «
GOOD

<

• Text quality: Superior
• Graphics quality:Good
•Tested speed: 17.2 ppm text/
1.7 ppm graphics

• 31 ppm text
• 20 ppm graphics
• 600·by·600·dpi maximum true color
resolution

• This high·end unit offers good performance and features ; just remember that it's not for the budget-conscious.
Oki Pr int ing Solutions MC3 60
MFP

9

S549 NEW

fmd .pcworld.com/64134

• Text quality: Superior

*** " "
GOOD

• Graphics quality:Good
• Tested speed:12.6 ppm text!
4.5 ppm graphics

• 20ppm text
• 16 ppm graphics
• 1200·by·600·dplmaximum true color
resolution

• Though the MC360 is cheap and fast. its toner is pricey; flesh tones in its images looked blotchy. and the design can be very confusing .
Xerox Ph aser 61 28 MF P
$599 NEW

10

find .pcworld .com/62455

***

GOOD

• Text quality: Supe rior
• Grap hics quality: Very Good
• Tested speed: 8.9 ppm text/
3.5 ppm graphics

• 16 ppm text
• 12 ppm graphics
• 600-by·OOO·dpi maximum true color
resolu tion

• The Phaser 612BMFP's print quality is great for the price, but text output Is slow. replacement toner is expensive. and features are limited.
CHART NOTES: Ratings are as of 11/2/09.Speeds are In pages per minute (ppm); resolutions are in dots per inch (dpij.
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the credit card reader for your PC that provides safe
online shopping, helping protect you from the risk of credit card fraud and identity theft.

Swipe your card,
just like in the
stores.

Never type in
your credit card
number again.

Never expose your card
information to hackers
and malware again.

Works on virtually every site accepting major credit cards.
it's finally safe to shop online.
· . to find out why.

Gi SMAR
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LG N481 NAS Box: Ample Storage Plus a Blu-ray Drive
LG's N4Bl NAS box isn 't a
comprehensive media serv
er, nor is it a particularly fast
performer, but as a network
attached storage device, it's
quick enough for home/
small-business file serving.
This $700 unit is the stur
diest such box I've seen.
And you can't beat its HTML
configuration interface for
looks or ease of learning
and use. An integrated Blu
ray burner, however, is its
most outstand ing feature .
The Blu-ray writer lets you

****.;,

VERYGOOO

N481 1LGElectronics
NAS box has some unique features
but weak multimedia streaming.
List: $700
find.pcworld.co m/64177

back the box's contents up
to Blu-ray recordable or
rewritable discs. In addi
tion, you can use the
drive to back up your
CDs to disc images.
My other favorite
N4Bl feature is its
front-panel LCD,
which lets you back up
the box to both USB
and Blu-ray as well as
set the IP address
without resorting to
the HTML interface.
Though the N4B1
has only two USB
ports (one in front and
one in back) , it also carries
an SD memory card reader
and an eSATA port for stor
age expansion or backup.
The N4Bl comes with four
SOOGB drives configured in

LG'S GOOD-LOOKING N481 NAS box
Integrates a Btu-ray burner.

a RAID 5 array for 1.STB of
storage. In performance, it
finished in the middle of the
pack. For a home or small
business environment it will

do just fine-unless you
want to stream multime
dia content to a digital
media adapter. The
N4Bl serves up music
only, and only to iTunes.
This limitation doesn't
mean you can't store or
play video or images
off of the unit; you can,
but you have to con
duct search, find, and
p lay operations manu
ally via a PC. For that
reason, this NAS box is best
for small businesses.
Considering the amount of
storage on board and the in
tegrated Blu-ray drive, it's a
surprisingly affordable unit.
- Jo11 L. Jacobi

BounceBack Essential Offers Easy PC Recovery
IF YOU LONG for the peace
of mind of having a complete,
up-to-date copy of your op
erating system and software,
CMS's BounceBack Essen
tial 9.1 will calm your soul
with little user intervention.

BounceBack Essential
the software also goes by the
names BounceBack CDP and
Instant PC Recovery, depend
ing on where you look-is a
$29 subset of the company's
$69 BounceBack Ultimate

BOUNCEBACK ESSENTIAL copies all your data t o a dedicated drive.
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package. Essential keeps
only the current version of
.any fi le in one location-in
effect, mirroring your main
system , much as a RAID set
up does. Essential requires a
dedicated drive with enough
room for all your data.
Installation requires only a
few clicks along with correct
entry of a serial number.
After you have selected a
drive to back up to, the soft
ware partitions it, renders it
bootable, and copies your
PC's contents onto it.
Once the initial backup is
done, just let BounceBack
run in the background. It
can save changes at 1-minute
to 60-minute intervals .
BounceBack Essential en
ables you to boot from the

drive it's backing up to if
your main installation fails,
so you can keep working
when you' re on a deadline.
BounceBack Essential
combines the strengths of
imaging, file-based backup,
and RAID mirroring; and it
sidesteps most of the disad
vantages of those other
methods. It's quite possibly
the best $30 backup pro
gram on the market.
-Jo11 L. Jacobi

****"

SU PERIOR

BounceBack Essential 9.1
CMS Products
Reasonably priced backup soft
ware does the job with little fuss.
List: 529 (download); 539 (CD)
find .pcworld.com/64179
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Top All-in-One PCs
From big touchscreens with Windows 7 to budget nettops, all-in-one PCs have come of age.
BIG -SCREEN ALL·I N·ONES (OVER 20 INCHES)

Sony VAIO Ll17FX/B

1

S2000 NEW

find.pcworld.com/64213

Rating

Performance

!

• WorldBench 6 score: IDS Very Good
•Overall design:Good

****

•G aming:Fair

VERY GOOD

Features and specifications
• 24-lnch multitouch wldescreen
• 2.66GHz Core 2Quad 08400S
• GGB DDR2·800 RAM;lTB storage
• Blu·ray writer/render. TV tuner

• Sony's all-in-one has multitouch for Windows 7, strong performance, a Blu-ray writer/reader. and lots of ports. But It's not cheap.

Lenovo ldeaCentre A600

2

51150

find .pcworld.com/64214

• WorldBench 6score: 87 Fair
•Overall design:Very Good

***'

• 21.5-inch widescreen
• 2.13GHz Core2 Duo P7450
• 4GB DDR3-1066 RAM; lTB storage
•Btu-ray reader. TV tuner

•Gaming:Fair

VERY GOOD

• A lush display, unmatched upgradabllity, and extras such as an HDTV tuner and a four-in-one remote make the ABDO hard to resisl.

3

r:m"i Gateway One ZX6810·01
ll11J 51400 NEW
find.pcworld.com/64216

• WorldBench 6score: 105 Very Good
•Overall design: Fair
•Gaming: Good

***""

VERY GOOD

• 23-lnch multitouch wldescreen
• 2.33GHz Core 2Quad Q820DS
• 8GB DDR3-l333RAM;1.ITB storage
• DV01RW drive,TV tuner

• Gateway's all·in·one has the best performance this side of Apple's iMacs, and has the multilouch display and TV tuner that they lack.

Apple iMac (27-i nch/Core i7)

4

52200 NEW

find .pcworld.com/64257

***

• WorldBench 6score: 128 Superior

*:

VERY GOOD

• 27-lnch widescreen
• 2.8GHzCore i7·860
• 4GBDDR3·1066 RAM: ITB storage
• DVDt RW drive

•Overall design: Good
•Gaming:Superior

• Fastest all·in·one PC we've seen runs Windows and OS Xand has a huge screen; lacks extras like multltouch, Blu-ray, and a TV tuner.

HP TouchSmart 600xt

5

51460 NEW

find .pcworld.com/64215

*****
GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 92 Good

• 23-lnch multitouch wldescreen
• 2.13GHz Core 2 Duo P7450
• 4GB DOR3-1333 RAM;75DGB storage
•Btu-my reader, TV tuner

•Overalldesign:VeryGood
•Gaming: Fair

• This TouchSmart PC is boosted by Windows 7's gesture support, but HP's custom multitouch software Is even more Impressive.

Acer Aspire Z5610

6

5900 NEW

fin d.pcworld.com/64254

• WorldBench 6 score: IOI Good

****

• 23-lnch multitouch wldescreen
• 2.BGHz PentiumDual-Core ESJD
• 4GB DDR3-1333 RAM: 320GB storage
• DVD1RW drive

•Overall design:Fair

•Gaming: Poor

FAIR

• Despite its small hard disk and its omission of a Blu-ray drive, the 23-inch Z5610 still offers good bang fo r you r buck.
BUDGET ALL·IN·ONES (20 INCHES OR LESS)

rT'!n MSI Wind Top AE2010
1

ll11J $650 NEW

find .pcworld.com/6421 7

Rating

Performance

****'
SUPERIOR

•World Bench 6score: 60 Superior
•Overall design: Good
•Gaming: Poor

j

Features and specifications
• 20-lnch single-touch wldescreen
0
1.SGHz Ath ton X2 Dual-Coro 3250•
• 40B DOR2·BOO RAM;32DGB storage
• OVOtRW drive

• MSl's Wind Top AE2010 does a great job of filling the gap between budget-oriented all-In-one PCs and flash ier big-screen models.

HP Pavilion MS214

2

5600 NEW

find .pcworld.com/64218

** *

j.

+.

VERY GOOD

• WortdBench 6score: 59 Superior

• 18.S·inch widescreen

•Overall design:Good
•Gaming: Poor

0 1.SGHz AthlonX2 Dual-Core 325De
• 2GBDDR2-800 RAM:320GBstorage
• DVD1RW drive

• The MS214 delivers a decent mix of features , performance, and price-if you can do without a touchscreen and with slow networking.

Lenovo C300

3

S550 NEW

find.pcworld.com/64221

**' *
FAIR

• WorldBench 6 score: 42 Good
•Overall design: Fair
•Gaming: Poor

• 20-lnch widescreen
0 1.BGHz Atom N330 (Dual-Core)
0 4GB DDR2-667 RAM; 64DGB storage
• DVD t RW drive

• Lenovo's 2D-inch C300 provides a big screen and lots of sto rage; some critical deficiencies, however, put a dent in Its usefulness.

Asus Eee Top ET2002

4

5600 NEW

find .pcworld.com/64219

****
FAIR

• WorldBench 6score: 37 Fair
•Overall design:Fair
•G aming:Poor

• 20-lnch wldescreen
0 1.BGHz Atom N330 (Dual-Core)
• 2GB DDR2·600 RAM;320GB storage
• OVD•RW drive. nVldla Ion graphics

• This 20-inch system's performance and display quality just aren't at the level that they need to be for a good user experience.
CHART NOTES:Prices and ratings ore as of 12/14/09.Apple iMac tested using Boot Camp and 64-bit Windows 7.

MORE ONLINE
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For a look at why all-in -one PCs are making a comeback, browse to our slideshow at find.pcworld.com/64241.
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TomTom's XL 3405 Live:
Data-Feed Services
THE XL 340S Live is Tom
Tom's second wirelessly
connected GPS device (after
the Go 740 Live). Its GPRS
radio module serves live traf
fic updates, weather reports,
Google Local searches, and
fuel-price data.
At $300, the XL 340S Live
is a bargain for a connected
GPS device. Initially, you get
a three-month subscription
to the Live services; after

****"'·

SUPERIOR

XL 340S Live 1TomTom
Inexpensive for a connected GPS
device-if you want those services.
List: $300
find.pcworld.com/64192

that, they're $10 a month.
The unit has a 4.3-inch
screen, comes bundled with
TomTom's unique EasyPort
mounting bracket, and in
cludes maps for all SO states,
Puerto Rico, Canada, and
Mexico. The built-in 7 mil
lion points-of-interest data
base, supplemented by
Google Local Search, lets you
find relevant POis quickly.
The XL 340S Live uses
TomTom's IQ Routes tech
nology to provide the best
route and to estimate your
time of arrival based on his
torical speed data and traffic
patterns. If a better route be
comes available, you'll get an
option to switch to it. The

THE TOMTOM XL 340S Live comes with an easy-to-read screen.

unit's text-to-speech feature
provided clear directions at
appropriate intervals.
To reach the Live services,
you click a Live Service icon
on the first screen of the
main menu. You can search
for fuel prices in any of five
categories of fuel, and search
by distance, price, or cheap
est nearby source.
Google Local Search lets
you conduct searches by

name for POis that are near
by, near your destination, in
a specific city, or near any
other ' Navigate to' option.
Whether the XL 340S Live
is for you depends on how
much you value its connect
ed features . If you have a
data plan on a smartphone,
you could buy the uncon
nected XL 340S plus the
optional $60 traffic receiver.
-Craig Elliso11

Affordable New Sanos Music Streamer Sounds Great
I'VE REVIEWED LOTS of
products from Sonos, mak
ers of multiroom network
music-streaming compo
nents. I've called their gear
elegant, reliable, and great
sounding, but never inex
pensive. At $399, however,
the new ZonePlayer SS is
quite affordable, though it
won't appeal to everyone.
1hc SS looks a bit like an
iPod dock, and its price is
in line with high-end docks
from companies like Bose.
But most people won' t con-

****"'

SU PERIOR

ZonePlayerS5 1Sonos
Terrific listening options and sound:
must be connected to your router.
List: $399
find.pcworld.com/64187
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speakers, each with its own
dedicated amplifier, and it
aced all my sonic tests.
The Sonos system pro
vides an exceptional wealth
of listening options. For
instance, you can search for
podcasts and listen to them
directly through the Zone
Player. And it comes with
preloaded connections to
thou sands of radio slalions.
THE SONOS ZONEPLAYER SS has an elegant design- and top audio.

nect their SS directly to an
iPod. Instead, they'll wire it
(via ethernet cable) to a rout
er so that they can access
music from their PC's hard
drive, or from Internet radio
and Web music sites.
Though the SS has no con
trol interface other than vol
ume buttons, you can oper-

ate it via free software that
you've loaded to your PC or
Mac, via a free controller
app for your iPhone or iPod
Touch, or via the elegant, at
tractive, and (at $349) expen
sive Sonos CR200 Controller.
In any case, you won't be
disappointed by the SS 's
sound. The player has five

But if, say, you just want a
stand-alone music player in
a room that doesn't house
your router, you' ll have to
buy a Sonos ZoneBridge (for
S99) for a router connection.
Otherwise, however, you'll
be hard-pressed to find an
all-in-one music-streaming
system that sounds better or
offers more versatility.
- Edward N. Albro

APC revolutionizes the UPS...
•
again.

Cutting-edge UPS technology from
the inventors of Legendary Reliability.
What do you get when you combine 25 years of Legendary Reliability with
the latest in UPS technology? Introducing the new APC Smart-UPS range
of interactive, intuitive, and energy-saving UPSs, designed to protect critical
server and network equipment from power threats and downtime.

New APC Smart-UPS: Smarter. Easier. Greener.
Thanks to millions of dollars in research , APC can proudly claim that only the
new Smart-UPS features the unique battery life expectancy predictor, telling
you the exact month and year for battery replacement. Precision temperature
compensated charging extends battery life; unique power meter funct ion
monitors energy usage; and a patent-pending "green" mode boosts online
efficiencies up to 99 percent, saving on utility costs. Plus , the interactive LCD
provides detailed status, configuration, and diagnostic information previously
available only via software.
When dollars count and periormance is critical, insist on the more intelligent,
more intuitive APC Smart-UPS. Now more than ever, the name on the outside
guarantees reliability on the inside: APC Smart-UPS.

.=-:~·
..,_,;
._
··~

Intuitive alpha-numeric display:
Get detailed UPS and power quality
Information at a glance - including
status. about and diagnostic log
menus 1n your chcK:e of up to five
languages.

Configurable interface:
Set up and control key UPS
parameters and functions using
the 1ntuit1ve navigauon keys. On
rack/towe< converoble models.
the display rotates 90 degrees
for easy viewing.

Energy savings:
A p.:itent-pending -green· mode
achieves online effic1enc1es
approaching 99 percent. re ucing
heat loss and uulity costs.

Download a FREE copy of A PC's White Paper #10, " Preventing Data
Corruption in the Event of an Exte nded Power Outage."
Visit www.apc.com/promo Key Code p447w •Call 888-289-APCC x8283 •Fax 401-788-2797

by Schnelder Elect ric

Cl20 10 Sctrnlder Eloctric. All Righls Aesooled. Scme/der Elec1ric, APC. Logondary Rallllbih!y. Bod Smart-UPS are owned by Sdr<>def Electric, a< ~s affilialed companies in lhe Un'1od States end 01hot OOlXltrlos.
o·mall: esuppart@apc.com • 132 Fairgrounds Rood, West KJnoston. RI 02892 USA • 098·2 150
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FlipShare TV Brings Your
Video to the Big Screen
FLIP POCKET camcorders
make video capture (and
YouTube posting} easy. Now,
a companion set-top box
seeks to make viewing such
videos on your HDTV equal
ly effortless. But while the
$149 FlipShare TV capably
streams high-def video from
a PC hard drive, the quality

* * * jr*. VERYGOOD

FlipShare TV I Cisco
Set-top box streams video to a TV
well, but the price is a bit high.

List: $149
f in d.pcworld .com/6414 4

of online videos can vary.
After you attach the bun
dled USB dongle to your PC,
you connect the box to your
TV set via its composite-video
or HDMI ports. A user inter
face appears on the TV and
states when the box is com
municating with the Flip
Share software on your PC.
The remote's menu button
brings up your options: clips
on your hard drive, videos
that users have put on their
FlipChannels, and your favor
ites. To create a FlipChannel
or to view other people's
videos, you must set up a free

THE FLIPSHARE TV box comes with a PC USB dongle and a remote.

account via the PC software.
Video streamed from a lap
top to my HDTV had bright
colors , smooth motion, and
great audio. FlipChannel
videos did not look as good,
probably because of the addi
tional network hops required
to transmit the stream to my
\Vi-Fi-connected laptop and
then over to the box. In my

tests, I noticed stuttering and
audio Joss-the same prob
lems I've had with streaming
other Internet video services
through my laptop to a TV.
For Flip-camcorder fans
who are willing to pay hand
somely to view their own
videos on a big screen, the
FlipShare TV does the job.

-YardmaArar

Top 5 High-Definition Pocket Camcorders
With one of these compact cameras, you can capture great video wherever you go.
MODEL

Rating

l'm1 Kodak ZiB HD Camcorder
lI!1J $180
find.pcworld.com/64120

* * * * ;~
SUPERIOR

Performance
•Video quality: Superior
• Low-light video: Very Good
•Audio: Good

-

.

Features and specifications
•Storage: SOHC card
• USB connector: Flip-out
• HOMI: Yes
• Still images: 5 mega pixels

• The full-featured ZiB captures the best HO pocket-camcorder footage we've seen, but Its Interface and digital zoom often get in the way.
Flip Video Mino HD (Second
Generation)

2

$230
find .pcworld.com/64121

*

* *
* ""'
SUPERIOR

•Video quality: Very Good

•Storage: BGB drive

•Low-light video: Superior
•Audio: Good

• use connector: flip·out
•HOMl: Yes
•Still images: No

• The second-generation MinoHO is the sexiest and most solidly built pocket camcorder we've tried, and It offers very good video quality.
Flip Video Flip UltraHD

3

$200
find .pcworld.com/6412.2

* * * * "7~
SUPERIOR

•Video quality: Very Good
•Low-light video: Superior
•Audio: Good

•Storage: BGB drive
• USB connector: Flip-out
•HOMl:Yes
•Still images: No

• The UltraHO improves an already excellent line of camcorders with a wider-angle lens. belier low-light footage. more storage, and an HOMl·out port
Creative Technology Vado HD
Pocket Video Cam

4

$230
fi nd.pcworld.com/64123

*****
VERY GOOD

•Video quality: Very Good
•Low-llghtvideo: Fair
•Aud io: Fair

•Storage: BGB drive:
• USB connector. Flip-out
• HOMl: Yes
•Still images: No

- • Despite Its ordinary looks. Creative's high-definition pocket camcorder Impresses with Its extensive feature set and solid performance.

Sony Webbie HD MHS-PMl

5

S170

find .pcworld.com/64124

*** *
j~

VERY GODO

•Video quality: Good

• Storage:Memory Stick card

•Low-light video: Fair
•Audio: Very Good

• USB connector: Separate cable
•HDMl:No
•Still images: S megapixels

• The flashy,well-priced MHS·PMl doesn't deliver outstanding video quality, but It does offer great features and versatility for an HD pocket camcorder.
CHART NOTE: Ratings are as of 11/23/09.
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GEICO is the third-largest private passenger auto insurer in the United States based on 2008 market share data as reported by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners,
March 2009. At December 31, 2008 Government Employees Insurance Company had admitted assets of $12.5 billion, and policyholder surplus of $4.1 billion (including $33.4 million
in paid up capital stock). Total liabilities were $8.4 billion. including $7. 7 billion in reserves. Additional information is available at: http://www.geico.com/ aboutjcorporate/ financial
information. Government Employees Insurance Co. • GEICO General Insurance Co. · GEICO Indemnity Co. • GEICO Casualty Co. These companies are subsidiaries of Berkshire
HaU1away Inc. GEICO: Washington, D.C. 20076. GEICO Gecko image© 1999 - 2009. © 2009 GEICO
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Attractive Palm Pixi Is
Designed for Messaging
PALM 'S PIXI ($100 with a
two-year Sprint contract) is
a slimmer version of the
Palm Pre, in both specs and
design. The 2.2-by-4.4-by
0.4-inch, 3.3-ounce WebOS
phone supports gestures for
scrolling, paging, going back,
and pinch and zoo m. The
2.6-inch, 320-by-400-pixel
display is large enough for

****
Pixi IPalm

composing e-mail and text
messages. Colors look accu
rate, and details are sharp.
Unfortunately, I had to use
my nails to type on the unit's
small, gummy keys. I wish
that Palm had revised the
keyboard for a phone that's
meant for heavy messaging.
Call quality over Sprint's
3G network was very good.
Parties on the other end said
that my voice was sufficiently
loud and clear. I heard no
static, and no calls dropped.
In multitasking tests, the
Pixi handled 11 apps with
out crashing, but I saw lag
when browsing the Palm App

VERYGOOO

WebOS phone performs decently,
but its keyboard needs reworking.
List: SlOO(with two-year contract)

find.pcworld.com/64130

THE PIXI WORKS with an optional ($80) Touchstone inductive charger.

Catalog or playing videos .
The Web browser renders
pages beautifully. Since the
Pixi lacks Wi-Fi, you're at
the mercy of Sprint's 3G
network; in my tests, media
heavy pages loaded slowly.
The no-frills, 2-megapixel
camera snapped decent pic
tures, though the colors
were somewhat washed out
in a few of my shots.

Macworld

Superguides
Macworld's Superguide Series. Thesehandy books
are produced by the editors at Macworld. Packed
with practical how-to's, the best tricks, in-depth
features, trouble-shooting advice, tips and more.

MAC

GEMS

Video playback was mostly
smooth. The 2.6-inch screen
was comfortable for watch
ing just short YouTube clips.
The Pixi also comes with the
Sprint 1V app, but those
videos tended to stutter and
loo ked slightly blurry.
If you want a phone mostly
for messaging and social net
working, consider the Pixi.
-Gimry Mies

Macworld Digital
etiotograplJY

Supergu1QE2

Mobile Mac

Superguide

www.macworld.com/superguide
Macworld Superguides are available in 3 convenient formats: 1) Downloadable PDFs: Get immediate access. 2) Printed Book: Order a handy,
full-color printed book on high-quality paper. 3) PDF on CD-ROM: Don't want to download lhe PDF, get it on CO·ROM.
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Behold II: Gorgeous but Expensive
SAMSUNG'S Behold II ($230
with a two-year T-Mobile
contract) has a brilliant dis
play and a superior camera,
but its high price may turn
off potential buyers.
Measuring 4.6 by 2.2 by
0.5 inches and weighing 4.2
ounces, the phone is pocket
ablc and light. On the 3.2inch, 320-by-480-pixel,
capacitive-touch AMOLED
display, colors arc vivid and

**** "'

VERY GOOD

Behold 11 1Samsung

Multimedia junkies will like this
pricey phone's display and camera.
List: $230 (with two-year contract)

fi nd.pcworld.corn/64131

accurate, and interface ani
mations look smooth.
The phone has 200MB of
internal memory and is ex
pandable up to 16GB. Sam
sung says it offers 6 hours of
talk-time battery life, which
would be pretty good.
In my tests, call quality
over T-Mobile's 3G network
was fine for the most part.
Voices sounded clear and
natural, with ample volume.
Though the touch keyboard
is small, the autocorrect is
reliable. I saw a slight lag
between my typing and the
appearance of text on screen.
Running the TouchWiz 2.0
interface over Android OS
1.5, the Behold II gives you

THE 30-LIKE CUBE menu lets
you access multimedia features.

three home pages that you
can customize. The interface
also has a separate Cube
Navigation Menu for media.
The Web browser performs
well. I noticed stuttering as I
scrolled media-heavy pages,
but navigation was generally
smooth. Video playback on
this display looks terrific, too.
The 5-megapixel camera is
the phone's headlining fea
ture. My photos were im
pressive, with bright colors
and sharp details . Along
with an LED flash , an SX
digital zoom , and autofocus,
you get fun shooting modes,

plus brightness controls.
The touch interface makes it
easy to adjust settings while
you 're in shooting mode.
-Ginny Mies
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lnkgard™ is the easy download that optimizes
image quality for maximum print yield and .. .
is fun to use!
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Windows VlsltlXP/2000

• Make 1 cartridge last as long as 4

Save even more with lnkgard™ cartridges
for maximum yield and quality

• Maintain optimum print quality
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•BONUS: Powerful PDF generator
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Samsung, Sony HDTVs Offer Internet-Video Features
SOME HIGH-DEF lVs today
are more than just
televisions-they
are multimedia
•
machines. We
looked at Samsung's $1200,
SO-inch PN50B650 plasma
and Sony's $2000, 52-inch
Bravia KDL-52XBR9 LCD,
both of which offer plenty of
media features and options
for viewing video and infor
mation from the Internet.

Image, Sound Quality
The PN50B650 did nicely in
PCWorld Labs image-quality
tests, generally scoring well
for brightness, contrast, and
color, with natural-looking
and pleasing skin tones. Re
grettably, it had difficulty
with motion, particularly on
our demanding diagonal
panning test, where it vio
lently vibrated in what ought
to have been a smooth pan
over a still photo . You're
not likely to see anything so
problematic in normal 1V
viewing, but it's a sign that
other issues may crop up.
Sony's KDL-52XBR9
scored particularly high for
brightness and contrast, ex

pertly handling light, dark,
and midrange areas within
images. As for color, while
the set did a respectable job,
two of our judges noticed a
slight green tint. It had some
motion issues, too, but they
were minor. The set aced our
horizontal-pan test, and it
performed reasonably well
(producing only a slight jud
der) in our diagonal-pan test.
When I cranked the Sam
sung's volume all the way,
the sound distorted heavily.
At a comfortable 60 percent
volume, I still heard distor
tion on high notes. The Sony,
at top volume, had little dis
tortion; at 60 percent, it had
no distortion at all. Neither
set's pseudo-surround effect
was much like the real thing;
for actual surround, you need
a separate sound system.

Internet Functions
Both sets shine when you
link them to your home net
work via their ethernet port.
On the Samsung, you can
watch YouTube, view Flickr
photos , or enjoy a vast selec
tion of Yahoo Widgets, such
as news, sports, and weath-

SONY'S INTERNET-SAWY KDL-52XBR9 has great image quality.
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THE SAMSUNG PNSOB650 offers lots of Internet-based functions.

er. You can follow Twitter
feeds or play Texas Hold
'em. You can watch movie
trailers on Yahoo Video or
view full movies via pay-on
demand services from Ama
zon and Blockbuster.
lhe Sony has a remarkably
extensive collection of Inter
net news and video options.
Among them are Yahoo Wid
gets (called Bravia Widgets) ,
Amazon and Yahoo movies
on demand, Blip.lV, Sports
Illustrated, CBS (clips and a
few full episodes), the Fear
net horror-movie channel,
Netnix, and YouTube.
With both sets, the ether
net connection also lets you
access media stored on any
networked computer that's
running DLNA server soft
ware. Windows Media Player
11 and 12 qualify, and plenty
of other DLNA server apps,
many of them free, are avail
able for Windows, Mac OS,
and Linux. You can also plug
a nas h drive into either lV's
USB port and view media
that way. Your music choic
es are more limited with
USB than with DLNA: Both

sets can play only MP3 files
natively. Over DLNA, they
can play any format t hat the
server software supports.
Samsung put a lot of great
extras into the PN50B650,
and is selling the set for a
reasonable price; if you're
not finicky about audio and
video quality, it's a versatile
and fun big-screen HDlV.
Meanwhile, despite its ten
dency to favor green, the
Sony Bravia KDL-52XBR9 is
a very good choice, especially
if you want to sit in an easy
chair and watch the Internet
on a SO-inch HD screen.
-Li11co/11 Spector

****

VERYGOOD

PN508650 I Samsung
This capable and versatile HDTV
provides great Internet extras.
List: Sl200
fi nd.pcworld.com/64237

****

VERYGOOD

Bravia KOL-52XBR9 I Sony
Multimedia and Internet functions
make this TV worth the high price.
List: $2000
find .pcworld.com/64238
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Nokia Booklet 3G: Smart Looks, Slow Components
WITH A LAPTOP-LIKE de
sign, meager specs
(the 1.6GHz Intel
Z530 Atom CPU,
1GB of RAM , and
a 4200-rpm 120GB hard
• drive), and a 10.1-inch dis
play, the tiny Booklet 3G is a
fairly well-constructed por
table with a focus on 3G
wireless. But are you willing
to pay $599, sans contract,
for Nokia's maiden effon in
the netbook market (or $299
with an AT&T data plan)?
In WorldBench 6 tests, the
Booklet slogged along to a
mark of 27-that's what
happens when you have an
underpowered machine run
ning Windows 7. From a
cold start, it takes 45 sec
onds to boot into the Win
dows 7 Starter Edition desk
top. Try opening more than
two applications at a time,

THE BOOKLET 3G has a some
what r et r o, upscale design.

7

and brace for the lag. The
battery life is a somewhat
better story-in our tests
the Booklet lasted an impres
sive 8 hours , 39 minutes .
The device ' s smart styling
is almost techno-retro, mak
ing it look like, well, a large
cell phone. 1he glossy plas
tic lid may be a smudge mag
net, but it nicely offsets the
sturdy aluminum case.

But then try to use the
machine. The 10.1-inch dis
play, with its native 1280 by
720 resolution (not to men
tion the unit's HOM! out
put), may lead you to believe
that you'll be able to enjoy
HD video on it. Between the
poky CPU and the low-speed
hard drive, I found it tough
to watch a 480-by-320 video
in full screen. Colors and

QUICK TAKE

Kindle for PC: A Basic E-Reader App
marks, and navigate. The 'Sync to Furthest Page
Read' command lets you pick up where you left
off if you 've been reading a book on another
Kindle device (or on the Kindle for iPhone app).
This feature worked smoothly when I tried it.
Kindle for PC, however, does not let you create
annotations; th is seems odd considering that
the iPhone app supports not only note creation
but also the application of highlights to text.
Kindle for PC lacks search ca pability, too. Ama
zon plans to add support for both features.
If you don't mind
(!J S-HD21 lJl.Mt.s
I.. ~--~-_i '4 ~ - ~ ]€ e.oto ~
doing without annota
~
Aa
AA Aa Ail A1l Aa AaAa
tion features, the simple
- - · · -  ..
nity
com1 
and
intuitive Kind le for
r- 11oo.r.... 1 105!
and -.
D
I:
of 'e
PC offers a cheap way
""'
And the Lord answered her plea this bright and hot August
to get going with the
morning by sltimming the last word of it across the surface of His
Kindle store. find.
waters until it hit a wbnrf wall and bounced it back at her in an
I echo: Reward, reward.
pcworld.com/64235

AMAZON'S FREE KINDLE for PC e-reader app
handles the basics well. It installs in a jiffy.
After you log in, you can look at archived items
or shop at the Kindle Web store. Books appear
as color thumbnails, sortable by author or title.
You click a book to bring up the reading inter
face. To tum pages, you can use your arrow keys
or the scroll wheel of your mouse. Pages look
good and crisp. You have ten font sizes to choose
from, and you can set the page width. You can
also view annotations and bookmarks, set book

I

.. .

........



IN KINDLE FOR PC, you can adjust the text size and the page width.
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- Yardena Arar

contrast were muted, and
the glare was extremely
noticeable unless I looked
at the screen dead-on .
The hinge mechanism has
almost no grip; the slightest
bump kicks the screen back.
As a test, I tried just slightly
flicking my wrist while hold
ing the machine, and the
screen flopped out.
The keyboard has small,
scrunched keys . In contrast,
I really liked the touchpad:
Spacious , with two big, sat
isfying mouse buttons, it
makes navigating easy.
Meas uring 10.4 by 7.3 by
0.8 inches and weighing 2. 7
pounds, the unit feels sub
stantial. On the edges are
three USB ports , plus a
combo mic and headphone
jack; I recommend using
headphones, because the
built-in speakers barely rise
above a whisper. Also on th e
side are the power switch
and SD and SIM card slots.
As for software, the big
draw looks to be Nokia Ovi
Suite, the company' s set or
connectivity apps, which
didn ' t come with our initial
test unit. We hope to look at
that in the near future.
Nokia has what it takes to
make a smart-looking porta
ble. But because of its poor
components and its quirks,
this product is too pricey.

- Dairc11 Gladsto11c

FAIR

Booklet 3G Nokia
Rugged and solidly built, but too
pricey considering its quirks.
List: $599 (without contract); $299
(with two-year contract)

find .pcworld.com/64129

T-Mobile's
Laptop Stick
Keeps You
Connected
T-MOBILE'S WebConnect
Jet is more stylish than its
predecessor, the WebCon
nect USB Laptop Stick. Its
shiny front has a blinking sta
tus light, and an adjustable
hinge makes it unobtrusive.
You get easy access to the
SIM card, and an SDHC Card
slot (supports up to 8GB).
The Jet can manage Wi-Fi
and mobile-broadband con
nections, and it works inter
nationally via 3G. The service

.
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DOWNLOAD THIS
Defend Your Privacy and Manage Your Windows
YOUR PC IS your private place, where every

add-on evalu ates the privacy-t racking features

thing suits you perfectly-right? Well, these

of the sites you visit, and reports the resu lts to

downloads can help. A free utility hides your

you in detail. You'll see four areas: w hether you

Internet forays from a wide list of nosey park

are anonymous when you browse the site;

ers, and a Firefox add -on protects your privacy

whether the site shares information w ith other

by telling you what the sites you
a"" lin M•nager

visit may do with your information.

O.f.Utlis1s

Once you're safe in your own space,

0 P2P

Anti-i>2P croarQat>ons

a desktop utility lets you settle in

~ ~ywzw~

by custom izing your windows.

AdverHslnQ ancf data

and 4'dware servers
tr~ ~Vet$

~boNlln<tiOJ!lons

andtriv«sit!<s

PeerBLock
They're lurking out there: sleazy

Seatch:

I

spyware companies. unscrupulous

I

advertisers, and people you just

1ax:
Rq•

I

don't want looking at what your
computer is doing. PeerBlock offers

corporation

TOHO FllM CO. ,LTD

I

,I

i

low-level blocking of packets com

nsm.afracd.oro
Tro....-y llepo<tm.nt

Hon9;ono c.......i Chambot of c.orm...oo

Aof.o Hono Kong Ltd
Coopors &.Lybrand

I

ing from, or going to. a long list of

Stortr.QlP

Endrog IP

202.84.6.0
202.84.90.0
20 2.8'1.99.26
202.84.l31.0
202.84. 132. l92
202.8U57.64
202.84.162.32

202.84.6.255
202.&•.90.7
202.8'\.99.26
202.84.131.1
202.84. 132.2
202.8'\.157.9
202.84. 162.6

hosts. While any decent firewall

PEERBLOCK'S DATABASE MAINTAINS several categories of

will let you block hosts one by one,

IP addresses that you might want to keep off your case.

PeerBlock does a lot of the work
for you, providing several frequently updated

parties; whether the site gathers sensitive

lists of host addresses. It's easy to add more

information about you based on your activities

THE WEBCONNECT JET gives

blacklists, or to unblock a range of addresses

there, such as your race, religion , and so on;

your laptop broadband access.

for a short period (or forever) . This is a useful

and whether the site retains your personal

first line of defense. find.pcworld.com/64198

information, and if so, for how long. Based on

($60 for SGB a month) also
gives you access to T-Mobile
hotspots. The latest software
interface is much cleaner
and more responsive than
T-Mobile's earlier version.
A similar Verizon modem
lacks the hinge, and its global
version costs more. The Jet
is a great deal ifT-Mobile's
3G service is widespread
enough for your needs.
-Melissa]. Pcrenso11

-lan Harac

what you discover, you may not want to keep
browsing that site. find .pcworld .com/64199

TrackerWatcher

-Preston Gralla

As you browse the Web, sites watch you . They
gather information about yo u, potentially share

Wind owSpace

it with others, and possibly keep it for a very

If you typically juggle many open windows,

long time. Which sites collect t hi s information,

WindowSpace could make managing them

and which don't-and what do they do with it?

more efficient. You can maximize a window ver

You have no way to know, unless you use

tically or horizontally with a hotkey, minimize it

TrackerWatcher. This excellent. free Firefox

to the system tray, or have it "snap" to the
edges of other windows or the

Tra ckers found on amazon .co m

screen for smooth positioning.
The app includes a number of
Oul-of - l'lou~s
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List: Free (with two-year contract);
service is S60 for 5GB per month

TRACKERWATCHER DETAILS WHAT personal information Web·

find.pcworld.com/64233

sites collect about you-and what they do with that data.

li sted w hen you right-click a
window's title bar and look
under the WindowSpace item.
find .pcworld.com/64200

-Erik Larkin e
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erdict iS in:

Windows 7 is Microsoft's best operating system ever. The

new version is stocked with genuinely handy interface upgrades (hello, Aero Snap), long-overdue net
working improvements (we love you, homegroups), touchscreen support (long live tablet PCs) , and the
best Windows Media Center experience yet (ClearQAM support at last-find more on page 73).
Like every OS, though, Windows 7 can benefit from a few tweaks here and some add-ons there. We've
rounded up 25 tips that can help you make Windows 7 faster, easier, safer, or more fun. And since many
people still run XP or Vista, we've identified the tips that work with those Windows versions as well.

Open the Control Panel, type visual in
the Search field , and click Adjust The

appeara1Tce andpeifomrance efWi11dows.
Choose Adjusr.forbestpeifom1a11ce, and
then clickApp[y. After a few seconds

make it Faster

Is Windows 7 really speedier

than Windows Vista or XP? Different tests have yielded varying
results, but ultimately your experience depends on your hardware
and the applications you run. Of course, with just a few simple
tricks, you can wring better performance from any machine.

Go 64- Bit
works i11: VISTA, 7 Windows
loves RAM. The more memory
that you supply, the less the
OS has to rely on the compara
tively poky hard drive. But if
you want Windows to address
more than 3GB of memory, you
have to run the 64-bit version.
tr you're buying Windows 7 as
an upgrade, you should find a
64-bit installation disc in the
box; ignore the 32-bit disc
entirely. In addition to recog
nizing more RAM , 64-bit Win
dows makes better use of your PC's
processor, giving you the best Win
dows experience possible.
Turn Off the Eye Candy
works in: VISTA, 7 Everybody loves
bells and whistles, but \Vindows' eye
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Filter:
Program
0~ iTunesHelper
D SunJavaUpdateSched
0 SunJavaUpdateSched
D 1 JukeFly
Launch
candy come at a price
especially on older PCs
with single-core processors or minimal
RAM. lf you're more concerned with zippy
performance than you are with trans
parent windows and animated controls,
consider turning off the visual effects.

you'll see a decidedly starker Windows
interface-and enjoy a much snappier
response. If the look is too plain, you
can choose the C11s10111 option and then
select any effects you want to restore.
Just remember: The more you enable,
the greater the performance hit.

Boot More Quickly
works in: XP, VISTA, 7 Does Win
dows 7 actually boot more rapidly than
other Windows versions? Yes, a little.
But the more programs you install, the
slower you r PC will start (something
that's true of all Windows editions).
Many apps force Windows to run them
at startup-a situation not unlike a
dozen cars trying to merge into one lane.
Startup Delayer {find.pcworld.com/64149)
is a great tool that tells the startup pro
grams you select to sit tight, be patient,
and run a little bit later-after some of
the traffic has cleared. The end result is
that your computer boots
much more quickly.
The utility presents you
with a list of all the programs
that start when your system
does. To set a delay for any of
them, just drag the item to
the white bar at the bottom of the win
dow. You will see a line representing
the application; drag it left or right to
decrease or increase the delay.
Startup Delayer is a freebie, and it's

Select a power plan
Power plans can help you maximize your computer' s performance or conserve energy. Mak
selecti ng it. or choose a plan and customize it by changing its power settings. Tell me mo re
plans
Preferred plans

O

Balanced (recommended)

Cha ng

Automatically balances performance with energy consumption on capable hardware.

@ High performance
Favors performance, but may use more energy.

On a desktop PC,
switch to the ' High
performance' plan

one of the best ways we know of to
speed up a slow-booting computer.
Even one that runs Windows 7.

Tweak Your Power Settings
works in: VISTA, 7 Using Windows '
power-management features to save
energy makes sense-but you shouldn't
do it at the expense of productivity.

EXPERT
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Eliminate
the Aero
Peek Delay
works in: 7

Aero Peek, one of
Windows 7's
most celebrated enhancements, tem
porarily turns all your windows trans
parent when you mouse over the Show
Desktop button. If you accep t the de
fault setti ngs, the effect takes nearly
a full second to kick in. But why wa it?
A simple Registry hack will enable in
stantaneous transparency.
Press the <Windows> key to pop
open the Start menu, type regedlt in
the sea rch box. and press <Enter>.
Then, within the Reg istry, navigate
down to HKEY_CURRENT_USER\
Softwore\Microsoft\ Windows \Current
Version \ Explorer\Advonced.

Right-click an empty area In the right
pane, and then choose New·OWORO
(32-bit) Value. In the fie ld, enter the
name DesktopllvePreviewHoverTime.
By default, Windows assigns a value of
0, which is exactly what you want. Re
start the PC (or log off and back on).
Nex t time you mouse over Show Desk
top. you 'll be Peeking at light speed.

For example,
for better results.
if you are
working on a
desktop PC (or using a plugged-in
laptop as your desktop) , you don 't
need your machine's hard drive to
turn off after 5 minutes , your pro
cessor to throttle b ack when idle, or
your video playback to be 'o pti
mized for power savings ' . Since
yo u 're not attempting to preserve
battery life on this machine, you
should crank every p erformance set
ting up to the maximum.
By default, Windows Vista and 7
both come configured for 'Balanced '
performance. To crank things up a
bit, click Stan, type power, and
select Power Options. Choose the High
pcifimna11ce plan. (if you don 't see it
listed, click Showaddiiio11alpla11s.) Now
your machine will run with desktop
optimized power settings . If you want
to twea k individual settings, such as
how long the hard drive should sit idle
before shutting down , click Change pla11
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Run
Performance
Monitor
works in: 7
If you like charts,
numbers, and data

sets, Windows 7 has just the tool for
you. Performance Monitor tracks your
PC's hardware and applications in real
time, generating all kind s of data tha t
you can review and compare. It's aimed
mo re at system admi nistrators than at
everyday users, but if you're trying to
co nfirm a s neakin g suspicio n that, say,
iTunes is single-handedly tanking your
system's performance, it can help.
To access Performance Monitor, press
the <Windows > key. type perfmon, and
press <Enter>. You can start assessing
your system by expanding the Monitoring
Tools folder and clicking Performance
Monitor. From there you'll probably need
to delve into the built-in help files, as the
tool isn't exactly user-friendly. For more,
check out the Microsoft Develo per Net
work blog post on using Performance
Mon itor, at find .pcworld.com/64151.
use one of our favorite free utilities,
Revo UninstaUer (find.pcworld.com/
62049), to make a clean sweep; the tool
not only uninstalls software, but also
removes leftover files and Registry en
tries. Just make sure not to firebomb
anything important, like Adobe Flas h
Player or Microsoft .Net Framework.

smings•Changc adoanccdpowersctti11gs.

Remove Shovelware
works in: XP, VISTA, 7 To this day
many computer manufacturers insist
on stuffing their new systems with
unnecess ary, unwanted software that
co nsumes precious hard-drive space
and slows the machine ' s startup. We ' re
talking security suites you may not
require, ga mes you might not want,
and vendor-branded utilities that are
more nuisance than necessity.
Kick that junk to the curb. You can
venture into the Control Panel and
click U11i11srall aprogram. Alternatively,

Switch to Chrome
t3 works in: XP, VISTA, 7 Quick: What's
the single most-used app on your PC?
1he Web browser, almost certainly. So
it's no surprise that one way to make
your Windows experience faster is to
switc h to the swiftest browser, and
that's Google Chrome. As we reported
in "Browser Speed Tests" {find .pcworld.
com/64150), Chrome loads p ages faster
than Firefox 3.5 (which ran a close sec
ond) , Internet Explorer 8, Opera 10,
and Safari 4. Granted, the advantage
may amount to only a second or two,
but those seconds add up.
»
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make it Safer

Stilllookingforagoodreason

to trade Windows XP in for Windows 7? One word: security. The new
operating system is inherently better at fighting infections, blocking
hackers, and thwarting phishing attempts. And with the extra tools
described here, you can lock it down like a digital Fort Knox.

Install Microsoft Security
Essentials

search-results page- can result in
"drive-by downloads" infecting your
lJ.Jorks ill: XP, VISTA, 7 Windows 7
computer. Scary, right? But how do
you know whether a link is safe to
comes equipped with some solid secu
click? Try using Web of Trust {find .
rity tools , including a robust firewall
pcworld.com/64152), a browser add-on
and the spyware-blocking Windows
that will warn you of unsafe sites .
Defender. On top of that, you need a
Specifically, the
plug-in adds color
coded icons to
every link that your
search engine pro
duces: green for
. ,____ ~~....... , -~<-•.:;... )
safe, yellow for
risky, and red for
dangero us. You
can also right
The free Security
,, m.r,_._.f
click any link,
...
Essentials antimal
such as one
y ..
.........
.........
ware app offers
that appears
good protection.
in an online
good antivirus program, one that
forum , and
works quietly in the backgro und
choose View WOT scorecard to per
and won't bog down your system.
Microsoft's Security Essentials {find.
form a manual safety check.
WOT is free, and ava ilable for
µ c wurlu . ~om/64078 ) provides real-time
protection against viruses and other
both Firefox and Internet Explorer.
kinds of malware, and its performance
Although its rating icons add a little
impact is negligible; PCWorld security
clutter to some Web pages , we rec
guru Erik Larkin says it "holds its own "
ommend it very highly for anyone
against other free antivirus utilities.
who is concerned about security.
Sounds like a fine alternative to paying
an annual fee for virus protection.
Create a System-Repair Disc
lJ.Jorks in: 7 Stop-before you do
Install Web of Trust
one more thing with your PC, dig
lJ.Jorks in: XP, VISTA, 7 The seemingly
out the box it came in. Do you see a
innocent act of clicking a Web link
Windows 7 disc or a system-recovery
even one that's at the top of a Google
disc? They' re less common these

-
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days, so chances are it falls to you to
create your own . And it's vital that you
do so , because if your system ever
becomes unbootable, a recovery CD or
DVD might be your only recourse.
Thankfully, Windows 7 makes the
task exceedingly easy. Just pop in a
blank, recordable CD or DVD (you'll
need a burner, natch) , click Sran, type
repair, and choose Crearc <l Sysrcm Repair
Disc. Follow the instructions from
there, remembering to label the disc
when you're finished .
If you ever run into trouble, boot
your system with the repair disc. It in
cludes a variety of recovery and diag
nostic tools , and also lets you choose a
System Restore point to help get your
PC back to a previous , working state.
Make this disc now. If you wait until
after you have a problem, it's too late.

EXPERT

Tweak the

tip

You remember the

UAC
lJ.JOrks in: 7
User Account
Control. right?

I ncessant annoyance? Poster child for
everything that was wrong with Win
dows Vista? Yep, that UAC. It's back in
Windows 7. and its heart remai ns in the

~--4e!d,.

~___..
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right place: It's stilt meant to protect
you from running dangerous software
or making unauthorized changes to
your system- you know, of the mat
wa re, identity-stea ling variety.
UAC can still be annoying, though.
Fortunately Microsoft now gives you
control over when and why UAC issues
warnings. To tweak the settings, click

Start, type account, and select Change
User Account Control settings. You'll
see a slider with fou r notification levels.
By default, UAC is now a little l ess
intrusive than it was in Vista , notifying
you only when programs attempt to
make changes and not when you make
changes to Windows yourself. Want
UAC to take a hike altogether? Drop the
slider down to Never notify.

,
' ' .· .•
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..... .........
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make it Easier

When is an operating system

easy to use? When it works the way you want it to work. Here's how
to make your Windows life simpler and more productive.
Close All Your Apps in a Flash
., works in: XP, VISTA, 7 Done working
for the day? Don't try to close programs
individually. Instead, close them all in
one fell swoop with a click of the Close
All Windows icon. Unlike the Show
Desktop function, which merely
minimizes all open windows, Close
All Windows (find .pcworld.com/64153)
terminates each running program.
Don't worry about losing your work:
If an open document needs saving,
the program will prompt you-the
same as if you had clicked the red
Close button up in the corner.
To make the best use of Close All
Windows, pin it to your taskbar.
(XP and Vista users can add the icon
to the Quick Launch toolbar.)

Move the Taskbar
works in: VISTA, 7 Widescreen
monitors are great for watching
movies and organizing windows
side by side, but much of the time
all that real estate goes to waste.
Why not move the Windows taskbar
to the side? '!his may sound crazy at
first (and you' ll need a while to get
used to the results), but since Web
pages, Word documents, and the like
run top-to-bottom, the more vertical
space you can give them, the better.
By relocating the taskbar to the
left side (or the right), you free up
vertical space for the stuff you use
every day while making smarter use
of wasted horizontal space.
Right-click an empty area of the
taskbar and clear the check mark

next to lock tire taskbar. Next, left-click
and hold on an empty area of the task
bar, and drag it to the left (or right)
side of the screen. Once you get close,

EXPERT
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Turn Your PC
into a Wi-Fi
Hotspot
works in: 7

Say that you have
a broadband card
in your laptop, but no way to share its
whiz-bang wi reless connection with
your IPod Touch or another PC. Or
maybe you've paid for a hotel's Wi-Fi
service but you don 't want to pay again
just to connect ot11er devices.
You need Connectify (find.pcworld.
com/64156). a clever utility that turns
your I nternet-connected PC into the
equivalent of a Wi-Fi hotspot. Though
at press time it was an early-stage beta.
it worked quite well on our test sys
tems. After installing the program, just
click the Connectify icon in the system
tray, choose the connection you want
to sha re, and then enter a name and
password fo r your wireless network.
Now fire up your other devices and
look for the new connection . Join it.
enter the password. and you 're off to
the Internet races. Keep in mind. how
ever, that because Connectify is still in
development. it may not work perfect
ly with every device. On the plus side,
the utility is free while it stays in beta,
and it may remain an ad-supported
freebie once it's finished .

you'll see it lock in, at which point you
can release the mouse button.
Vista users may want to extend the
width of the taskbar (by clicking and
dragging the right edge) to better see
the labels for currently running pro
grams . But Windows 7 users can keep
the taskbar narrow, as the new OS
doesn' t use taskbar labels anyway.

Reload Apps After a Reboot
works in: XP, VISTA, 7 Windows XP,
Vista, and 7 have at least one thing in
common: They always urge you to re
boot after installing new updates and
patches. Afrerward, you 'd think the OS
would be courteous enough to restore
your running programs, much as Fire
fox and Internet Explorer 8 restore tabs
afrer a crash or restart-but, alas, no.
Thankfully, the no-cost Cache My
Work (find.pcworld.com/64155) can reopen
your apps after a reboot. It' s especially
handy for those times when you step
away from your PC only to discover
upon your return that Windows has
restarted without even asking you .
The tool builds a list of "cacheable"
programs that are currently running.
Check off the ones you want to restore,
and click Save. (The utility also gives
you the option of restoring Windows
Explorer windows, a nice touch.)

Install Apps in a Flash
works in: XP, VISTA, 7 So you just
made the move to a Windows 7 ma
chine, and now you need to install all
of your software. Talk about a hassle,
what with digging out the CDs, down
loading programs from various sites,
and then babysitting your system while
it installs one application after another.
1l1ere has to be an easier way.
There is. Ninite (nini te.com), an awe
some free service, automatically down
loads and installs popular no-fee apps.
Just scroll through its list of 70-plus
programs, checking olf what you want.
It offers current versions of nearly every
major freebie, including Firefox, iTunes,
Microsoft Security Essentials, Open
Office, Picasa, Skype, and Steam.
»
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Once you 've made your picks, click

Ger Installer to download a small execut
able file. Run that file and sit back while
Ninite goes to work. How long the pro
cess takes depends on how many pro
grams you've selected. We chose a bak
er' s dozen (including the trial version

make it More Fun

Looking for enter

Middle dick

tainment? Windows 7 has a couple of tricks up its sleeve: media

0

sharing and Windows Media Center. The latter is available in the

New program instance (default)

@ Close window

Home Premium, Professional, and Ultimate editions of the operat

([) Focus window

ing system; only Starter doesn 't have it. Here's how to get more
7 Taskbar Tweaker

of Office 2007
lets you adjust set
Standard,
tings to suit your
which we
work style.
already own
now we just
have to type in the security key), and
Ninite was done in all of 10 minutes.
That makes the service a must-have for
anyone setting up shop on a new PC.

Tweak the Taskbar
works in: 7 Jump Lists , program

~

pinning, rich thumbnail previews-the
Windows 7 taskbar definitely offers
some nice amenities. However, since
it' s "your" Windows (at least according
to Microsoft's recent, ubiquitous ads),
you should be able to make the taskbar
work exactly the way you want it to.
But you need an add-on to do that .
Enter 7 Taskbar Tweaker (find .pcworld.
com/64154), a free tool that...well, the
name says it all. This utility offers six
taskbar adjustments, including one that
replaces the Jump List with the old
fashioned window menu when you
right-click a running program.
Other options include disabling
thumbnail previews, turning off win
dow grouping, opening (rather than
pinning) a file that you've dragged to a
taskbar program, and cycling through
windows when you left-click a grouped
button. Our favorite tweak reassigns
the middle mouse button to close or
focus a window instead of opening a
new instance of the program.
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enjoyment out of your Windows entertainment applications.
Autorotate Your Wallpaper
works in: 7 Wouldn't it be nice if
Windows greeted you with a new wall
paper every time you start your PC? Or
at regular intervals throughout the day?
Windows 7 makes that simple.
Press the <Windows> key, type back·
ground, and then click Change desktop
background. By default Windows will
show you its stock background art, but
you can peruse different images (such
as those in your Pictures
Library) by clicking the
Piam·elocation drop-down
or choosing Browse to pull
Windows 7 themes

Desktop bac

What is a theme ?
Ma~.e 1•our
them e

Ol'.n

Note: Themes apply to
Windows 7 only.
To download a
them e. click the
Download button,
and then click Open.
The theme is applied

Avatar

interval (how often Windows will swap
wallpapers) to 30 minutes , 1 day, or
whatever. Finally, click Saoc changes.

Download Themes
works in: 7 Microsoft stocked Win
dows 7 with some seriously stunning
Aero themes-packages of wallpapers,
sounds, and a pervasive color palette.
To see that array of choices, press
<Windows> , type theme, and click Change
the theme. You can browse
what's there or click Get
more themes 011/ine to tap in
to Microsoft's Personaliza
tion Gallery (tind.pcworld.
corn/64157). The gallery is
home to about a dozen
branded themes, plus 20
international themes. You'll
also find instructions on cre
ating your own theme or cus
tomizing existing themes.

Watch TV, Tuner-Free
works in: 7 Although
Windows Media Center does
a pretty good 11Vo impres
sion with its DVR features,
you typically need at least
one 1V tuner to watch and record live
shows. If your PC doesn't have a tuner,
however, you can stream a limited
selection of shows on demand in the
Windows 7 version ofWMC.
Click TV•Guide to see a grid of In

•~1.&.!&il

from a folder on your hard drive.
Pick Select All if you want to add all
the displayed photos to the wallpaper
rotation, or click the checkbox next
to each individual photo. Then click
Change picture eoery and set the desired

ternet 1V, headlined by CBS Primetime
and CBS Classic. Within those catego
ries you'll find everything from The
AmazingRace to Twin Peaks, all ready for
near-instant streaming (WMC will need
to perform a couple of one-time updates
first). Alas, while CBS offers full-length
episodes of certain shows, you'll have
to settle for clips of others. The same
goes for most of the non-CBS shows
mixed into the grid's other categories.

Stream Your Media to Other PCs
works in: 7 Much like the popular
Orb service (find.pcwor ld.com/64158),
Windows 7 allows you to stream music,
photos, and videos (including recorded
1V) from your home PC to other systems
running Windows 7. That's great if you're
on the road with your laptop or netbook
and you want to see the football game
you recorded at home. What's not so
great is the number of hoops you have
to jump through. Here's how to set it up.
Start Windows Media Player, and
click Stream•Allow Internet access to home
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Watch Netflix
From the
Couch
works in:

VISTA,7
If you're a Netflix
subscriber, the Netflix Windows Media

Center plug-in isn't just optional. it's
practically essential. Just click Movies ·
Netflix in Media Center to install the
plug-in and sign in to your account.
Then get ready for a shock: The Netflix
plug-in ofi ers way more functionality
than you get from, say, a stand-alone

Roku box or an Xbox 360. Although
those devices also provide Netflix access,
they limit you to viewing your queues
and streaming movies from your
Instant Queue. The WMC plug-in, on
the other hand, lets you browse and
search the entire Netflix catalog, add
ing movies to your standard queue or
Instant Queue as you go. Netflix mem
berships start at $9 per month.

media. Click Link an
online ID, and select
Addan online ID prooid
er. On the Web
page that appears,
choose either

Downloadfar 32-bit
or Downloadfar
64-bit, depending
on which version
of Windows 7 you have. Save and then run
the downloaded file, which installs the
Windows Live ID Sign-in Assistant app.
When that's done, return to the Link
Online IDs window and, under Online ID
Provider, click Link online ID. Enter your
Windows Live ID username and pass
word. (Don't have a Live ID? Just
click the link in the box to sign up.)
Finally, click OK. Return to Win
dows Media Player, and click Allow

Internet access to home media.
That's one PC done. On the sec
on.d system (say, your laptop), you'll
need to repeat the procedure. After
ward, you'll be able to browse the
Other Libraries section in Windows
Media Player to find the music, vid
eos, pictures, and/or recorded 1V
that you want to view from afar.

Ditch th e Antenna , Keep
Your Digital Channels
works in: 7 In previous Windows
versions, Media Center could tune
in (and record, DVR-style) locally
broadcast digital channels-but
only if you used an ATSC tuner and
connected a reasonably good set of
rabbit ears. This over-the-air ap
proach worked well enough, but
Windows 7 offers a much better op
tion: ClearQAM, which delivers unen
crypted digital channels via your basic
cable feed (assuming that you are still a
cable subscriber, of course) .
All you need is a tuner card that sup
ports ClearQAM technology (which
virtually all current models do) . With
that, you should be able to tune in your
local channels in all their digital, high
def goodness, no antenna required.
If you already own a tuner, such as

AverMedia's Aver1VHD Volar
Max, just install the latest drivers,
disconnect your antenna, and re
place it with your cable-1V coaxial
cable. You'll need to restart Windows
and then run through Media Center's
signal setup, under Tasks•Setup•TV•TV
Sig11al•Sct Up TV Signal. Don't be sur
prised if you gain some additional
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Enjoy Hulu
in Your Living
Room
works in:
VISTA, 7 Hu lu
Desktop (find.

pcworld.com/64243) is an ex perimental,
Hulu Labs-devised app lication that
gives you a 10-foot, remote-con trollable
interface fo r the TV-streaming service.
Just one problem, however: You have
no way to reach that interface from
within Windows Media Center.
The free but unimaginatively named
Hu lu Des ktop Integratio n download
(find.pcworld.com/64201 ) adds a Hulu
Desktop icon to WMC. One click closes
the latter and opens the former in m ax
im ized, fu ll-screen view. When you're
done streaming, click Close to exit Hu lu
Desktop and return to WMC. It doesn't
get much easier than that.
channels compared with what you
received from the antenna alone.
If you're shopping for a tuner add-on,
check out the SiliconDust HDHomeRun
(www.silicond ust.com), which has two
ClearQAM-compatible tuners . Instead
of plugging into one of your PC's USB
ports as most tuners do, this "network
tuner" connects to your router and lets
you watch and record live 1V on any
Windows Media Center-equipped PC
in your house. It runs about $150. •
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Your company's bottom line depends on the
performance of its PCs.

To assess and compare system
performance across your organization,
use the benchmarking software developed
by the experts at PC World Labs.
Real-World Performance
WorldBench is the core set of applications that PC World uses
to test desktop and laptop PCs. The results play an important

WorldBench 6
runs on all editions of Windows 7 ,
Windows Vista, and Windows XP,

role in PC World's computer reviews-the reviews you trust.
Because our benchmark uses actual programs performing
common functions, it is an excellent barometer of PC
performance outside the lab and on your desk.

including all 64-bit and 32 -bit versions.

Automatic Testing
From Web browsing to file encoding to general tasks, the
automated test scripts that run in WorldBench 6 are designed
to deliver a tough evaluation of today's top computers. Although
multicore processors and larger amounts of RAM are appearing
even in budget PCs, it's important to have benchmarks that can
accurately assess-and challenge-systems with a wide variety
of configurations. WorldBench 6 delivers.
Since it 's automated , the suite can report errors and restart
failed tests without user input. It then records the results,
including the final WorldBench 6 score as well as the individual
results of each application's workload, in both text and graphs.
Refined over the past decade, WorldBench is currently used
in over 30 countries by Fortune 500 corporations , government
agencies, and international media outlets.

Visit www.worldbench.com today and secure
your DVD of WorldBench 6.

PCWorld
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Togglebetweenapps: Use <Alt>-<Tab> to switch
open programs without touching your mouse. The
oldest-and still the best-Windows timesaver.
Navigate app windows: Press <Ctrl>-<Tab> to cycle
through an application's windows (or through a
Web browser's tabs) . First cousin of the tip above,
and probably the most underrated tip ever.
When in doubt, typeitout lfyou don't want to hunt
through nested menus and the like, you can access
most functions , applets, or files the old-fashioned
way-by entering chem into the Search box. Type
If you don't know every one of these 26
Calculator, Control Panel, or even the name of a piece
classic tricks, utilities, and shortcuts for XP,
Vista, or Windows 7, you're not getting your
of music on your hard drive, and press <Enter> .
money's worth out of Windows.
Unobtrusive updates: Keep your OS current by
opening Windows Update (Automatic Update in
XP) and setting it to Download updates but let me
choose wlmhcr to install them. (To get there, press
the <Windows> key and type Windows Update.) That way, you won't have Windows urging you to restart when you don't
want to (or worse, triggering a restart when you're away from the PC with an unsaved document open).
Tweak your taskbar: Right-click the Task bar and choose Propmics to find options for switching to the old Start menu,
choosing which icons show in the notification area, setting default programs to appear in the Start bar menu, and more.
Full-frontal folders: In Windows Explorer, click Folder Options (located under the Organize menu) to reveal hidden files ,
show the full path in the title bar, display file extensions, and more.
Partltion, partition, partition: Make backups and restores easier by partitioning your hard drive (see find.pcwo rld.com/64173
for details) and keeping one partition for the OS and the other for your documents and data.
Make your text special: Need a special character such as C ora? Press the <Windows> key and type character map in the
field to bring up an app that will let you copy and paste the characters you need.
Sticky keys {the good kind): Holding down two keys at once-such as <Ctrb-C to copy-is a royal pain. Press the <Shift> key
five times to start Sticky Keys, a feature that allows you to initiate a keyboard shortcut by merely pressing <Shift>, <Ctrb,
<Alt>, or <Windows> instead of holding that particular key down. Press <Shift> five more times co toggle Sticky Keys off.
Simple screen capture: Take a screenshot by pressing <Print Screen>, which copies an image of your full screen to your
clipboard so that you can paste it into Paine or your preferred image editor. To capture just the active window, use
<Ctrl>-<Alt>-<PrlntScreen>. For more fine-tuned controls, try Screenshot Captor (lind.pcworld.com/64174).
Take a shortcut: Right-click on any application icon, bring up the Properties menu, and click the Shortcuts tab. You can
specify a keystroke combination to start your application here. Our personal favorite: Making a shortcut for Windows
7's Snipping Tool makes screenshots much easier. (Windows 7 on!YJ
Line'em up: Want to arrange two (or more) windows side by side in Windows XP or Vista? Hold down <Ctr!> and
»
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click on the desired windows in the taskbar; then right-click the taskbar and
select Ttle Vertically. In Windows 7, you can simply drag any open window to the
right or left edge of your screen and then let go.
lnstantclassic(controlpanels): Miss Windows' old Control Panel, which conve
niently displayed all of its items at once? In Windows XP and Vista, just open
the Control Panel and select Switch to Classic View. In Windows 7, click the View
lry drop-down menu in the upper-right comer and select your preference.

Speed Up Your Services
ManagetheTaskManager:Windows ' built-in Task Manager (press <Ctrl>-<Alt>-<Oel> and click Task Manager) is great for
seeing what your system is up to, but power users will prefer Process Explorer (find.pcworld .com/64175), which shows
more details that can help you find a memory leak or troubleshoot a pesky DLL problem.
Index this, notthat:The Windows Search indexer speeds up built-in search functions, but the indexing process itself
can consume system re·sources at inconvenient times. Open /11dexi11gOptio11s in Control Panel (or press the <Windows>
key and type Indexing Options). The resulting dialog box will let you specify which folders or types of data are indexed to
avoid bogging down your PC needlessly.
Clean up your startup: If your PC drags its feet during the startup process, press the <Windows> key and type msconflg to
open the System Configuration utility. Check in the Startup tab to see what your machine is loading. Your computer
might be loading services or apps that you don't need or want to use on startup.
Nudge yournetwork: lfyou have network problems, try opening the command prompt (enter cmd in the Start menu's
search box) and typing lpconflg/renew to reset your network connection.
Sharing is caring: For a little assistance in tracking your shared folders, right-click My Computer (or Computer in Win
dows 7) and click Ma11age to bring up the Computer Management tool. Then click Shared Foldm to see a list of all of
your machine's shared folders , file-sharing sessions, and open files.

Essential Add-Ons
Look,Ma, no mouse: XP users should grab Launchy (find.pcworld.com /64176), a free keyboard-driven launcher application
that allows you to access programs, files , and even Websites with just a few keystrokes. (Vista and Windows 7 users get
the same functionality from the Start menu's search tool.)
Cleaner than you found it: To make sure that your programs uninstall completely, use Revo Uninstaller ( find.pcworld.com/
62049)-it's often more thorough than the programs' own supplied uninstaller routines.
Annoyance buster: If you're tired of User Account Control dialog boxes popping up all the time in Windows Vista, but
you don't want to disable the security feature completely, grab TweakUAC (find .pcworld.com/61960) to set it to Quiet
Mode. Windows 7 has its own UAC controls, but can still benefit from TweakUAC.
Get your hands dirty with Greasemonkey: Optimize your Web browsing with Greasemonkey for Firefox (tind.pcworld.com/
61166), an add-on that lets you choose among thousands of user-designed scripts ( userscripts.org)
for blocking ads, changing the layouts of popular sites, and more. (Variants also exist for Internet
Explorer, Chrome, and Safari; see find .pcworlct.com/64197.)

Work Your Windows Key
Lockyourdoors (andWindows):Stepping out for a minute? Remember to press
<Wlndows>-L to lock your computer's screen so that no one can nose around
without entering your account password.
Run,Windows, run:To access the Run command easily, press <Wlndows>·R.
Keyboard explorer: Want to open a new Windows Explorer window without
leaving the keyboard? Press <Wlndows>-E.
Oeclutter yourdesktop:Access your desktop instantly by pressing
<Wlndows>-0 to hide all of your open windows. Press <Wlndows>-0 again to
return to where you were before. •
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Which mobile
carriers offer
clear, fast
network
connections?
Which can solve your
smartphone support
problems? And can any
device out there beat the
iPhone? We surveyed
thousands of readers and
found definite winners
and Losers-among
handsets and carriers. »
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Almost60%
paid less than
$200 for their
smartphone.

We Americans
pay a hefty slice of our
monthly budget-$80, on
average-for the convenience
(and fun) of owning a smart-

Note: The percentage
numbers comai11cdin
oursurocy results carry
a margin iferror ef3. 3
percem, 1111/css other
wise i11dicared.

PCWorld Survey Findings

phone. In total, U.S. consumers will spend $4.8 billion on smartphones and
wireless services (voice and data messaging) in
2010, according to market research firm In-Stat.

Who's Hot, and
Who's Not

The Apple iPhone, at
least for now, is still the hottest and best-loved smartphone.
The carrier that sells and connects the device, AT&T, is, well,
not so beloved . Verizon and Sprint are the best-liked wireless
carriers among the smartphone users we surveyed.
Whether the best device might someday pair with the best
(compatible) network-Verizon-has been much debated
this past year, but Verizon's recent anti-iPhone ads and the
release of its ''iPhone killer" Droid make that union less likely.
The good news is that both networks and devices are
changing so fast that Apple's lockup with AT&T may not
seem so important a year from now. Better devices running
on faster networks should enter the market in the coming
months and years, especially if new competitors such as cable
companies, WiMax providers, and dark horses like Google
begin selling smartphones and wireless service.

With all that money being spent on mobile technology, you
would expect an abundance of critical research and analysis
indicating which products and services work well for the
money, and which ones don' t. But little information exists.
That's why PCWorld initiated this survey, asking owners of all
kinds of smartphones to relate their real-world experiences
with buying, using, and troubleshooting the devices.
Perhaps the central finding of our survey is that smartphone
owners have plenty of complaints, yet seem willing to toler
ate many of the shortcomings of their wireless service provid
ers, as well as of the manufacturers of the phones. The survey
asked the opinions of some 3500 smartphone
owners during the month of October
2009, and the results revealed mediocre
What Technical Support Means
or poor reliability and ease of use in a
Average phone hold time: Based on the average time smartphone owners
number of major smartphone brands,
waited on hold to speak to a phone support representative.
and poor problem resolution and net
Phone service rating: Based on a cumulative score derived from smartphone
work service from some major wireless
owners' ratings of several aspects of their experience in phoning the company's
service providers. Surprisingly, how
technical support service. Among the factors considered were whether the
ever, smartphone owners registered
information was easy to understand, and whether the support representative
noticeably low levels of dissatisfaction
spoke clearly and knowledgeably.
about these deficiencies.
Problem was never resolved: Based on the percentage of survey respondents

who said the problem remained after they contacted technical support.
In-person service rating: Based on a cum ulative score derived from phone

Customer Service

owners' ratings of several aspects of technical support received at a service

Mobile users are satisfied, not thrilled,
with service providers' tech support.

provider's retail location. Among the factors considered were the ease of get
ting a representative's attention in the store, and the knowledge, fairness, and
attitude of the rep .

Average
phone
hold lime

Phone
service rating
(on ascale of Ito 7)'

Problem was
never resolved
!percentage
of cases)

In-person
service rating
Iona scaleoflto 7)'

Overall
service rating
(on a scale of I to 7) '

AT&T

6.5 minutes

5.7

17.6%

5.7

5.2

phone owners' responses

Sprint

4.4 minutes

5.6

18.9%

n/a '

5.2

to a series of questions

T-Moblle

6.6 minutes

5.7

14.1%

n/a 2

5.4

Verizon Wireless

4.7 minutes

5.7

15.1%

5.3

5.4

WI REL ESS
SERVICE
PROVIDER

Overall service rating:
Based on a cumulative
score derived from smart

that focused on 11 specific

' Mean of scores on a scale of l to 7, with 1 being worst and 7 being best. ' n/a = not available: we received too few responses to
rate the company on this measure.
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aspects of their experience
with the company's service
department.

Tec h Support: Many Prob lems Go Unresolved

We asked users to rate support departments on the quality
Smartphones are complex devices , and becoming more so .
of the information given, on the reps ' communication skills
This increases users' reliance on service providers (and some
and problem-solving abilities, and on other criteria. Custom
times handset makers) to help keep the gadgets running.
ers of all four major carriers responded uniformly, and rather
Service providers are usually the first lines of support,
positively. Sprint customers gave its support an overall score
shifting support issues over to the phone manufacturer only
of 5.6 out of 7, while AT&T, T-Mobile, and Verizon custom
in severe cases. Service providers end up handling users' prob
ers graded those companies ' tech support a 5. 7 out of 7.
lems about 66 percent of the time; smartphone manufactur
In 43 percent of cases, we found, support issues are
ers take care of things about 21 percent of the time, and elec
resolved through phone support alone, and, in almost 50
tronics retailers do so only 1 percent of the time (the remaining
percent of cases, after contact with just one phone rep .
Still, many of our survey takers expressed frustration. "It
12 percent of respondents said "other" or "don't know").
Technical support must be judged on how well, and how
took too long to solve the problem, " says Sprint Palm Pre
fast, it helps users trouble
user Javier D. Margo Jr. "I
shoot problems. The sup
spent 5 hours continuously
port systems (Web, phone,
either chatting online or
and in-store) of service
speaking directly, often to
two different reps (one
providers and manufac
from Sprint, one from
turers fail to fully resolve
smartphone technical
Palm) at the same time. "
breakdowns surprisingly
"If they don't know the
often. or smartphone
answer or how to solve the
owners who reported
problem, [they should]
having had to call tech
take the person's number,
find the solution to the
support, 17 percent say
BlackBerry 31'ii.
their problem was never
issue, then call the person
resolved; 21 percent say
back, " suggests one AT&T
customer who asked that
their problem was only
"somewhat" resolved.
his name not be used.
Other 35. ·
"l11at way," he adds, "the
One carrier did even
customer doesn't have to
worse: 19 percent of the
iPhone 7
Sprint customers in our
wait through transfers and
holds while somebody goes
survey said their problem
to ask somebody else. "
was never resolved, and
another 28 percent said
Sprint, Verizon Do
their problem was only
partly resolved.
Better on Hold Times
First impressions count,
Nevertheless, smart
PCWorld Readers Use
and often the first taste of
phone users report mod
Phones made by Research in Motion (RIM)
service provider support
erate satisfaction with the
are most popular with our readers .
that smartphone owners
tech support they've re
receive is the length of
ceived. On a 7-point scale
(with 1 being "extremely dissatisfied" and 7 being "extremely
time that they have to wait on hold to speak to a rep.
We saw some real differences in the hold times reported by
satisfied"), readers ranked the four major service providers
customers of the four major wireless service providers.
AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, and Verizon-in the low 5 region,
Sprint and Verizon customers reported average hold times of
meaning they were "somewhat satisfied" with service provid
just 4.4 minutes and 4.7 minutes , respectively. Meanwhile,
er tech support. Specifically, T-Mobile and Verizon each
AT&T and T-Mobile customers told us they waited on hold
scored 5.4 out of 7, while AT&T and Sprint each scored 5.2.
an average of 6.5 minutes and 6.6 minutes, respectively.
Smartphone owners as a whole have mixed opinions about
Satisfied With Phone Support
the acceptability of hold times. About 49 percent of our sur
To access tech support, smartphone owners experiencing
vey takers said hold times were completely acceptable, while
problems usually elect to call (as opposed to using Web-based
33 percent called them somewhat acceptable, and about 18
or in-store support). And in general , smartphone users say
percent considered them unacceptable.
»
they're satisfied with the quality of the phone support.

Smartphone
Br nds
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In-Store Support: You May Have to Wait

Internet connection and the quality of their voice calls.
\Ve found that among the big four carriers, Sprint's cus
tomers are happiest overall with the performance of their
network. In particular, Sprint customers like the speed and
reliability with which the Sprint network connects them to
the Internet. More than 70 percent of Sprint's customers
said that they were "very satisfied" or "extremely satisfied"
with the speed of their smartphone' s Internet connection.
Sprint scored even better on the reliability of its network
when connecting: Almost 80 percent of Sprint subscribers
in the survey said that they were highly satisfied.
Verizon won the day on
pure voice-call quality, with
86 percent of its subscribers
saying they were highly satis
fied with the sound and con
nection quality of calls .
Sprint came in a close sec
Among PCWorld Readers
ond; almost 85 percent of
By specific model. t w o Apple iPhones take the top spots.
its subscribers said they
were either very or ex
tremely satisfied with the
quality of voice service .
The AT&T and T-Mobile
networks didn't fare too
badly in our survey either.
Both scored well, between
the 70th and 80th percen
tiles (along with Sprint and
Verizon), in overall satisfac
tion with network service.
AT&T and T-Mobile did
stumble in a couple of key
areas, however. Only 59 per
cent ofT-Mobile subscribers
enough staff in stores to help customers quickly. Thirty-five
described themselves as highly satisfied with the speed of
percent of Sprint customers said they were kept waiting in
their wireless Internet connection. T-Mobile's competitors
the store too long before getting attention. About 28 percent
all scored above the 65th percentile in this area.
of Verizon customers complained of long in-store wait times.
AT&T fared poorly on voice-call quality. Though 74 percent
of the company's subscribers in our survey said they were
Sprint, Verizon Networks Are Best Liked
completely satisfied with call quality, AT&T's competitors
Without the networks that connect handsets to the Internet,
scored well above the 80th percentile on this measurement.
smartphones are little better than paperweights. The network
Some anecdotal evidence suggests that AT&T's voice net
connection is where service providers make most of their
work performance is highly variable from coverage area to
profit, and customer perceptions of the performance of the
coverage area, and even over time, as in the example provid
networks is hugely important to service providers .
ed by AT&T subscriber and iPhone user Tammy Zink:
Big wireless companies make grand claims-"America's
"A year ago, when I first got the phone, I was worried
fastest" and "the nation's most dependable"-based largely
about AT&T's reputation, but AT&T's call service was
on their own research and that provided by paid third par
fabulous-no dropped calls, great reception all the time.
ties . Since commissioned studies can lead to biased results,
However, in the past six months , almost every call is
we turned to real-world wireless customers to learn about
dropped, and reception is lousy. I now cringe when the
the value of the major wireless services. Specifically we asked
phone rings or I have to make an important call. "
smartphone owners to grade the speed and reliability of their
Over the past two years, smartphones, and the iPhone in
Smartphone users are a bit more satisfied with the tech sup
port they receive in service provider stores, compared with
phone or online support. For 15 percent of smartphone prob
lems, a visit to an AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, or Verizon store
provided a resolution to the issue.
When asked about the attitude, knowledge, problem-solving
skills, and timeliness of in-store reps, subscribers graded
staffers in AT&T and Verizon stores fairly well at 5. 7 and
5.3, respectively, on our 7-point scale.
Our results suggest that Sprint and Verizon may not have

Most Popular

Sma
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"It took too long to solve the problem.
I spent 5 hours continuously either chatting online or speaking
directly, often to two different reps (one from Sprint, one from
Palm) at the same time.' ' -Javier D. Margo Jr., Rio Grande City, Texas
particular, have caused wireless Internet usage to rocket. To
better accommodate the demand, AT&T and other providers
have been "tuning" their networks. As network resources are
shifted to bolster one wireless service, however, another ser
vice may suffer-in this case, voice service.
The findings of a new survey by Consumer Rcpom seem to
agree with our results . Co11sumcrRcporrs asked subscribers of
the major wireless providers in 26 cities for their thoughts
about their cell phone service, and found that AT&T sub
scribers were the "least satisfied" of all in 19 of those cities.
AT&T had the same general reaction to Co11sumcrRepons'
findings as it did to ours, saying neither study paints a true
picture of U.S. wireless users ' experience.
AT&T points to its own third-party research showing that
its network is not only the fastest in the United States, but is
also among the best regarding dropped calls. "In one of the
most common measures of reliability-dropped calls- AT&T's
national performance is within two-tenths of 1 percent of the
highest score among major providers, with only 1.32 percent
of calls dropped nationally," says AT&T spokesperson Jenny
Bridges in an e-mail to PCWorld. She adds: "That translates to
a difference of less than 2 calls out of 1000."
So far, AT&T has suffered most from the network-taxing
effects of escalating data service usage, but it may be Veri
zon's turn in 2010. With the release of its impressive Droid
phone (and others) , Verizon might find its wireless custom
ers demanding unprecedented amounts of Web connectivity.

Ease of Use:
Apples vs .
Lemons?
According to our sur
vey takers , Apple's
iPhone remains in a
league of its own in
ease of use. Part of the
device's vast appeal is
its design- inside and
out. Aesthetically
pleasing, the iPhone's
user interface looks
simple and intuitive,
helping users access its
many functions.

We asked smartphone owners ten questions about the ease
of use of their handsets , including how satisfied they were
with the ease of using nine of the most important functions
things like browsing the Internet, syncing data, sharing files ,
taking pictures, and playing music and video.
The iPhone scored higher than its peers in all but one of
those areas (users gave the iPhone only an "average" score on
the quality of the photos and videos it shoots) . When asked
about their overall satisfaction with their phone's ease of use,
82 percent of iPhone owners said that they were "very" or
"extremely" satisfied with their device.

Apple Will Be Challenged
But this state of affairs won't last. A new wave of Google
Android-powered phones, such as Verizon's Droid, will
almost certainly rival the iPhone in ease of use. At the time
of our survey, however, the new Android phones were not
in use in high enough numbers to affect our results. Next
year's survey will likely tell a different story.
"According to the feedback I've gotten from companies
that design user interfaces for smartphones, the consensus
is that the iPhone interface has gotten a little dated," IDG
mobile device technology analyst Will Stofega says.
With Android, Stofega adds, Google "has done a very nice
job on its interface, and I expect it to be very popular, de
pending on how it's implemented."
Android phones won't be the only ones gunning for Apple's
ease-of-use throne in the coming months. Stofega notes
»

Network Service
Sprint customers are the most satisfied with network performance.
Percentage of
respondents who were
highly satisfied with
speed of data service'

Percentage of
respondents who were
highly satisfied with
reliability of data
service 1

Percentage of
respondents who were
highly satisfied with
voice call reliability'

Sprint 3

71.6

79.6

84.5

78.6

Verizon Wireless 4

66.9

78.0

86.1

77.0

T-Moblle '

58.6

78.l

82.5

73.1

AT&T '

67.0

75.2

73.8

72.0

WIRELESS SER VICE
PROVIDER

1

Overall network
performance score 1

Percentage of respondents who answered "very satisfied" or "extremely satisfied," on a satisfaction scale of 1to7. ' Composite of

previous three data and voice sa tisfaction score s. 3 Margin of error is+/- 4.4%. 4 Margin of error is +/- 3%. "Margin of error is

+/-5.7%. ' M a~g i n of error is +/-2.5%.
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average marks on
that Nokia is pushing hard to develop its own Sym
the quality of their
bian operating system to meet and surpass the ease
sound and video
of-use standard that the iPhone set . New phones
playback.
using this updated and touchscreen-friendly operat
Common com
ing system should begin appearing during 2010.
plaints among all
Today, Apple simply dominates its competitors
users included
in design. Its closest rival here was Nokia, which
difficult-to-use key
earned just one higher-than-average score-that for
boards , slow-to
the ease of use of the cameras in its smartphones .
respond touch
Nokia placed second in "overall reliability, "
screens, clumsy file
but with a paltry 59 percent of users report
PCWorld Survey Findings
management, hard
ing high satisfaction with ease of use.
to-use cameras,
Among those faring most poorly with
poor sound quality, and difficult or slow syncing. Other
survey takers in ease of use were HTC,
gripes: hard-to-customize user interfaces, cameras that take
Motorola, RIM (BlackBerry) , and Sam
pictures when not asked to, operating systems that don't
sung. Asked about the overall ease of use
multitask, and browsers that won't play Flash content.
of their devices , 55 percent of BlackBerry
users were completely satisfied, while just
45 percent of HTC owners, 43 percent of
Reliability: Operating Systems Fail the Most
Samsung users, and 42 percent of Motorola
1he more technology you pack into a device, the more things
phone users were completely satisfied.
can break. And smartphones usually have lots of features
Samsung users gave t heir smartphones
microphones, speakers, touchscreens, cameras, an operating
worse than average marks in all ease-of-use cate
system, applications, an accelerometer, compasses, and more.
gories except two-both of those having to do with the video
With all that stuff in there, you would expect high rates of
cameras in the phones . (Samsung chose not to release any
component and software failures. And you would be right. In
comments on the results of our survey.)
our survey, 31 percent
Motorola users expressed frustration with setting up
of smartphone owners
What the Reliability
their smartphones, syncing data with computers, brows
reported one or more
ing the Internet, and locating and playing back music
Measures Mean
significant problems
and video. Motorola smartphones also received belowwith their device before
Problem on arrival: Based on
it was two years old.
the percentage of survey re
And readers told us
spondent s who report ed finding
one or more problems with the
that when something
device out of the box.
fails in a smartphone, in
iPhone users are most satisfied with reliability but
Any significant problem:
about 35 percent of cases
·
still report problems.
Based on the percentage of sur
it's the operating system.
vey respondents w ho reported
"My biggest complaint
Any
Severe
Overall
Problem
SMARTPHONE
on
significant
problem
satisfaction
is that the response is
having any hardware or software
MANUFACTURER
arrival
problem
with reliability
slow and the interface
problem at all within the past
Apple
Q
Q
0
is clunky!" says Sprint
two years of phone use.
HTC Touch Pro user
Severe problem: Based on the
LG
Q
Q
0
percentage of survey respon
John Abercrombie.
Nokia
Q
Q
Q
Q
"Sometimes it 'locks up'
dents who reported a problem
Motorola
Q
Q
Q
Q
that rendered their device
the OS and the only way
out
is to remove and re
impossible
to
use.
RIM (BlackBerry)
Q
Q
Q
Q
insert the battery."
Overall satisfaction with
Samsung
Q
Q
0
reliability: Based on th e owner's
Sprint customer and
HTC
Q
Q
Q
0
overall satisfacti on w ith the reli
Palm Treo user Duane
ability of the device.
Calvin says his phone's
Palm
Q
Q
Q
0
OS "now reboots itself
• setter QAverage Oworse
several times a day; I
For each measure. w e determined whether th e ve ndor's score was significantly "better," significantly "worse," or roughly consistent
("average ..) with th ose of its peer s. If a vendor drew fewer than 50 responses in one of our measures, we discarded the results as
have no idea when it has
statistically insignificant. Thi s pre ve nted us from rating some smaller vendors.
shut down. "
»

Manufacturer Reliability
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"A year ago, when I first got the phone,
... AT& T's call service was fabulous-no dropped calls,
great reception all the time. However, in the past six
months, almost every call is dropped, and reception is
lousy. I now cringe when the phone rings or I have to
make an important Call. H -Tammy Zink, Cape Coral, Florida
Of the major smartphone brands, HTC and LG phones had
higher rates of OS failure than their peers. Of HTC owners
who reported a problem, 44 percent said the culprit was the
operating system software. Thirty-nine percent of problems
with LG devices could be blamed on the OS.
After the OS , breakdowns in miscellaneous features such as
Bluetooth connections or GPS functions were the cause of
24 percent of problems, surveyed smartphone owners said.
These failures , survey takers told us, were especially com
mon in HTC and Samsung smartphones. In HTC devices, a
feature failure was the problem in 29 percent of cases; in
Samsung phones, in 30 percent of total problems reported.
Meanwhile, owners of Apple, LG , and Palm phones reported
lower-than-average numbers of feature breakdowns.
Battery issues accounted for about 11 percent of reported
problems. Only HTC, LG , and Samsung had significantly
higher incidences of battery problems than the average of all
handset manufacturers. Apple and Palm owners reported
marginally less battery trouble.
We also asked about severe problems that rendered phones
impossible to use. Among all those who reported problems
(regardless of the type of phone they use), about 13 percent
said their problem was "severe" enough to flatline the phone.

Ease of Use
The iPhone smokes its rivals on usability.

LG owners reported fewer severe problems. LG phones
developed just as many problems as other phones, but only 8
percent of those problems rendered the phone impossible to
use. Palm owners reported a higher incidence of severe prob
lems, at 19 percent-or six points above the average.
Still, 64 percent of smartphone owners said they were "very"
or "extremely" satisfied with the reliability of their devices.
Seventy-four percent of iPhone users said they were highly
satisfied overall with their phone's reliability-the highest
score of any smartphone. Samsung owners reported the low
est rates of overall satisfaction, at only 55 percent.

For Now, They're Still New Toys
Smartphones are a relatively new technology. The first iPhone,
for example, hit the market only a few years ago-on June 29,
2007, to be exact. The devices, and the networks that connect
them, have certainly improved since then. As our survey
shows, however, they're still a work in progress.
Yet satisfaction levels remain strangely high among users.
Perhaps consumers remain a bit dazzled by the always-on,
connect-anywhere technology of smartphones-and are will
ing to overlook a few basic shortcomings in the devices, as
well as in the companies that make, sell, and support them.
For all the money that smartphone owners pay, they should
expect more. Here's hoping that as smartphones become less
novel, expectations will rise-and users will get the reliability
and service that they routinely demand from other devices. •
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For each measure, we determined whether the vendor's score was significantly "better; significantly " worse," or roughly consistent ("average") with those of its peers. If a
vendor drew fewer than 50 responses in one of our measures, we discarded the results as statistically insignificant. This preve nted us from rating some smaller vendors.
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SERVERS

AND

STORAGE

WHAT'S THE DEAL
WITH THESE GUYS?
Sometimes you have to ask, "What are they thinking?"
Companies need to increase ROI without being taken
to the cleaners by manufacturers selling servers featuring
entry-level benefits with enterprise-level pricing.
Aberdeen gets it. Businesses are in desperate need of
Network Attached Storage servers that simply deliver the
best bang for the buck.

Look at these features and benefits:
Dell
PowerVault

HP
StorageWorks

Aberdeen
AberNAS

ti
ti
ti
ti
ti

ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
ti

Hot-Swap Disk Drives
Hardware RAID
Dual Port Gigabit Ethernet
Built-in Replication
Microsofr' WSS 2008 Models
iSCSI Target
Linux Storage System Models
System Recovery Disk
DAS Storage Expansion
VMware ~ Ready Certified
Independent OS Drive
Out of Band RAID Management
Avai lable w/ 2TB Drives
Warranty

)(
)(
)(
)(

)(

)(

)(

)(
)(

)(

ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
ti
ti

3 Years

3 Years

5 Years

)(

)(

Wha gives yau the best bang far the buck?

Intel"' Xeon" Processor
Memory
Drive Interface
Installed Capacity
Rail s
Windows Storage Server 2008

Dell
HP
Aberdeen
PowerVault StorageWorks
AberNAS
NX300
X1400
163
E5504 2GHz E5504 2GHz E5504 2GHz
3GB
2GB
3GB
SATA
SATA
SATA
2TB
2TB
2TB
Included
Included
Included
5

3,419

5

4,635

Linux Storage System Not Available Not Available

s2,995
s2,995

Prices !or the above specilic conliguralions obtained lrom the respective websites on Oct. 12, 2009. lnlel. Intel LDgo. lnlel Inside, Intel Inside LDgo. ~ntium , Xeon. and Xeon
Inside arc trademarks or registered trademarks ol Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United Slates and other countries. VMware is areg istered trademark or trademark
ot VMware, Inc. in the Unrted States anQ/or other jurisdictions. For terms and conditions, please see w.vw.aberdecninc.corn/abpoly/abterms.htm. pcw04

Powerful.
lntelj,igent.
.
·'

888-499-4771

www.aberdeeninc.com/pcw04

NEW
Enterprise
Version
Available!

Synchronize
Your Life!
· GoodSync

Award Winning Backup and Synchronization Solution

Automatic backup and synchronization made easy...
Now you can automatically compare, synchronize,
and back up your precious family photos, music,
email, contacts, and other important files - between
desktops, laptops, seNers, and external drives, as
well as through FTP, SFTP, DAV, and S3 seNers.

GoodSync's powerful technology is years ahead
of the pack. Excellent reviews by industry experts
and customers alike solidify GoodSync as a
leader in file backup and synchronization.

GoodSync will :

PC World Readers
Download GoodSync Today

v Automatically backup all your important files.
v Synchronize your data between multiple devices.

It's FREE!

v Organize/transfer information between computers.

v Sync multiple file copies to prevent data loss.
v Help you achieve complete peace of mind!
---....._
~

www.GoodSync.com/PCW

Good things come in small packagesand when it comes to storage, the saying couldn't be more true. No
matter what size your data set is, you can find a stylish, pocketable

·-----------------~

•

More Online
For reviews of all 22

I

wonder of modern miniaturization to store it and transport it .
All po rtable storage units do basically the same thing, but these

examined , go to find .
pcworld.com/64255 .

days they come in more flavors than you' ll find at Baskin-Robbins.
PC World Labs tested 22 models, fro m Samsung's credit-card-size

portable hard drives we

·~~-

--- - ------ --
...

· . · ·:- » Top~ Port~ble. : H.a.rd:D.~ives ·Are:·:Fast,

.

.MODEL

•

.

. .'

..

~ Iomega eGo Mac
Ed ition 500GB
SlOO
find.pcwortd .com/64244

2

I

Western Dig ital My
Passport Essential lTB
$200
find.pcwo rld.com/64246

3

Wie be Tech ToughTech
XE Mini 500GB
$255
fin d.pcworld.com/64245

4

Verbatim SureFire
500 GB
S140
find.pcworld.com/64247

5

Seagate FreeAge nt Go
lTB
S230
find.pcworld.com/64248

6

Western Di git al My
Passport Elite 500GB
$130
fi nd.pcworld.com/64251

7

Roe s to r Airha wk A9
320G 8
$135
find .pcworld.com/64249

8

Roc stor Roc port ID9
320G8
$1 40
find .pcworld.com/64250

9

Sea gate FreeAge nt Go
Special Ed it ion 500GB
$145
find.pcworld.com/64252
CMS V2ABS 500G B
$195
find .pcworld.com/64253

CHART NOTE: Ratings are as ol 12/14/2009.
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Mobile.

Feat~~~s~nd speclflcations
0

[:

:

. Bottom line

****

• Overall perfonnance: Superior
• Copy files (3.7GB):95 seconds
•Malware scan:403 seconds
• Software:Very Good

• SOOG B
• 5400 rpm
• FlreWire 800/4 00, USB 20
• Cost pergigabyte:20cents

This speedy,Clllorful drive has
FlreWire 800 and400 ports, and
uselul software {Retrospect
Express and Iomega OulkProtect).

****

• Overall performance: Very Good
• Copy files {3.7GB):141 seconds
• Malware scan:523 seconds
• Software: Very Good

• lTB
• 5400rpm
• USB2.0
• Cost per gigabyte: 20 cents

This palm-size {though thicker than
usual) lTB USB drive performed
well. The Included WO SmartWare
software is nicely designed, too.

**** ·

• Overall performance:Superior
• Copy Illes (3.7GB):62 seconds
• Malware scan:3B4 seconds
• Software:Good

• SOOGB
• 5400rpm
• eSATA, Fi reWire BOO, USB 20
•Cost per giga byte:51 cents

The ToughTech XE Mini comes with
dual FlreWlre BOO ports;Its eSATA
Interlace made It t11e fastest drive
we saw.but It lacks US Bbus power.

****

•Overall performance:Superior
• Copy Illes (3.7GB):92 seconds
• Malware scan:382 seconds
• Software:No bundled software

• SOOGB
• 5400rpm
• FireWire BOO,USB 20
• Cost per gigabyte:28 cents

The SureFire SOOGB has neither
bundled software nor asna22y
desig n, but it's a great performer
when used with FlreWire 800.

****

• Overall performance:Good
• Copy Illes (3.7Ge):173 seconds
• Malware scan:499seconds
• Software: Very Good

• JTB
• 5400rpm
• eSATA. FireWireBOO,USB2.0
• Cost pergigabyte:23cents

This lTB drive fits In on optional Go
docking station {S20):it lagged a
bit behind wo·s lTB drive in our
file-reading and Installation tests.

***"''

• Overall perfonnance:Very Good
• Copy Illes (3.7Ge):140 seconds
•Malware scan:518seCllnds
• Software:Very Good

• SOOG B
• 5400rpm
• USS 20 {includes drive dock)
•Cost per gigabyte:26 cents

The best USB performer we tested,
this My Passport model comes
with versatile WOSmartWare
software and adocking station.

***"''

•Overall performance: Superior
• Copy files (3.7G B): 84 seconds
• Malware scan: 357 seconds
• Software:No bundled software

• 320Ge
• 7200 rpm
• FireWi re B00/400, us e 2.0
•Cost pergiga byte:42 cents

The sleekly designed Alrhawk A9
320GB is speedy,with test results
similar to those of other drives
tested via FlreWlre BOO ore·SATA.

• Overall performance:Superior

• 320GB
• 7200 rpm
• FireWire B00/400, use 20
•Cost per gigabyte:43 cents

Di stinguished by oboxier. more

• Copy files 13.7GB): 91seconds
• Malware scan: 394 seconds
• Software: No bundled software

***"'

• Overall performance:Good
• Copy Illes 13.7Ge): 149 seconds
• Malware scan: 521 seconds
• Software bundle:Very Good

• SOOGe
• 5400 rpm
• use 20 Onctudes drive dock)
•Cost pergigabyte:29 cents

Stylish design, large capacity.and
a docking station that can handle
even the lTB Go keep this drive In
ploy as your storage needs grow.

***

• Overall performance: Very Good
• Copy Illes {3.7GB): 160 seconds
• Malware scan:493 seco nds
• Software bundle:Very Good

• 500G8
• 5400rpm
• USe20
• Costpergigabyte: 39 cents

The V2A8S SOOGe Includes CMS's
Bounceeack Professional softwa re.
which unique ly lets you boot from
the drive ii your main drive falls.

VERY GOOD

VERY GOOO

VERY GOOD

VERY GOOD

VERYGOOD

VERYGOOD

VERY GOOD

***"'

VERY GOOD

VERYGOOD

GOOD

colorful design than its Alrhawk
sibling,the Rocport 109 320GB
performed almost as well.

120GB S1 Mini to the latest capacious
yet svelte 1TB Seagate FreeAgent Go
and Western Digital My Passport Essen
tial SE 1TB drives. We tested <lockable
models, ruggedized units, and multiple
interface units that can connect to
almost any PC. Many of them came
with surprisingly capable customized
software packages that pop up the
minute you attach the drive.
There's something for everyone; and
some of the test results we obtained will
surprise-if not delight-PC fans.

Multiple
Interfaces
Our lineup of drives includes models
from Adata, Buffalo Technology, CMS,
Hitachi, HP, Iomega, LaCie, Rocstor,
Samsung, Seagate, Toshiba, Verbatim,
Western Digital, and WiebeTech . Of the
22 drives we tested, 17 exclusively use
the USB 2.0 interface. Most of those 17
have a mini-USB port, but the Western
Digital models use micro-USB conm:c
tors (most often found on cell phones).
Five drives have FireWire 800 or 800/
400 interfaces as well as USB 2.0, and
the WiebeTech ToughTech XE Mini has
an eSATA port, too. Though it offers
tremendous speed, eSATA remains rare
on portable drives. The Airhawk, Roc
port, and Surefire models are termed
triple-imerfacc drioes while the Wiebe
Tech is called a quad-imcrfaccdrioc.
Models with extra interfaces tend·to
cost a bit more, but dual-interface USB/
FireWire 400, triple-interface
USB/FireWire 400/fireWire
800, and quad-interface USB/
FireWire 400/FireWire 800/
eSATA drives behave better
under many circumstances
and deliver superior perfor
mance when connected via
something other than USB.
Depending on the test,
the eSATA-based Wiebe
Tech ToughTech XE Mini
and the FireWire 800-linked
Rocstor Rocbit FX KT,
Rocstor Airhawk A9, Roe-

Unfortunately, FireWire 800 ports are
hard to find except on Macs. Adding
one to a Windows PC costs $30 or so
for an add-in card and even more for a
notebook adapter card. FireWire 800 is
backward-compatible with FireWire
400 (with an adapter cable); and thanks
to cameras and DVRs, those ports are
relatively common. The FireWire drives
we tested included a FireWire 400 port
or an 800-to-400 adapter cable, so you
can probably patch together
stor Rocport ID9, and Io
lTB to Go:
a FireWire 400 setup without
Western Digltal's
an additional cash outlay.
mega eGo ran approximate
ly two to three times as fast
My Passport Elite
Power is an important issue
as the USB 2.0 drives.
(left) and Seagate's
with portable drives: eSATA
Though eSATA is the fastFreeAgent Go.
requires a separate AC adapt
est interface, two drawbacks
er, and many USB ports on
inhibit its practical value in portable
netbooks, laptops, and even PCs are
underpowered. No one wants to carry
drives. First, the eSATA connector was
not designed to carry power, so you must
an AC adapter around with them. Of the
use an AC adapter to power a drive us
22 models we reviewed, 21 relied for
ing the eSATA interface. Second, eSATA
power on a single USB 2.0 port on a
drives aren't reliably hot-pluggable; in
desktop PC. The sole exception was »
order for it to show up under Windows
Explorer as a drive:: letter, you must
plug the drive in before you boot or
you must reboot after attaching it.
FireWire 400 and 800 behave the
same way USB 2.0 does, except
that they're better. Seconds after
you plug a unit in, the drive letter
appears; and unlike with USB 2.0,
underpowered ports are rare.

..~ .
~

Interfaces:

•

_

1

lomega's eGo (left) and
Rocstor's Rocport 109
(right) use use, Fire Wire
400, and FireWire 800.
Wiebe Tech has eSATA,
USB, and FlreWlre 800 .

v'
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the WiebeTech ToughTech XE Mini,
with its unpowered combination USB
2.0/eSATA port. But even the Wiebe
Tcch didn't need an AC adapter when
attached via FircWirc 400 or 800.
One way to deal with underpowered
USB ports is to use a two-to-one USB
cable that draws power from two sepa
rate USB ports . (omega's eGo drive, all
three Rocstor units , and Seagate's Frce
Agent Go docking station shipped with
these hedge-your-bet accessories .

so portable. Today, you can easily slip a
1TB unit into your pocket. Two of the
drives in this roundup-Seagate's Free
Agent Go 1TB and Western Digital 's
My Passport Essential SE 1TB-fit a
terabyte of capacity into a 2.5-inch
mechanism, thanks la rgely to adding a
third platter. The extra platter makes
the units (especially the Seagate) slight
ly thicker and heavier than a typical 2.5
inch portable drive, but they remain
highly portable just the same.
Samsung's supersmall Sl

Ruggedness:
Mini-the only 1.8-inch hard
drive that we tested here-had
I
Hitachi's SfmpleTough
stores the
the smallest capacity in the
I
y
320GB, and Adata's
drive's cable.
roundup (120G B). Of the other
Spart SH93 tolerate
units we tested , four offered
careless treatment.
250GB of storage, six had 320GB,
eight had 500GB, and one had
Yet another USB
640GB, though most of them are
drawback that you
available in different capacities.
might run into: USB
The amount of storage you need de
pends on how you use the drive. If it's
2.0 drives attached to PCs
sometimes prevent them from clearing
strictly for business documents, even
POST (power-on self-test) and booting.
the 120GB Sl Mini probably offers
I've never been able to trace the cause
plenty of space. On the other hand, if
of this phenomenon, but I've experi
you want to rip and watch your DVD
enced it on a number of different PCs .
collection from a hard drive, even lTB
may eventually be too little.
Western Digital 's My Passport Elite
includes an LED gauge on the front of
Not so long ago, 1-terabyte hard drives
the unit that tracks available capacity.
cost hundreds of dollars each. And they
Depending on how you use your stor
didn't exist in the 2.5-inch form that
age device, this feature could be extreme
permits the drives in this roundup to be
ly handy. The drive comes with a dock,
Buffalo's MiniStation

A raceway on

Metro Portable (left),

the Hitachi

Capacity
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and with multiple drives in play, the
gauge offers a nice way to determine
which one has the most space available
for your next operation or project.

Performance
Drives equipped with an eSATA or Fire
Wire 800 bus were much faster than
their USB 2.0 cousins, and eSATA was
about 10 percent faster than FireWire
800. We also noticed differences in per
formance within each bracket. The Roc
stor Airhawk A9 was the fastest of the
drives we tested via FireWire 800, by 7
percent. The other three FireWire 800
drives finished within a couple of per
centage points of each other.
Among USB 2.0 drives, the two West
ern Digital My Passport models earned
top marks for performance. Most of the
other drives had minor differences in
test scores. Generally, 1.8-inch drives
are slower than 2-inch mechanisms; so
the Samsung Sl Mini's second-to-last
place finish is less surprising than its
beating the Toshiba Portable Hard Drive
640GB (whose performance improves if
you manually launch the included soft
ware and reformat the drive) .
The type of interface you use has more
influence on your portable hard drive's
performance than any other factor; and
vendors can replace the mechanism
inside any model whenever they please.

Rugged Design
Hard-drive manufacturers ' efforts to im
prove the shock resistance of their bare
hard drives have yielded innovations
such as incorporating sensors for g-force
(acceleration due to gravity) to detect
when a drive is falling through space.
Even so, hard drives remain too fragile
to withstand even normal use without
additional protective measures.
To reduce shock and vibration in
hard drives, manufacturers place rubber
washers at points where the drive is
screwed to the enclosure and use rub
berized external coatings and bumpers
as high-tech slings inside the box.

Software
VENDORS SUCH AS Seagate and

Western Dlgltal's

Western Digital provide docking sta

sUm My Passport

Many vendors try to make their porta
ble drives stand out from the pack with
tions that obviate the need to fiddle
Elite drive comes
bundled encryption software, backup
around with a cable each time you con
with a use dock.
software or both. Since the focus is on
nect the drive to your PC. A docking
ease of use, most of the programs offer
station m ay save you on ly a few seconds each time you
fewer options than some of the better
attach the drive. but those seconds add up in the long run.
known stand-alone applications do.
Docking stations are also Incredibly handy when you use
Adata, Rocstor, and Verbatim shipped
multiple drives for rotating backups or archiving (storing
their drives to us without any bundled
individual projects on their own drives, as audio recording
software. But you can choose from an
and photography studios often do) .
array of free backup software at find.
Both Western Digital's My Passport Elite and Seagate's
pcworld.com/69239. Except for the Adata,
Free Agent Go Special Edition ship with a dock. The Seagate dock's design seemed
all of these drives are FireWire models.
a bit better balanced than the WO dock's; but if you do a lot of swapping. a bit of
For many PC users, software is a key
double-sided tape wouldn't be out of place with either unit. Another point in favor
factor in the buying decision, and hav
of the FreeAgent Go docking system is that t!le muc!l thicker FreeAgent Go 1TB
ing software especially tailored to your
will still fit in the standard Go series dock. thanks to a cleverly placed notch in its
drive is convenient. Many of the drives'
case. Now if only someone would make a FireWire 800 dock.
software bundles come preloaded and
launch automatically when you connect
the drive to your PC's USB port.
The Buffalo Technology, Samsung,
ters to perform the emergency operation.
The goal is to reduce the effective g-force
Seagate, and Western Digital drives
Every drive in our roundup withstood
to a level that the drive can withstand
came with both backup software and
the mild bumps that we subjected them
in both its nonoperational state (with its
data-encryption software. The Hitachi,
to, and a couple of designs stood out
Iomega, LaCie, Toshiba, and WiebeTech
read/write heads parked safely off the
for their ruggedness : Adata's bright yel
drives provided backup software only.
disk platters) and its operational state
low Sport SH93 and Hitachi's Simple
The Hitachi drives bundled Arcsoft
(with the read/write heads engaged).
Tough 320GB . The SH93 's USB port is
Tota!Media Backup. This program is easy
Vendors claim that their bare drives
to use, but the only way you can define
capped with soft rubber, and the com
possess a shock resistance tog-force of
additional file types to back up is by
pany claims that the resulting seal can
up to 400g when operational, and up to
using a filter. The company does sup
withstand immersion in 1 meter of
lOOOg when nonoperational, but you
plement its bundle
water for 30 minutes without leak
should treat portable hard drives as deli
ing. An integrated raceway around
with Hitachi Ultimate
cate mechanisms. A drive that might
Tiny Size:
Online Backup
the SH93 's rubberized waist lets
survive a 3-foot fall while not plugged
Car keys (lelt) ar en't
(which »
you store the included cable.
in would probably sustain damage if it
oul of scale with
The SimpleTough comes with a
suffered the same fall while in use.
Sa mwng's UOGB
conveniently integrated, nonre
One way to minimize your portable
Sl Mini and WD's
drive's risk of damage is to use a short
movable cable, as does the Buffalo
SOOGB Elite drive.
MiniStation Metro Portable, the
cable. This helps keep the drive out of
CMS V2ABS, and the LaCie
the way of flying hands and elbows, and
Little Disk 250GB. Only
increases the likelihood that the cable
the SimpleTough's cable is
will unplug and the drive will park its
read/write heads before the unit hits
ruggedized with a corru
the floor. Drive manufacturers call this
gated, high-grip surface,
however. Hitachi claims
automatic action emergenry retract; accord
that it's waterproof, too .
ingto Seagate, it takes from 40 to 80
milliseconds, depending on
where the heads are when
power is cut off. The drive
taps residual electromotive
force from the spinning plat

---- --- -- ---- ----
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includes 2GB of free storage).
Similarly, )omega's eGo offers
Mozy Home; its Retrospect Ex
press Backup and QuikProtect
programs let you add individual
files to a backup set. You get
2GB of free online storage at
Mozy Home with the eGo.
CMS's BounceBack Ultimate
handles various backup chores,
but it's unique in letting you
mirror your system's main hard
. drive. If the main system subse
quently fails, you can boot from the
external drive and keep working.
Western Digital's SmartWare was one
of the friendliest application packages
we looked at, and it offers full-drive secu
rity (most competing packages support
only file and folder encryption). On the
other hand, we couldn't figure out how
to modify or add to the default file selec
tions (Pictures, Movies, Music, Docu
ments, and Other). HP's SimpleSave
automates main-drive backup effective
ly; like SmartWare, it auto-selects files,
but it lets you modify those selections.
Seagate's Manager Software for its
FreeAgent drives is as friendly as WD's,
but it offers only folder encryption. On
the other hand, it supports folder-level
syncing, and you can modify file selec
tions for your backups individually.
Samsung's S1 Mini ships with a nice
(but nameless) software app with a very
pretty interface. We wish it let users add
files individually to a backup, though.
Toshiba's Portable Hard Drive 640MB
was relatively slow, but we liked the
automatic launching and configuring
functions in its version of NTI Backup
Now EZ-the only vers ion that handled
both file-based and image backups.
LaCie drives ship with the highly con
figurable (though harder) Genie Backup
Assistant, and with a syncing program.

Security
If your portable drive contains sensitive
data, encrypting it to keep it away from
prying eyes is a good idea. Vendors favor
software-dependent encryption; and in
94
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Software:
HP's SimpleSave
automatically selects
files to back up, but
allows customization.

data. The drive comes bundled with
two dongles in case you misplace one.
Tip: Always remove security dongles
when you aren't around-even if you're
just making a dash for a cup of coffee.
For some reason, devices with security
dongles parked in them tend to attract
more than their fair share of attention.

the drives that we
reviewed, they split
just about evenly
between full-drive
encryption and file
and folder-level en
The portable hard drive you buy should
cryption. The bet
have a USB 2.0 port for universal con
nectivity. Of course, that's a bit like
ter choice for you depends on whether
you want quick and unfettered access
saying that the car you buy should have
four wheels: It's nearly impossible to
to some files while vigorously defend
find a portable drive that lacks USB.
ing the rest, or whether you want every
thing protected at full strength.
Still, both FireWire and eSATA are
Western Digital's and Buffalo's drives
handy options to have, too-FireWire
adopt the full-drive approach . Both use
800, in particular. And the more data
you transfer, the handier they become.
a small partition (the OS sees it as a CD
drive) to provide access to their utilities;
Toshiba's slower-than-average Porta
but once you set a password, you can't
ble Hard Drive 640 would have been on
access the main partition where your
our must-avoid list, if not for its well
data resides. Samsung's SecretZone
designed backup software. The Sam
creates password-protected images that
sung S1 Mini is slow, too, but extreme
you can mount as virtual removable
portability and adept security software
drives for seamless access; otherwise,
intercede on its behalf. WiebeTech's
however, it leaves your drive available.
quad-interface ToughTech XE Mini
Seagate uses an encrypted
sounds enticing-and if you're
folder that you can add files
looking fo r eSATA speed, it
to and delete files from via a
Security:
has the goods. Because it
stand-alone encryption tool.
Rocstor's Rocbit
can't run on USB bus power,
If you use your drive exclu
FX KT includes a
however, you can't leave its
sively on your own desktop
mini·USB dongle
AC adapter at home.
containing an
PCs and laptops, a soft
Seagate's FreeAgent Go
ware approach to se
encryption key.
portable drives win our nod
curity is fine, though
for archiving or rotating back
some people may dis
ups; the dock and capacities
like the idea of install
are state-of-the-art even
ing and possibly run
though the drive's USB per
ning an unrecognized
form ance is only middle-of
piece of software on
the-pack. WD's My Passport
their system. Roc
Elite is your best bet if you
Stor's Rocbit FX KT
need a combination of small
drive offers an far
size and big USB performance.
more elegant solution:
Rocstor's Rocbit FX KT should
It uses a mini-USB
appeal to anyone who needs to
security dongle con
satisfy strict security require
taining an encryption
ments, and Adata's SH93 is a
key to unlock the en
winner if you need a porta
crypted data on the
ble drive that can sur
drive. No dongle, no
vive a hiking trip. •
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RESTAURANT PRO EXPRESS,.
Point of Sale System for Restaurants
-·

More _fr.olit! -=More-;8alesr • More-custo-mers! -
- :. - Savf:fime, fJpd_uce- fh.eff, -sp_eed_Cll_~ckotlt,_~fncreasii.:Aq_qy[~cy, .
_
-__: - Refiuce Costs, Make-Better::Business-Decisions-byGomputeriting-your-Restaurant
-_:-- _The:lft -~teil Re5taurant Point-of S!!le 

=-

• -Fine-Diriing;Table.Ser\iite
• Quick Service;-P.isf FOoci -:__::-• Qelf~~ry. Jake.Q~,::_()rive-Thru_
..
• Cafeterias, Hotels,.Gift Shops &.Retall Stores
• Rated# 1 for ~~of Us.!L_ _
:. • Ratec! # 1 for"Restaurant Features.
-- ·· ·Single.or multi'user
__ • Ol}~esf!luran!_or-multiple re~\!rants _--:_ 

• Credit card a-utnorization:iri 2-3 seconds ·
• Gitt Cards &i.OyattY cams=
• Tfa~~- your- i~vent_oi)i aria c~~to_mef? 
• Detailed Sales Reports - 
• Rated # 1 inJl~omer service

All-In-One-Term~~---·-··---:

- - -....:P-osiflex; IBM

----------

Touch screen:-Monitors u99- --_e r.edit & Debit caiifProcessin.!ls34&_- - - - -·
PC Charge

------

--=--=-

=::::=::=::=::::

Cre_djfcard Readers,-PJn ~ii_l!~~Jgnature Pa!!.s~------
Unltech, MagTel\,:Verlfone-;-Topaz, HHr.-··

---- -------
-- ---------

,:: :_ .

- .. =:.- :

:-R~ur~nf Pro EXp_!!~ sottWa.ni"fiir WJ!):dOws $ 795 ~
- - - - - - - - - ---- --
=:Replace.your Cash Register with.Restaurant Pro.Express in.any type of restaurant.With:overJ,000 of the:mostdeslred--·-:==:=
-~ - risfa1Jrant ppinfo(sale f~ature5;:Restauraotf(9Eicpress will help YQ!Lcompete-=-in_~-ilittiCu1trestaurant e11vitonmelO]
ntE ::::::=:::::=:
"' ~ ih: ;g - DY controlling-your coS!S, reducing erfor5~ illcreasingefficiency, increasing your-profi andlncrea5iiig...yo r--sa es. - - - 
; Q
r =sestaurantPro ExpresSilrovides·faster checkout, table.seating; split:Checks, tip.tracking, unlimited.iiieiluTtemS<lll - - - 
• : · - - modlfiers,_:a, }idTHE F~_l'J_EST, MOST 'EFFICLENt}YAY T§SE~VIGE YflU~giJSTOMERSz - - .

,. =

-==-=- :.....__-:-

__::_:_

Promotion

CE Hot Product Showcase
Phonewatch with Communicator
Kempler & Strauss' stylish W Phonewatch is the world's smallest full-function
GSM unlocked cell phone watch.
It incorporates cell phone, color photo-video camera and mp3 player.
and is optimized for use with kempler & strauss' included
bluetooth-enabled Communicator micro handset which enables
users to wirelessly answer phone calls and control the integrated mp3 player.
Thew Phonewatch features an intuitive micro-touch touchscreen interface.
Price tag under $200
Ava ilable on line www.kemplerusa.com
Works w ith AT&T and T-Mobile

KE M PLER &STRAUSS ' "

- - - · · - ----- __

,,

---

PHONEWATCH

Ultra-Thin, Credit Card-Sized USB Drive
Carry important documents and files in your wallet
The Slim Data USB Cards, which are available in 2GB and 4GB capacities,
are high-quality, plug-and-play, ultra-slim USB flash drives the same size
and thickness as a credit card.
It can be conveniently carried in a wallet minimizing the chance of loss
or misplacement and enabling users to keep their USB storage with them
at all times.

S:LIM
di3Ta

Availab le on line www.slimdatausb.com

Watch your PC Shows on your TV
IGUGU lnterneTV gives the user the freedom to enjoy any video content from
the Internet the way it's meant to be enjoyed ... from the comfort of a couch.
Today PC's are the most powerful entertainment systems, IGUGU was developed
to unleash the entertainment potential of the PC and the Internet place-shifting
content from the desktop to the TV where it can be enjoyed
in a Home Entertainment Center.
Complete solution price tag under $80

iO UGU'"
lnTERnETV

The most powerful Videogame Console
IGUGU Gamecore transforms your PC into the most powerful TV Videogame Console.
With IGUGU GAMECORE you can wirelessly play and control 97% of PC-resident games
and 100% of the online games available on the web.
Using a 2.4Ghz RF connection and its 6 accelerometers for Motion Sensing provides
an outstanding gaming experience on your Plasma or LCD HDTV.
Complete solution price tag under $80

iG
UGU'"
GamECORE

Available online www. igugu.com

Promoti on

CE Hot Product Showcase
CarMD® Handheld Tester & Software
Kit Empowers Drivers
Easy-to-use CarMD® device lets you monitor your vehicle's health without popping
the hood. Catch hidden problems before they cost you big bucks, keep your car
green and double-check repa ir costs. Updateable software (now for Windows® 7)
means the CarMD you buy today will work on the vehicle you buy tomorrow.
IF YOU HAVE A CAR OR TRUCK, YOU NEED CARMD!

.
PCWorldreaders save 15% (MSRP: $98.99)
•
• When you buy online at CarMD,com with code: PCWCElO '.
\
(offer good through 5/31/10)
.:
..,_

•

- ~ .., ,.. .... ~

......... '('-

•·

•

• .;A-~

~

•

-

www.CarMD.com

...

High Definition All-in-one Media Player
The Patriot Box Office is an all-in-one media player that frees your digital
media library and brings it to your living room. Box Office supports most
media formats and offers numerous ways to connect to your media library:
3 USB ports, internal 2.5" hard drive (not included) , UPnP streaming, 10/100
Ethernet connection and optional WiFi USB adapter.
Available at:
OBWBOO·....;

friri. NC

I X .com

C JlAl l ({Jl*XOC'r.SOlC ~ & ru'fK I

Expand Your View
with a New USB Monitor
Add a second monitor to your Laptop today via your USB Port. DoubleSight
Smart USB Monitors utilize a single USB cable for both power and video - no
video port required. PC & MAC Compatible. 7" and 9" Models available.
Lightweight & Portable. Perfect for Laptops, Netbooks and Desktops.
www.DoubleSight.com

Get One Now ---. Buy.com

a~on.com• ~L-

Walmart.com
- ·-·

mm

PRD VAITA61

-----------

Affordable Color E-Book
The GRlOO expands on current E-book reader technology by offering a 6 inch color
LCD touchscreen with crystal clarity. With a built in stereo speaker, this is not just an
E-Book reader, but a total multimedia device. Expand the internal memory by using
an SD card to hold up to thousands of books. A rechargeable battery rounds out this
device to be extremely portable.

aEVONO E-TECH
info@beyondetech.com (877) 220-DUET

ere's
Troubleshoot Windows Problems Remotely

l

Microsoft's Internet-based remote-access
tools Let you quickly fix Windows problems on
far-away PCs. Here's how to use th em.

BY TONY BRADLEY

WHETHER YOU' RE an IT
pro or the go-to geek in your
social circle, often the big
gest hassle you face in fixing
a computer problem is sim
ply getting to the PC that
needs help. Fortunately,
Microsoft offers a few good
Internet-based options that
simplify the task of connect
ing to a troubled system.
With Microsoft's Remote
Assistance, Remote Desktop
Connection, and Problem
Steps Recorder, you can con
trol a remote PC as if you
were sitting at the keyboard
in front of it. Not only do
these tools save you a trek,
but they also help you avoid
scenarios where you try to
assist a friend who can't.
seem to use menus prop
erly or identify settings
and dialog-box messages
accurately. Instead of
guiding a clueless soul
to Control Panel and
beyond, you can drive
the controls yourself and
fix problems quickly.

Remote Assistance
With Remote Assistance,
you .can provide safe and
secure tech support for
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distant computers, whether
for your company or for
family members and friends.
Unlike many other remote
access tools, Remote Assis
tance doesn't open a user's
Windows PC to the Internet
so that any outsider can con
nect at will. The user must
initiate the Remote Assis
tance request and approve
the incoming connection.
This tool has existed since
the debut of Windows XP in
2001 , but its features have
evolved a bit over the course
of the transition from XP to
Vista to Windows 7. In Win
dows 7, clickHclpandSup
pon, select More Suppon
Options at the bottom of the
window, and choose Remote
Assistance. To find the utility

in one of the earlier versions
of Windows, click Help and
Support and run a search for
'Remote Assistance'.
Once Remote Assistance
is open , the utility offers a

choice as to how to send a
request for help. The meth
od and format of the request
have changed over time. In
Windows XP, the options
are limited to a choice be
tween instant messaging
and e-mail. In Windows
7, the user can send an
e-mail message, save the
invitation as a file to be
sent as an IM attachment,
';UJllJOft
or use Easy Connect to
0 Asl<ofoiendtohol>
establish a relationship
G Go to .a Window!> Web ste fon..rn
between two Windows 7
systems that afterward
can connect via Remote
Assistance instantly.
Selecting the e-mail re
REMOTE ASSISTANCE lets PC users with uncertain troubleshooting skills
quest option opens the
invite an outside person to connect with their system to help solve problems.
user's default e-mail client

FEBRUARY 2010

and creates an e-mail
aren't already admin
message asking for
istrators on a particu
help; it also provides
lar PC to be able to
Sup pore
a file attachment that
connect to it using
the recipient will use
El .... • lriordtohe<>
Remote Desktop Con
Online
D Go to~ \lrmdows Web st.e
to connect to the
nection, you must add
fonxn
~ bblelclOQEi>ixibcnllt/~I
computer that needs
them here. Once the
J1 Houston, Gal
assistance. In both
system has enabled
.& JAMIE
..3. Jorge (H)
Windows XP and
Remote Desktop Con
Vista, the system
nection, the utility
prompts the user to
will provide you with
or use: e-mail
create a password for
-~
the address to use in
""'"'"'
[] Abo.<"""
the remote helper to
order
to connect to
1J Hy CoqU.er triormal.lon
[to
~
O(tlook
use in order to gain
El A<W«uds,.,....
the PC remotely.
w.........
Exjiess
QI "'"
security clearance to
To begin a Remote
El ,,.,.... Ctdq.x-. Wty
a s..... r...........,..,
connect with the PC;
Desktop Connection
Windows 7 creates its
WINDOWS XP LETS users request assistance via Instant messaging or e-mail.
session, click Start•All
own (ostensibly more
Programs•Accessories•
secure) password and passes
as-needed basis; but if you
click Computer and select
Remote Desktop Con11ection. In
that along to the person do
find it necessary to connect
Properties, or open Control
the Remote Desktop Con
ing the troubleshooting.
with a remote system regu
Panel and select System; then
nection window, you can
After you (the helper) re
larly, use Remote Desktop
choose the Remote settings
enter either the IP address
ceive and click on the attachConnection. This versatile
link in the left pane. In Win
or the computer name of the
ment, you must enter the
Windows tool enables you
system you want to connect
dows XP, right-click My Com
password to start the con
to control any remote PC;
puter, choose Prope11ies, and
to, as well as the username
nection to the remote PC. At
select the Remote tab.
it's especially valuable for
you're using for the connec
this point, the person who
administrators who need
tion. Once you've initiated
The Remote Settings con
asked for your help will see a
trol panel lets you allow or
to connect with servers or
the connection process, the
prompt requesting permis
software will ask you to
other critical systems .
disallow remote systems to
sion to establish the incom
connect with that computer.
enter a valid username and
Before you can use Re
ing connection and warning
Members of the Administra
mote Desktop Connection
password for the remote PC,
that the connection will
to link up to a remote sys
tors group automatically
unless you saved the con
allow you to see everything
tem, that PC must be config
have access to all systems
nection credentials from a
on their Windows desktop.
ured to accept such connec
whose Remote Desktop
previous session on that PC.
Connection is turned on. If
tions. In either Windows
As long as the Remote As
Both Windows Server 2003
sistance session remains
Vista or Windows 7, rightyou would like for users who
and Windows Server 2008
connected, both you
allow multiple simul
l~t
and the person you're
taneous connections
Windows Remote.Assistance
helping will be able to
via Remote Desktop
observe the same
Connection, but desk
How do you want to invite your trusted helper?
Windows desktop. A
top systems allow just
You can create an invitatio n and send it to you r helper. Yo u can also use Easy Connect to simplify
chat function permits
one connection at a
conn,ctions to your h'l p,r. How do l know which to choose?
you to communicate
time.
Remote Desktop
-t Save this invitation as a file
with each other to
Connection
(unlike
You can send this invitatio n as an attachment if you use we b-based e·mail.
troubleshoot and
Remote Assistance)
~ Use e-mai l to send an invitation
resolve the problem.
does not let the local
If you use a compatible e-ma il program this will start the e -mail program and attach the
invitation rn,.
user see the desktop.
Remote Desktop
A person sitting in
~ Use Easy Connect
Use this option if Easy Connect is al so availab le to your h• lptr.
front of the PC will
Connection
see the screen blacked
Remote Assistance is
out while the Remote
good for trouble
IN WINDOWS 7, users can set up an invitation to a designated troubleshooting helper
Desktop Connection
shooting remote sys
tems on a one-time,
and later send it as an attached IM file, as an e-mail message, or via Easy Connect.
session is engaged. »

.

!$!
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Here's How
~

Windows Remo te Assistance

If someone logs back in
to the system locally, the
session will terminate; so
when you use Remote
Desktop Connection to
troubleshoot a PC, tell
the person at the other
end to sit back and relax
while you do your thing.

Tell you r helper the connection pass word

After connecting. Tony '>ill be able to
see whatever is on your deskto p.

J8RWXXGKL6BZW

i

@ Waiting for incoming conn ectio n- .

Yes

I(

N.o

I

V/hat are the eriva!;y and Securitv concerns?

WINDOWS XP AND Windows Vista invite users to create their own passwords; Windows 7, however, generates
complex passwords-like this one-automatically and Instructs users to share them with their remote helper.

Problem Steps
Recorder

sons . First, in many instances
involving an uncooperative
system, users ca n't identify
exactly what the problem is;
and help-desk agents, at their

Windows 7 comes with a
very helpful new tool called
Problem Steps Recorde r.

Remote Desktop

Connection
General ~ local Resot.n:es

~ &perience Adv~

loyon settings
Enter1he name cl the remote COflllu!er.

192158.18.83
U:iername :

You wiO be askedfor credentials when you connect.

El Allow me to save credentials
Connection settings
Save the c:urrent conrection settings to an RDPfile or open a
saved connection .

(~ Options

REMOTE DESKTOP CONNECTION asks you to enter an IP address or
computer name, plus your username, to establish secure credentials.
1his cool utility enables users
to document, automatically
and step-by-step, the actions
that led to or created a com
puter problem. Users can
then send the compiled re
cording out to a help desk
or to another individual so
that the helper can review
precisely what happened
and-maybe-figure out
where things went wrong.
Problem Steps Recorder
is a big deal for several rea
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Would you like to allow fony
to connect to you r computer?

Help
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end, frequently have trouble
re-creating the computer
misbehavior that the users
describe. Though Windows
Remote Assistance allows
both the user and the helper

to see the desktop at the
same time and to work on
the problem simultaneously,
third-party support provid
ers rarely use that utility as
a troubleshooting tool.
Second, since it's easy to
send Problem Steps Record
er sessions as an e-mail mes
sage or an instant-messaging
file attachment, the user and
the help desk don't have to
be connected in real time.
Having access to a visual re
creation of the problem and
having the option of resolv
ing the issue offiine and sub
sequently informing the user
about the solution give help
desk agents the freedom to
work more efficiently-and
without the pressure of hav
ing a frustrated user waiting
and watching on the other
end of a connection.
Problem Steps Record er is
unava ilable in Control Panel
or through any Windows
menus. To open Problem
Steps Recorder and create a
session, press the ~windows>
key on your keyboard and
type psr.exe into the search
field. Press <Enter>, and you
will see a simple console

with options for starting or
stopping the recording, and
for adding comments.
Problem Steps Recorder
sessions are not videos; they
consist of a collection of an
notated screenshots. The
utility compiles the resulting
session into an MHTML file
that you can send either as an
e-mail message or as a file at
tached to an instant message.
The MHTML file is viewable
only in Internet Explorer.
Another nice thing about
Problem Steps Recorder is
that you don't have to re
serve it for occasions when
problems arise. You can use
it to create tutorials or docu
mented how-to sessions for
complex or confusing tasks,
thereby educating users and
preemptively avoiding po
tential problems.
Of course, connecting to
a troubled PC and observing
the problem directly are
only the first steps that you
will have to take in solving a
remote-computer difficulty.
But if you can avoid traveling
to the remote system , you
have already made fixing the
problem a little bit easier.

~ mble

St~rt Record j

StQp R.ecord

I

~ ,i!..dd ~ornrrn:nt 00:00 :00

PROBLEM STEPS RECORDER automatically records each of the steps that occur prior to a crash, error, or
other PC hassle, making it easier for a knowledgeable person to troubleshoot the problem remotely.

Fix Four Common Windows 7 Upgrade Problems

l

AN EXPERIENCED PC user
Upgrading to Microsoft's latest operating system
knows that not every at
can be fraught with frustration for some users.
tempt 'to upgrade an operat
Here's how to tackle a quartet of showstoppers.
ing system goes smoothly
but arming yourself with
that something is wrong.
by rebooting your PC. After
that understanding does lit
The culprit is a service called
logging back in, click Start,
tle to offset the annoyance
lphlpsvc, which may stop
right-click Computer, and
you 're bound to feel when
responding to your system
choose Properties. Next
confronted with seemingly
during the installation. For
select Adoanced•Enoironment
unresolvable installation
tunately, the solution is rela
oariables•Sys&em oariables•
problems. Like its predeces
tively easy. If you don't feel
New. In the 'Variable name'
sors, Windows 7 has pre
sented some of its adopt
ers with a few serious
upgrade bugs. But don't
Whe re do you wa t to install Windows?
worry: I'll explain how to
Name
exterminate them.
.20 D GB
20.il GB
Oisldl Unallocaai Space
Before you embark on
'
your Windows 7 up
grade, though, be sure to
attach your system di
_QelEte
* teRaresh
f orm at
rectly to your router via a
!,cad
Ori
er
df!tend
wired ethernet connec
tion. This will give Win
dows 7 the opportunity
to download the latest in
stallation updates straight TO PERFORM A clean installation of Windows 7, you need to boot from the
from Microsoft at the
DVD, select your target drive, and click 'Delete'. Then click 'Next'.
outset of the upgrade
process. By the time you
field, type MIG_UPGRADE_
like messing around with
read this article, Microsoft
your PC's settings, down
IGNORE_PLUGINS. In the 'Vari
load and install Microsoft's
able value' field, type lphlps·
may have come up with fixes
for some of the following
vcMlgPlugin.dll. Click OK to
automated fix for the prob
lem, MicrosoftFixit50319
upgrade bugs , so your first
close the windows, and then
step in any upgrade scenario
restart your installation.
(find.pcworld.com/64195). Just
should be to make sure that
follow the wizard, and it
you have a wired Internet
Endless Reboots
should resolve the difficulty
in about a minute.
hookup to your PC to take
A more obnoxious (and un
advantage of them.
fortunately more common)
If you would rather correct
Windows 7 upgrade headthe problem yourself, start

l§:il?

Installation Ha ngs
at 62 Percent
The first installation
problem that you're like
ly to encounter when
upgrading from Vista to
Windows 7 may not be
obvious at first. But after
your progress bar sits at
62 percent for more than
10 minutes, you'll know

ew System Variable

I(

Variable name:
Variable ,l!alue:

MIG_UPGRADE_IGNORE_PLUGINS
IbhlpsvcMigPlugin.dll
OK

J[

Cancel

CREATING A SYSTEM variable that Ignores the lphlpsvc plug-In will prevent
the lnstallatlon routine from hanging at the 62 percent complete mark.

ache is the reboot loop . This
irritating bug causes your
system to reboot and then
to present a message declar
ing that Windows 7 could
not be installed and that the
previous version of the OS
(Vista) has therefore been
restored. But the next time
you reboot the PC, the oper
ating system attempts to
resume the upgrade pro
cess, leading to the same
error after the next re
boot. And so on. As Ein
stein noted many years
ago, that's the very defi
nition of insanity.
To escape this endless
reboot cycle, select Vista
from the boot menu at
startup, and then insert
your old Windows Vista
installation disc into your
PC's optical drive. When
the Vista setup menu ap
pears, exit setup. Click
Start•All Programs•Acces
sories. Right-click Com
mand Prompt and choose Run
as Administraror from the
contextual menu. Then, at
the command prompt, type
D:\boot\Bootsect.exe /NT60 All,

replacing D with the letter
of the drive containing your
Vista installation disc. This
instruction resets the boot
parameters for the system.
Now reboot your machine
and begin the installation
process again.

Bad Product Key
You paid good money to
upgrade to Windows 7,
but when you try to acti
vate the new installation,
using the product key
that came with the disc,
you may receive an
»
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Here's How
tii C:\Windows\system32\cmd.exe
Be forewarned, however,
error message reporting
Mic l'OSOf t \Jinc\ous [Ue1•don 6 . 0 . 6000]
that
you should not think
that your product key is
Copy1·ight (c) 2006 Micl'osoft Corpo1•ation.
All l'ights J'e s eJ'vec\.
of this trick as a substi
not valid. The fix for this
tute for acquiring a legiti
problem isn't difficult,
C: ,U s e1•s,Rohel't >D: , hoot , Bootsect .e xe /NTG0 All
mate Windows product
but it is time-consuming.
key; it is strictly a stopgap
This problem is not so
measure to buy you anoth
much a bug as it is a result IF WINDOWS 7 gets stuck in a reboot loop during installation, insert the
er 30-day grace period, after
Vista CD and enter (approximately) the above at the Command Prompt.
of unfriendly engineer
which you'll be prompted as
ing. The invalid-product
before to activate your copy
Windows 7 by phone. To do
key warning arises when
your Windows 7 upgrade.
of Windows 7 with your key.
so, click Stan•Computer•
Once you've reinstalled
you attempt to install an up
Navigate to the Media
XP or Vista on your hard
Properties, and choose Click
grade edition of Windows
drive, boot from that drive
Bootlnstall Registry key by
here to activate Windows now.
7 on an already-formatted
pressing <Windows> and typ
and then insert your Win
Look for the option to acti
drive. You must install the
ing regedit in the search field.
upgrade edition on a system
dows 7 upgrade DVD. You'll
vate by phone, dial the num
After your Registry Editor
still have the option to per
that already has either Win
ber the system provides, and
dows XP or Vista installed
form a clean installation of
opens, use the folder tree in
follow the voice-guided
the left pane to navigate to
instructions. In the worst
on it. If the setup routine
Windows 7 on your system,
fails to locate a previous
if that's what you want to
case scenario, a Microsoft
HKEY_LOCAL_ MACHINE/
installation of XP or Vista,
do. Just make sure that your
support person will help
SoftwarefMicrosoft/Win
Windows 7 concludes that
primary hard drive has a
dows/CurrentVersion/Set
you activate your license.
qualifying previous version
you are illicitly attempting
up/OOBE/. Once there, you
should see 'MediaBoot
to install the OS on a new
of Windows installed on it;
Windows 7
Install ' in the right-hand
Refuses to Activate
computer rather than up
then boot from the Win
grading an old machine. As
dows 7 DVD and select Cus
pane. Double-click it to see
If you have already installed
a result, your upgrade prod
tom (Adoanced) as your instal
Windows 7 on your system
its value. If it's a 1, change it
lation type. You can then
uct key won't work.
to a 0 and click OK.
via a clean install, and you
To resolve this issue, you
format the drive using Win
don't want to go through
Now close the Registry
dows 7, without encounter
must have either XP or Vista
Editor, and select Stan•All
the hassle of restoring your
installed on your hard drive
ing the invalid-product-key
old version of Windows
Programs•Acccssorics. Right
error at activation time.
at boot time. And satisfying
before reinstalling again,
click Command Prompt and
that prerequisite may very
If the same activation error
you can use a Registry hack
select Run as administrator
well mean digging out your
message pops up after you've
to force Windows to behave
from the context menu that
old XP or Vista discs and
followed these instructions,
as though it has already been
pops up. At the prompt,
performing a fresh installa
your best bet is to activate
properly activated.
type slmgr /rearm. You should
tion of the old OS before
then see a dialog box
trying to install Windows
informing you that the
PJopctty'Sys!em
7 once again.
.... Ni•mc
lYPc
o...
command has completed
Rdi.bility
(vAluf:notsct)
~J et>rl•ult.l
REG_SZ
Rt.,,.mcNles
Windows 7 requires
its instructions success
.?-) Medi.aBoctlrut.i-1 R£G_OWORD
0.00000000 (I))
Run
-Sj Rdalllnst.U
RE.G_D\VORO
0.00000001 a1
you to have Service Pack
fully,
and that you now
RunOnu
.e3 Mtup0ispbyed£._ REG_DWORO
0.00000001 Ul
Solup
..;t: sm.ipOisplqedl.. P.(G_OWOP.O
0.0000000! GJ
1 installed on Vista, or
need to restart .
.... DPI
OCMtn.119~
Service Pack 3 installed
Once you've restarted
008E
PnplockdownFJ!e
V.Jt.;eneti>e:
on Windows XP; be sure
your computer, it will be
t-8 Stctc
.w;s;,;.-.;;;;,- ··--·
~pr ep
to run your automatic
time to activate your PC.
:i 
Syd>r~E:xunwl
updates on the old OS
Press the <Windows> key
SNrcdOlls
ShcR EnmUons
rJ
before moving on to the
and type Activate Windows.
ShdCompctibility
i:J
, Sh<l!Sav>«Obj<d!lcHytood
Windows 7 upgrade. If
Then press <Enter> and
Sde:b•r
SfddJyStd.t:
you have a backup of your
follow the prompts to
SMO£n
XP or Vista system handy,
SMl
complete the normal
Stilnm.o.t
;='~~-~J •
the most foolproof fix
activation process. This
may be to restore that
time, the installation pro
backup on your hard
TO OBTAIN ANOTHER 30-day grace period before validating, edit the value of
cess should go smoothly.
drive and then to retry
the MediaBootlnstall Registry key to 0 and then run the rearm command.
-Rohen Strohmeyer

Ia
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Five Tips for Better
Photo Printing Results
HERE ARE FIVE tips to help
you get better output from
an inkjet photo printer.
1. Choose the right print size:
For good results your image
file should have enough pix
els for a printed photo to be
sharp at the desired size. You
will need at least 200 dots
per inch for acceptable image
quality, and at least 300 dpi
for excellent print quality.
Figuring the maximum ac
ceptable print size (in inches)
is easy: Divide the photo's
pixel size by 200 (or by 300
for higher-quality prints).
Not sure how many pixels
are in your photo? Right-

click the image file 's icon,
choose Propenics, and click
the Details tab. You should
see the width and the height
listed in pixels. (If you are
using Vista or Windows 7,
you can just click a photo's
icon and look for the infor
mation in the details pane at
the bottom of the folder.)
For a 2000-by-3400-pixel
photo, dividing each dimen
sion by 200 yields 10 by 17,
so a printed photo can be 10
by 17 inches with acceptable
quality. For a higher-quality
printout, dividing the pixel
size by 300 gives you a 6 by
11 maximum; for the best

ANSWER LINE

t;1

SPECIAL PHOTO INKS, like the ones in these HP Vivera cartridges,
are formulated to deliver the highest-quality Inkjet printer output.

results, the print should not
exceed about 5 by 7 inches.
2. Choose the right paper:
Plain paper absorbs ink from
an inkjet printer, washing out
the colors, destroying fine
detail, and reducing the over
all sharpness of the print.
For better results, use the
printer manufacturer's rec
ommended photo paper.
The two most common
varieties of photo paper are
glossy and semiglossy (or

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS.PCWORLD.COM

My external backup drive is full. How do I keep backing my

f-I system Up now?

-Rat74136, PCWorld.com forums

THIS PROBLEM is why I prefer simpler,
more space-efficient backup programs

llad<U.p -

Whot kinds of files should MozyHome bad< e<>I

like Rebit (www.rebit.com) and MozyHome

MozyHomet\a5sarncd\•OlJ'c.otre:JUter,andpre~somer~

(find .pcworld.com/61957), which automati

Items tD back LO· You can select more acto1anc:ied options later In Exper t Mode.

cally remove older versions of files and
keep only the most recent versions.

_

Files

Size

I
"9

265.0f<B
7.0KB
7 . 3KB
129.9 MB

.. Email ond Contacts (Outloolc)

.

If your backup system doesn't work this

"' IE Favorites

way, you'll be better off either backing up
to an external drive large enough to fit two

b21

complete backup sets (defining a set as one

271
127

MvDoa.men ts
'"" Phota!:Md~
" Prcscntab:lns

2-1'1.0KB

~ Spr~ts~ Databases

'21 ~ \'\deo ond "'°''° Ops

full and several incremental backups), or

!i!l .,, Word ProcesshQ oaa.ncnts

using two separate external drives. That

176.S tai

10
1
51

2.0MB
S.0""11
R~ : l.BGB

Quota: 2.0G8
u.ed: 204. I MB

w ay, you can delete the more out-of-date

152.2"18
66.6MB

Fies: 249

i rna.-Quota I ·

backup to make room for a new one.

j

~~
10.0~
%L~-,-~'-.,-~-'='=-~-'-~-"----"
of QUO ta used

Alternatively, you can make the backup

Bock

11

!!ext

I I

C<nc.el

I

set smaller by removing large files that
you seldom change, (such as photos and

REMOTE-BACKUP PROGRAMS LIKE MozyHome let you

music) and backing them up separately,

specify which files to select for automated backup.

perhaps even burning them to DVD.
When your external backup is full. you have two

runs out of space. Or you can take a deep breath,

options. You can buy a second drive and start a

delete everything on the current drive, and then

new backup set on it, with the intention of delet

immediately start over with a full backup.

ing what's on your current drive when that one

-Li11co/11 Spector

"matte"). Glossy paper is
shiny and gives your photos
visual punch, but it can gen
erate glare in direct sunlight,
and it smudges easily. Matte
paper isn't quite as sharp as
glossy paper, and can lose
fine detail in the surface, but
I like its freckled finish.
3. Stick with the manufactur
er's ink: I recommend using
the ink that your printer's
manufacturer endorses (and
sells). Printers work best
with specific ink formula
tions, and using remanufac
tured or refilled cartridges
often yields lower-quality
prints-especially of photos.
4. Verify the print settings: ls
the paper loaded properly?
If you print on the wrong
side of photo paper, the
paper won't absorb the ink
correctly, and your printed
photo won' t look good .
Did you specify the right
paper type and ink type in
the print settings dialog box?
Make sure that the settings
match the stated specs .
5. Maintain your printer: Run
your printer's printhead
cleaning and alignment utili
ties (usually available via the
printer options in the Win
dows Control Panel) every
month or so. And even if
your printer is intended just
for photos, I strongly advise
you to print on it at least
once a week to prevent the
nozzles from gumming up.
-DaocJoh11so11
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Here's How
Two Annoyance Busters and One Extremely Cool Laptop Trick
LIKE EVERY OTHER technology upgrade, Windows 7 suffers from
its share of mismatches with existing apps and devices. I'll show
you how to make all your old stuff work with your new OS. I'll also
describe how to retrieve your media whenever it gets jammed in an
optical drive. And in the interest of conservation, I 'll point you to a
tool for using any old laptop as a second display for your PC.

Make your old apps play nice with Windows 7,
get your disc out of a stuck CD drive, and turn a
decommissio ned Laptop into a second monitor.

l

open Computer, right-click the drive icon, and choose Eject. Grrrrr.
While working with Sony tech support to resolve the issue, I
found a faster, easier solution: a tiny freeware app called EjectCD.

Overcome Windows 7 Compatibility Issues

After extracting the program from the .zip file, I pinned it to the

Windows 7 has the same core code as Windows Vista, so applica 

Windows 7 taskbar. (Vista users can accomplish the same result

tion compatibility should be a nonissue, right? Wrong. Recently I

by enabling the Quick Launch toolbar and dragging it there.)

tried to apply a firmware update to a Btu-ray drive, but the installer

Now a click of the EjectCD icon opens the drive. And because I
know the ancient secrets of the

was designed for Vista and pro

taskbar, I can use a keyboard

duced an error in Windows 7.

shortcut. Every icon there (and

Meanwhile, I've had ongoing

in the Quick Launch toolbar) is

problems getting my iPhone to
sync with iTunes, even though it

Select the prog ram you 're having problems with

automatically assigned a nu

worked just fine in Vista.

If you don 't see your program, solect Not Listed to browse to th e program fi le

merical value, beginning with 1

As much as I like Windows 7,
I have to admit that at times
like these I wish I could turn
back the clock and run Vista, or
even XP-and it just so happens

7-Zi p File Mana ger
~er

for the icon situated closest to

Assist

Start, then 2 for the one next to

IAcer Cptal Eye webcam

it, and so on. Pressing the <Win

Ace.r eRecovery Management
Ace1 GndVista
Acer Updater
AcerVCM

dows> key and the appropriate
number launches the program.
So I simply pinned EjectCD in

that I can. That's because Win
7 has a little-known feature for

THE WINDOWS 7 Program Compatibility tool automatically trouble

troubleshooting app compatibil

shoots and corrects conflicts between the new OS and old software.

ity. Here's how to use it:

1. Right-click the icon of the application that isn't working proper
ly, and then click Troubleshoot compatibility.
2. Windows will try to detect compatibility issues; if it finds any, it

that first position. Now, a little
tap of <Windows>-1 runs the
application and opens the drive.

I haven't been able to pin down the origin of this tool- I discov
ered it in an OverclockersClub forum (and you can grab it at find.
pcworld.com/64231)-but it has worked like a charm for me.

will give you two options: 'Try recommended settings' and 'Trouble
shoot program'. I suggest that you choose the first option first. If

Turn a Spare Laptop Into a Second Monitor

it doesn't work, you can always go back and try the second option

Adding a second monitor to your workstation can greatly improve

{which gives you the opportunity to specify the previous version of

your productivity. Most desktops (and laptops) let you add a sec

Windows that you want to achieve compatibility with) .

ond screen , and monitors are pretty affordable these days. But

3. After Windows applies the settings that you 've selected, click

Start Program and see whether the change has solved the com
patibility problem. Click Next to have Windows apply the settings
permanently, or try again with different settings.
This tool solved both of my problems. For iTunes, I let Windows
pick the settings (it chose XP with Service Pack 2)-and my iPhone
synced perfectly. For the firmware updater. I chose Vista with SPl
(the installed OS before my Win 7 upgrade), and again it worked.
Compatibility problems can be vexing, but I'm glad that Micro
soft thought to supply a simple, effective workaround.

nothing beats the price of gear you already own-like an old laptop.
MaxiVista (find .pcworld.com/ 64232) is a clever utility that lets you
turn an extra laptop into a second monitor. The only requirement is
that both systems be connected to your home network. The pro
gram has been around for years, but only the new version 4 offers
support for Vi sta and Windows 7 (including their 64-bit editions) .
Most users will likely pair their desktop with a laptop, though it's
just as easy to configure two laptops, a laptop and a netbook, and
so on. The software now supports third and fourth PCs as well.
I put MaxiVista to work on a desktop PC running Windows 7 and
a laptop running Vista. It worked flawlessly. Even Win 7 features

Open a CD or DVD Tray That Won 't Eject
My refurbished Sony Media Center PC has one annoying glitch: The

like Aero Snap worked on the secondary system. Very impressive.
MaxiVista costs $40. A 14-day trial version is available, and you

Blu-ray drive's Eject button doesn't work. As a result, discs stay

should install it first to confirm that your configuration works prop

trapped in the drive unless I minimize Windows Media Center,

erly. It's a great way to put an old or unused PC to good use. •
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PCW Marketplace

Students, parents, and teachers

Get Some Hot Deals this Winter!

$50ff
your order of $50 or more!
Use

Promo Code 748186
when placing your order.

Hurry, this offer ends 2/ 28/10.
Prices are subject to change.

_

1~

~) Digital cameras

~ -e

Finding the perfect

tech gadget
has never been easier.
pcworldmCOiTI/shopping
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PCW Marketplace

Be an iPhone &
iPod Touch Pro

·s199iii~
Qty3+

•

Qty 2: $7.99
Qty 1: $8.99

11~1

tactured HP 51645a

~:.~}ink c~rt!!,9:· _ . 

·--·-

More great deals at•••

•

1-800-IN<F.ARM

1nkfarm.com
the ink & toner supersite.™
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Journey of a Tweet

:
: •••••••
:

The typical Twitter post has a life span of se?onds: other
tweets seem destined for greater glory, as diagrammed
below by our friends at GOS Digital (ngonlinenews.com).

Plugged In
OMG, I'm Married
A groom in Maryland
updates his Facebook
status while he's standing at the
altar. Just be grateful that you
weren't around when he started
tweeting from the honeymoon suite.

I

I

- ..

Punctuation Envy
AOL adds a period into its
logo to help reinvent its

brand. Good thinking- after all, the
whole cutesy-punctuation thing
worked so well for Yahoo!

Apple Surplus Apple's
App Store is projected to
offer 300,000 apps by the
end of 2010. Approximately 220,000
will be related to bodily functions.

-©
-

Twitter Squared One
of Twitter's cofounders
launches Square, a new

service that lets you store credit cards
on your cell phone. I'm wondering if
purchases over $140 will be supported.

Death by Black
Screen The Windows
"black screen of death"
sends the Internet into a short-lived
frenzy. Oh come on, you didn 't know?
Blue was so last year. •

-JR Raphael

Have a great idea for a Back
Page item, from crazy hacks
to twisted tech billboards?
Send your suggestion to
Th eBackPage@pcworld.com.
You 'll earn a small slice of
fame, our undying gratitude,
and a nifty PCWorld mug.
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